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PREFACE
This book was written as an outgrowth of our work with public school
students in Washington. Although based on our experiences with
learners with moderate, severe, and profound handicaps, we believe
that the procedures may be useful with all students.

Two major purposes are served by this text. The primary objective
is to provide educators with a means of systematically eliminating
skill generalization problems. The strategies presented have been
validated by public school teachers of students with moderate, severe,
and profound handicaps. The second purpose of this text is to present
information on the empirical basis for the strategies, to underscore
both the importarAce and effectiveness of implementing the strategies.

The first section of this book provides an introduction to generali-
zation, and describes the empirical basis for understanding the proce-
dures. Following the initial five chapters, the second section is de-
signed to guide practitioners in the implementation of the steps to be
followed in a systematic approach to generalization:

Carefully assess skills for generalization.

Teach for acquisition and generalization.

Probe for generalization during and after instruction.

Use decision rules to identify generalization problems.

Implement strategies as indicated to solve problems.

Reprobe until generalization is achieved.
The second section includes descriptions of the specific types of
problems students encounter when they generalize skills, and ex-
amples of how strategies can overcome these problems.



I. RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS FOR

GENERALIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Ms. Cindy Burhart is pleased with her new job at the Seattle Hotel. She has loaded the industrial
dishwasher for the first time: all of the plates on the bottom in neat rows and all of the glasses on
the top. It was easy to figure out where they went. She closes the door with satisfaction. Rut
where are the, buttons to start the machine? They're not on the front of the machine, nor on the
side. Behind the dishwasher, on the wall, Cindy sees a row of buttons, switches, dials. and lights.
Some of the lights are dark. while others are glowing red or green. She stands bewildered before
the display. The manager of the kitchen rushes over, glares at Cindy. and rapidly pushes some
buttons, sets a dial, and flicks a switch. lie bads. "Start on the next load." wondering why he
ever agreed to give a retarded person a chance, anyway.

Mr. White gazes at the assessment data for Richard. He is depressed; this is the third year he
has had Richard in his class, the third year he has conducted assessments, and the third year he
must prepare instructional objectives for Richard's IEP. Last year hr taught Richard to say, "My
name is Richard Clark," when asked "What's your name?" or "Who are you?" This year, he
only answers with, "Richard." "That really won't help if he gets lost." sighs Mr. White. lie
ruefully writes the objeaive for "says own name" for the second year in a row. lie looks at some
more assessment data, collected over the first six weeks of school. It is taking Richard even longer
to learn to say his address than it did to say his name, and it looks like there is no guarantee that
he will remember it next year. Mr. White considers just getting him an II) bracelet, but remembers
what Richard's parents said. lie writes an objective for "says own address" and shakes his head.

Jody is screaming so loudly that his face is eggplant purple. Mrs. Loomis stares helplessly at
him. She goes over andpicks up the tennis shoes from the corner where he threw them moments
ago. She knows that Jody' s teacher told her that Jody was able to put on these very same shows
without any help. The screaming is now broken by gasps. as Jody winds up to an even higher
pitch. Mr. Loomis yells up the stairs, "Where are you? We're all in the car waiting!" Mrs.
Loomis quickly picks up Jody. puts his shoes on him. and tarries him downstairs. Jody quits
screaming when they go out the door. "Thank goodness," she says to herself.

The problem for Cindy. Richard, and Jody is generalization, or the lack of it, to be more
precise. The setting chimes, time passes, and it is somehow as if they had never learned what to
do in the first place. This is one of the most critical problems we have had to face in education,
and it is one that must be solved if education ro effectively prepare students for life in society. In
the first swim of this book, we take a critical look at generalization, and at the research that has
been conducted. We have' paid special attention to the problems of skill generalization by students
with severe handicaps, but we have found that their problems are not unique'. All learners and
teachers. face them together.

10



Chapter 1

A TECHNOLOGY FOR GENERALIZATION

Norris G. Haring

Generalization is, perhaps, the most important phase of learning. We recognize that acquisition of
a dew skill or behavior is where learning begins, and that building the skill to a functional level of
proficiency embodies the process of teaching. But ensuring that skills will be used requires that
our teaching plans include generalization. While a technology can and does exist for all stages of
learning. generalization has certainly come under the sharp focus of applied science in recent
years.

When we refer to the technology of generalization, we are referring to the application of results
from studies which show that tactics or strategies can facilitate the process of generalization. As
our science has developed, we have established certain principles that can guide us in facilitating
generalization. Most recently our research has built on and refined those principles to establish a
procedure for making decisions about how best to match instructional strategic; with behavior
patterns to increase the probability that newly acquired skills will generalize across persons. mate-
rials, and settings. We are moving toward an explicit technology of generalization, though as any
good scientist would say, we may never be exactly there.

It is only within the short span of the last two decades that teaching models for learners with
severe handicaps have been successfully demonstrated. As a result of systematic instruction.
students with severe handicaps have deinonstrated that they have the ability to acquire and master
self-help, social, vocational, and a wide variety of other critical skills.

Having attained some success, educators are facing another problem: Acquisition of skills
rarely guarantees that the individual can apply those skills in natural settings. Skills which only
appear in training situations are practically valuelessand certainly won't provide the necessary
fotmdation for independence and integration. Instead, educators must apply strategies which
facilitate the generalization of skills from training to natural settings. In order to generalize a skill,
the student must recognize that the setting is appropriate for the skill, and identify and respond to
antecedent stimuli with a specific skill appropriate to that situation. For the generalized skill to
maintain, the consequence provided must reinforce the behavior. A problem at any one point in
the chain will probably be sufficient for generalization to fail.

What is Meant by Generalization?

Definition 4..1 Generalization
Broadly speaking, skill generalization is appropriate responding in untrained situations. In the

training situation, the student is taught to perform a skill under certain conditions. The elements
of the training situation include the setting, the people around, the teacher, cues, directions.
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materials. praise. assistance--in short. everything within the situation. eve if it is not directly
associated with the instructional goal. In the generalization situation, the student must respond to
different forms of those elements-- -forms which were not trained. For example, when a student
learns a skill in the classroom and then uses it appropriately at home or elsewhere, we say that the
skill has generalized.

The true purpose of teaching generalized responding is to provide individuals with the means
of adapting to new situations. solving problems, and living in different settings. The generalized
response must be both appropriate and functional. "Hi. my name is Charles," may be said
perfectly in a new setting. but if it follows the stimulus, "Put on your jacket." it is entirely wrong.
The student must also be able to modify, or physically adapt the response to the demands of the
new setting. Many instances of generalization involve changes in the physical actions that
constitute the response. For example, putting, on a T-shirt with long sleeves requires slightly
different physical movements than putting on a short-sleeved T-shirt. In other cases very different
physical responses will be required ta achieve the same effectas that achieved by performing the
trained response. For example. training a student to put on a shoe achieves the effect of covering
and protecting the feet. Putting on a pair of rubber bums achieves the same effect, but physically
different responses are usually involved.

Dimensions of Generalization
Sometimes we specify the dimension across which generalization occurs. Such descriptors can

allow us to determine the nature of the differences between the training situation and the target
generalization situation. Some of the mote common descriptors include:

Generalization across persons. Usually this means that the only difference between the
training and the generalization situation is the people with whom the learner interacts in order to
perform the skill.

Generalization across objects or materials (or verbal directions or other specific stimuli).
Here, the difference is in the objects the learner manipulates or responds to in performing the skill.

Generalization to natural consequences. In this case, the consequences used during train-
ingsuch as praise for appropriate responding and verbal feedback for errorsarc not provided in
the generalization situation, and the student responds appropriately to the consequences available:
such as ignoring appropriate behavior and ridiculing errors.

Generalization across stimuli. Here, all of the antecedent events, or the constellation of
antecedent events, differ, while consequences do not.

Generalization across settings. This more general term encompasses changes in most of the
antecedent and consequent events which control responding.

Generalization across time. This refers to skill generalization during periods in which
training contingencies are not in effect. For example, if "answering yes/no questiva.," which is
trained in the classroom in the morning, also is observed in the classroom in the afternoon, it
would probably be labeled as "generalization across time?' In addition, skills that are maintained
after training is discontinued may be described as generalizing over time.

The generalization phenomenon has been recognized and studied in research laboratories for
many years, but the need for application of strategies to facilitate generalization has never been
more critical than it is now. As we face the integration of persons with severe handicaps into all
facets of society. we realize that the main stumbling block is the difficulty encountered with skill
generalization. In fact, without the application of specific strategies we can honestly expect that
only about 25% of the skills we teach will be useful in natural settings.

Review and Analysis of Generalization Studies
In 1977, Trevor Stokes and Don Baer published a major review and analysis of studies of

generalization. They urged that efforts be directed at understanding generalization and at investi-
gating strategies which facilitate it. They concluded that simply hoping that generalization would
follow acquisition just wasn't enoughthat specific strategies must be applied to actively program
foe generalization. Their article heralded the first major step in the development of a technology
of generalization.

By the early 1980s, researchers had studied a variety of generalization strategies. We have

12
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identified 172 experimental studies of generalization conducted between 1977 and 1986; special
strategies were employed in 89% of them (see Chapter 2). Educators also have recognized the
critical importance of this phase of learning; textbooks and teacher preparation programs have
incorporated ideas and strategies about generalization. However, we found that less than one out
of every eight objectives written for the IEPs of students with severe handicaps included even the
intent to produce generalized skills (Billingsley, Doyle, Radovich, & Thompson. 1985;
Billingsley, Berman, & Opalski, 1983; Billingsley, Thompson, Matlock, & Work, 1984). Not
surprisingly, we found a correspondingly low rate of skill generalization by students with severe
handicaps attending local public school programs: 40%, 30%, and 8.3% in consecutive years
(Billingsley, bennan, & Opalski, 1983; Billingsley, Doyle, Radovich, & Thompson, 1985;
Billingsley, Thompson, Matlock, & Work, 1984).

The Washington Research Organization
In 1982, the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services of the U.S. Department of

Education contracted with the Washington Research Organization of the University of Washington
to:

1. Identify and validate a set of intervention strategies for teaching specific skills to indi-
viduals with severe handicaps in a manner which would lead to the generalization and
adaptation of those skills across environments.

2. Develop performance-based guidelines for matching and adjusting generalization.
relevant intervention procedures to meet the specific needs of individual learners with
severe handicaps.

We have concluded five years of research conducted to meet our goals. The research studies
have involved four different but interrelated approaches to fundamental questions about generali-
zation. " "Ecological studies" were conducted to extend our understanding of factors in school
settings which affect generalization. "Self-control studies" were conducted to extend our
information about ways of teaching students with severe handicaps to manage their own behavior,
a strategy that can produce generalized responding. "Performance pattern studies" provided
information on the characteristic patterns of individual learners' responses to generalization
situations and on the effectiveness of generalization strategies. "Strategy implementation stud-
ies" were conducted to determine the effects of strategies and decision rules for fajlitating
generalization when they are implemented in typical classroom settings.

Retrospective Analysis
As part of the performance pattern strand of research, we conducted a retrospective analysis of

literature on generalization. We developed a coding system to analyze the relative success of a
variety of strategies that have been used to facilitate generalization. We reviewed a total of 172
studies from 151 published articles, involving 623 subjects and 12 different generalization
strategies. We found, for example, that general case programming had been effective with 100%
of the subjects and programming indiscriminable contingencies was effective with 85.7% of the
subjects with severe handicaps. On the other hand, training in the natural setting had produced
good generalization in only 20% of thr students with severe handicaps. Although the numbers of
subjects for several of the strategies were quite low, this meta analysis gave us a good picture of
what was available for training strategies.

Application of Strategies and Rules
More than 300 students with handicaps and nearly 200 direct service staff participated in our

research. In addition, more than 150 school districts provided data for our studies into II P objec-
tives. With the cooperation of these individuals, our investigations have identified (a) specific
factors associated with improved skill generalization. (b) strategies that educators can implement
in schools to improve generalization, and (c) rules for making decisions about what strategy to use
to promote generalization of a particular skill by a specific learner. In our research, we found that
if we replace a "train first and then hope for generalization" approach with specific strategies,
generalization can improve from about 25% of skills generalizing (Billingsley, Doyle, Radovich,

13
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& Thompson, 1985; Billingsley, Berman. & Opalski, 1983; Billingsley. Thompson. Matlock, &
Work, 1984) to anywhere from 30 to 100% (see Chapter 2). When Practitioners apply specific
strategies to improve generalization, 75%, of the skills may generalize (see Chapter 4). This is a
very good start on solving the problems caused by failure to generalize.

However, we can now go ever further, and apply decision rules to help us decide which
strategy will be most likely to solve generalization problems. When practitioners use decision
rules to guide the selection of strategies, 78 to 88% of skills may generalize (see Chapters 4 and 5).
We believe that educators who apply strategies selected through the decision rule process can
significantly reduce the number of generalization failures by students with severe handicaps.

General Factors Affecting Generalization
Generalization can occur spontaneously during or after skill acquisition, but most often it does

not. Instead of hoping for generalization, we must actively program for it. Thus, the first factor to
recognize is our intention to aim for generalized skills. The fist step toward achieving that goal is
to closely examine the type of skill targeted for instruction.

1. Select Naturally Reinforced Skills.
Skills which the student will use in other situations are ones which will help him/her achieve

some goalthat is, the student will be reinforced for performing the skill. If the skill is not
reinforced, it will not be used by the student, since it serves no purpose from the student's point of
view. A naturally reinforced skill is one which provides the student a means of gaining reinforce-
ment. Skills which function to access available reinforcus are more likely to generalize than skills
which do not.

For example, teaching a student to communicate "yes" and "no" might allow the student to
access a whole new set of reinforcers, since this skill fosters natural interactions with others. If the
student had no means of acceptable expressive language prior to learning to answer yes/no,
generalization might be almost immediate and at a level which accesses sufficient reinforcement to
ensure maintenance (Liberty, 1984a: 1984b).

Sometimes skills which are usef . to others in the students' environment are considered
"functional." For example, dressing skills are often labeled as functional. Such skills are
practical, because they can reduce caretaking time, but they may not be naturally reinforcing skills
for the student. Considerif a student has no dressing skills, then s/he is dressed by others, an
interaction which results in a considerable and sustained interpersonal interaction, involving
verbal, gestural, and physical contact. The student who dresses her/himself may miss out on such
interaction. If the child's "goal" or need is for sustained interactions involving lots of physical
contact, then "not dressing oneself' is naturally reinforced and self- dressing skills are not.
Functional skills may or may not access natural reinforcers. However, if the student acquires a
functional skill, s/he may be more likely to be reinforced by parents and caretakers, but this
additional reinforcement for independence can't be taken for granted. If it doesn't occur, the
student may perform independently one or two times and then stop generalizing (see Chapter 8).

We can devise and implement strategies which will facilitate generalization of functional
skillsfor example by changing the ncture and density of reinforcement used during acquisition
for both self-dressing and for being dressed by others.

2. Select Skills That Are Useful in Many Situations and That Can Be
Used Frequently.

Skills which are useful in more than one situation are also more likely to generalize. Thus, we
would expect that specific communication skills, which are useful in virtually every situation, will
generalize more readily than a floor-cleaning skill. which is likely to be limited in usefulness to
work and house-cleaning situations.

Another important factor is the number of opportunities the student will have to use the skill.
Usually, the greater the opportunities, the more likely that generalization will occur and maintain,
because the studerit will have more chances to recognize appropriate antecedents cuing the skill,
and more frequent reinforcement to maintain it. Functional skills, by their very nature, are more
likely to be frequently requested.
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We can devise strategies that will facilitate generalization of skills which are useful in onty a
few settings, and which are needed only occasionally. However, recognizing these cases prior to
programming can allow us to improve instruction before any problem with generalization, by
paying specific attention to the number of opportunities which can be provided in any setting, and
by strengthening reinforcement available for infrequently used skills.

3. Write IEP Objectives for Generalization.
Once skills have been targeted for instruction, the objectives written for the students' Individ-

ual Education Plan (IEP) must specify that generalization is a criterion for passing the objective,
by describing the nontraining situations in which performance will be tested. Our research into
this factor was conducted by Dr. Felix Billingsley, who explains:

One of the major functions of instructional objectives is that of guidance. By stating the
desired educational outcome, objectives guide the teacher in his o r h e r search f o r appro-
priate m e t h o d s of instruction and pupil progress evaluation . . . It is perhaps obvious that
the desired educational outcome for pupils with severe handicaps is not the acquisition of
functional skills which will be demonstrated only in artificial training settings in the
presence of one or two specific trainers. Rather, adaptation within natural environments
requires a generalized outcome in order that skills may be performed in each appropriate
setting, and in the presence of persons other than the original trainer(s) . . Because
generalization cannot be assumed to be a passive phenomenon . . and because it
possesses its own technology . pupils will be most effectively served when educators
select instructional methods which are specifically designed to achieve generalized
effects. The inclusion of generality as an outcome in objectives could increase the
likelihood that educators will attend to the need for active generalization programming
(Streifel & Cadez, 1983). In addition, it seems probable that statements of generalized
outcome will act to promote the cross-situational measurement of instructional effects.
Unless generalization is przscribed by objectives, educators may find themselves evaluat-
ing pupil progress toward stimulus-bound performance. This possibility was implicitly
recognized in the recommendation by Brown, Nietupski, & Hamre-Nietupski (1976) that
educators adopt a zero degree inference strategy in relation to skill generalization. In
order to effectively serve their guidance function, then, objectives should include general-
ized performance as a desired outcome. Indeed. Streifel and Cadez (1983) have proposed
that any evaluation of the quality of IEP content should include an assessment not only of
the technological adequacy and functionality of objectives, but of performance generality
as stated in objectives as well (see also Whitney & Streifel, 1981). (Billingsley, 984.
p. 186-187.)

Chapter 6 describes how to write objectives for generalized skills.

4. Select Skills for Acquisition Carefully and Probe for
Generalization before Instructing.

We should recognize that before generalization can occur, the skill must be acquired. The first
step is to identify whether a particular skill has been previously acquired. This is often not as
obvious as it may first appear. In one of our studies, 21% of the skills selected for acquisition
training by experienced teachers had already been acquired by the students, who were performing
them in other settings as well (see Chapter 4). Parents have reported that as many as 56% of IEP
objectives target skills the student already does at home (Billingsley. Thompson, Matlock. &
Work, 1984). The problem obviously wasn't one of acquisition, it was one of complianceof
getting the student to perform previously acquired skills. And different tactics must be used.

Often teachers' autumn assessments show that skills were not maintained over the summer.
However, if skills are not maintained over time, instruction should not be directed at acquisition.
but at generalization. Perhaps as many as 30% of IEP objectives written for students with severe
handicaps inappropriately target acquisition of previously mastered skills (Hilton & Liberty,1986).
Instructional time is our most valuable resource, and the most costly. We can help ensure that it is

15
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properly used by careful assessment in training (c.f , Browder, 1987; Sne11,1987) and in generaliza-
tion situations !see Chapter 7) before we begin instruction.

5. Avoid Instructional Strategies That Can Cause Generalization
Problems.

Once we have appropriately identified a skill as "not acquired," we must be careful that our
instruction does not cause generalization problems. Problems may arise when specific antecedent
and consequent events that occurred during training are not present in the generalization situation.
For example, the consequences available during instruction, such as candy or hugs. may not occur
as natural reinforcers in the generalization situation. If the student performs the skill, and the
reinforcer which controlled responding during training (i.e., candy and hugs) does not occur, the
skill may not be reinforced, and dwrefore the skill may not be performed again. Or if the student
has learned that the verbal cue I. t: c. a bite" or "sign sandwich" precedes the opportunity to eat,
sihe may sit quietly in a restaurant waiting for the cue to occur.

The nature of the differences between the training and the target situation must be identified
prior to instruction in the skill, since problems caused by these differences can be ameliorated or
even overcome by the instructional strategies we program, beginning with initial skill acquisition.
These strategies are described le Chapter 2.

6. Use Decision Rules and Strategies to Solve Generalization
Problems.

We must actually measure and observe to verify that generalization has occurred following in-
struction, and that the IEP objective nas been met. If it hasn't, then the problem must be identi-
fied and solved. The data we collect during our probes of performance in the generalization
situation are used to answer questions posed in the decision rule sequence. The questions guide
the user in identifying the nature of the problem that is impeding generalization (see Chapter 9).
Then, the rules assist in the identification of a strategy that is likely to be effective (see Chapter 8).
After we have implemented the new strategy, we will again test for generalization. This process
should be repeated until successful generalization is achieved.

Enough is known now to state with adequate confidence that, as a field of study, we do have
the beginnings of an explicit technology of generalization. Using naturalistic tactics to teach skills
in natural settings, selecting naturally reinforced skills, selecting skills that are useful in many
situations and are used frequently, developing instructional objectives which include generaliza-
tion, carefully selecting skills for acquisition, probing for generalization, applying strategies to
facilitate generalization, and using decision rules and strategies to solve generalization problems
each of these principles can be used to increase the probability that individuals will generalize new
skills across persons and materials, across stimuli and settings.

Although we need more research into effective strategies, and investigations to improve the
decision rules, we have a technology of generalization that can help educators now. Educators
must be able to demonstrate that N can teach skills which generalize to untrained, natural
community settings before . s cess in preparing students with severe handicaps to live
and work with their peers.

This book is about our development of decision rules for generalization, and the application of
strategies to ensure that all skills which are taught will be useful outside of training. In the first
section, we review the literature on generalization strategies, and describe two of the studies we
conducted to develop and validate the decision rules. The second part describes how strategies
may be implemented by practitioners.
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Strategies that were successful in teaching new skills to students with severe handicaps were
identified by the early 1970s, although research into more efficient methods continues. Unfivtu-
nately, acquisition and even skill mastery are often not sufficient to ensure that the student will
apply her newly learned skills in other situations. Investigators began examining this problem. In
1977, Trevor Stokes, or the University of Manitoba. and Don Baer, of the University of Kansas,
published a review rf the "embryonic technology" of generalization. They reported that 77% of
the literature related to skill generalLation had been published since 1970, and identified 120
studies which were central in identifying stra.egies for meeting the problems related to the failure
to generalise.

In this chapter, we review studies from the period 19774986. and identify the growth of the
technology. We also examine the overall effectiveness the new technology in promoting skill
generalization.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF STRATEGIES

FOR GENERALIZATION

Owen R. White, Kathleen A. Liberty,
Norris G. Haring, Felix F Billingsley,
Michael Boer, Ann Burrage, Robert Connors,
Robin Farman, Gaye Fedorchak,
B. Douglas Leber, Sara Liberty-Laylin,
Sarah Miller, Cheryl Opaiski, Claire Phiter, and
Ike Sessoms

Until recently, many people expected generalization to occur after training and thus a passive
approach to instructing for generalization has been common. In 1977, Trevor Stokes. of the
University of Manitoba, and Don Baer, of the University of Kansas, published a major analysis
and summary of research in generalization. They argued that it is better to view generalization as
an active process and to try to develop instructional methods that ensure that generalization does
occur. Their article, and the discussion it provoked, had a major impact on shaping subsequent
research in generalization.

In the ten years since Stokes' and Baer's analysis was published, data on the effectiveness of
various generalization strategies have appeared in hundreds of articles. The result has been a
deepening of our understanding of generalization and the problems that may impede it, and a
better understanding of strategies that can be used effectively to promote it. This literature review
summarizes studies of different strategies and discusses the theoretical and empirical basis for
specific strategies.

Method
A systematic review of the applied literature was undertaken to ide i ify studies concerning

generalization. Articles were included in the review only if they allow i the meaningful analysis
of generalization at an individual subject level, since research which summarizes effects only at a
group level can misrepresent the effectiveness of strategies with individual learners (Sidman,
1960. White, 1984). The majority of studies concerned the performance of individuals with severe
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handicaps, but a sampling of studies involving less handicapped or nonhandicapped subjects were
also included in the review for comparative purposes.

Articles were coded to identify the number of subjects, the most severe handicaps. subject
ages, the functionality of the behaviors studied, the types of generalization strategies employed,
and the number of subjects who generalized well.' Each experiment reported in an article was
coded separately; in this paper, each experiment is referred to as a "study." Studies were catego-
rized in this review as including at least one student displaying one or more of the following
characteristics: severe mental retardation, profound mental retardation, moderate mental retarda-
tion with severe physical disabilities, multiple handicaps. severe behavioral t;!;bance/autism, or
deaf-blind.

Generalization Strategies
Each study was coded to indicate the type(s) of generalization strategies employed during

training. The original list of strategies was drawn from those suggested by Stokes and Baer
(1977). but was expanded to include additional strategies developed since the conduct of their
review. The final list of strategieF included: train and hope, sequential modification, introduction
to natural maintaining contingencies. training sufficient exemplars. training loosely, using indis-
criminable contingencies, programming common stimuli, mediating generalization, training to
generalin, the use of multiple exemplars, and general case programming. Each of those strategies
will be defined and discussed later in this chapter in the results and discussion section. and they are
summarized in Table 2-1.

Several problems were encountered in coding the generalization strategies employed in some
studies. First, many articles failed to provide sufficiently detailed information concerning the
procedures they employed. That was especially important when making discriminations among
various strategies which entail special pretraining preparation in materials or procedures. For
example. the critical distinction between "multiple exemplars" and "general case programming"
is the degree to which training stimuli adequately represent all relevant dimensions of stimulus
variation likely to be encountered in generalization settings. When authors failed to provide
adequate information concerning the manner in which potential stimulus variation was evaluated
and eventual training stimuli selected, the code "multiple exemplars" was used, perhaps errone-
ously.

Second, coders were occasionally misled by direct statements made by authors concerning the
strategies they employed. In one study, for example. authors stated that all the behaviors they
trained could be "viewed as those that are likely to be maintained by the natural consequences in a
classroom" (Reese & Filipczak. 1980, p. 221). That statement led the coder to seleci "introduce
to the natural maintaining contingencies" as one of the strategies employed in the study. The
authors went on to say, however, that "no systematic analysis of f nontraining classrooms! was
conducted" (ibid.). In fact, no evidence was provided in the study to suggest that those natural
consequences ever actually occurred or, if they did. that they were reinforcing to the subject.

Third, many studies employed several different generalization strategies, either in succession
or simultaneously. The use of multiple strategies expanded the difficulty in id,mtifying component
strategies per se, and often made it impossible to attribute generalization outcomes to any single
strategy. The results presented later in this chapter will focus on only those studies were effects
could be meaningfully attributed to a single generalization strategy.

Generalization Outcomes
Coders inspected the individual subject data for each study and martial the number of

subjects generalizing "well." In order to classify a subject as generalizing "well," two condi-
tions had to be met. First, the subject must have generalized a functionally meaningful level of
performance. For example, a subject who generalized enough steps in a bus-riding sequence to
independently ride a bus on an untrained route would be considered to have acquired a meaningful
level of perfonnance (e.g., Neel'. Iwata, & Page. 1978). A subject who generalized all the steps for

' A copy of the recording form. the coding mantra L. and/or computtr listings of actual t..odes may he obtained from the
authors for cost of reproduction and mailing.
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Table 2-1

Strategies for Facilitating Generalization

Definition Example
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Train & Hope

Setting
Train in the Natural
Setting

Sequential
Modification

Consequences
Introduce to Natural
Maintaining
Contingencies

Use Indisuriminable
(*ontingencles

Train to Generalise

Providing simple instruction and then
"hoping" that generalization will occur.
Actually the absence of any special strategy.

Training is conducted directly in at least one
type of setting in which the skill will be
used. Generalization is then probed in other
nontraining settings.

Training is provided in one setting, and
generalization is probed in other settings. If
necessary, training is conducted w:quentially
in more and more settings until
generalization to all desired settings is
observed.

Ensuring that the learner experiences the
natural consequences of a behavior by: (1)
teaching a functional skill which is likely to
be reinforced outside instruction; (2)
training to a level of proficiency that makes
the skill truly useful; (3) making sure the
learner actually does experience the natural
consequence; and/or (4) teaching the learner
to solicit or recruit reinforcement outside
instruction.

If natural consequences cannot be expe:ted
to encourage and maintain generalization,
artificial consequences or schedules of
natural consequences might be used.
However, it is best if the learner cannot
determine precisely when those
consequences will be available, and so must
behave as if they always are.

The learner is only reinforced for
performing some generalized instance of the
target skill. Performing a previously
reinforced version of the response is no
longer reinforced.

Three preschool boys who were blind and
severely or profoundly retarded were taught
to reach for noise-making toys always
presented at the midline. None of the boys
generalized to objects presented on the right
or left (Correa, Poulson, & Salzberg, 1984).

The social interaction skills of several
individuals with severe handicaps were
trained in the classroom and courtyard
during class breaks (Gaylord -Ross &
Fiolvoet. 1985).

One girl with moderate handicaps needed
articulation training in 3 settings before
generalizing to all remaining situations of
interest; a second girl only required training
in two situations before generalizing
(Murdock, Garcia, & Hardman. 1977).

Three teens who were multiply handicapped
and severely retarded were taught to use
symbols and pictures to request objects.
Generalization was encouraged by using
objects which would be regularly encoun-
tered outside instruction, making sure the
boys always carried their communication
boards, and that someone would always be
present to provide any requested items
(Hurlbut. lwata, & Green. 191 2.).

Two behavior disordered and five normal
preschool children always generalized their
interaction and study skills better when
verbal praise by the teacher was provided
after progressively greater delays, rather
than immediately following each behavior
(Fowler & Baer, 19R1).

Four youths with severe retardation were
taught to name specific items. Contingen-
cies were then altered so they were only
reinforced if they named untrained items.
After 3 sessions, all youths generalized well
to untrained items (Warren. Baxter,
Anderson, Marshall, & Baer. 1981).

2 Stokes & Baer (1977) described this strategy as training in one situation and. if that fails to produce generalisation. training in all
remaining situations of interest. The more literally "sequential" nature of the procedure as described above seems better suited
for describing current application of the strategy.
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Table 2-1 (continued)

Strategy Definition Example

Antecedents
Program Common
Stimuli

Sufficient Exemplars

Multiple Exemplin

General Case
Programming

Other
Truitt Loosely

Mediate
Genera li:a 'ion

Selecting a salient. but not necessarily task-
related, stimulus from the situation to which
generalization is desired, and including that
stimulus in the training program.

A strategy similar to Sequential Modifica-
tion, involving sequential addition of stimuli
to the training program until generalization
to all related stimuli

Several examples of the stimulus class to
which generalization is desired are trained at
the same time.

The universe to which generalization is
desired is analyzed and representative
examples of positive stimuli (stimuli in the
presence of which the skill should be used),
negative stin uli (stimuli in the presence of
which the skill should not be used), and
irrelevant stimuli (stimuli which should not
effect skill use. but might inappropriately do
so) are selected for training.

Settings, cues, prompts. materials, response
definition, and other features of the training
situation are purposely varied to avoid a
ritual, highly structured, invariate program
which might inhibit generalization.

Teaching a secondary behavior or strategy
which will help an individual remember or
figure out how and when to generalize, or
which will dispel the differences between
the training and generalization situations.

5tokes & Baer (19771 report a case in which
an individual with severe retardation was
taught exercise skills to facilitate integration
in a physical education class. Music was
played during the PE class, so music was
also introduced into the individual's training
sessions to make the two situations more

An adolescent with severe handicaps was
taught to name objects, and probed with
other t Lijects from the sante class. Some
objects required only a single exemplar to
produce generalized naming, while other
objects required 5 exemplars before
generalization occurred (Anderson &
Spradlin, 1980).

Three adults with profound mental retarda-
tion were trained n three types of exercise.
Genera lizi..tion occurred to a group exercise
program a'4 to two untrained exercises
(Stainback. Stainback, Wehman. &
Spangler& 1983).

Six young men with moderate or severe
retardation were trained on three vending
machines which reflected the range of
machine-types found in the community.
Ciood generalization was obtained to 10
untrained machines in the community
(Sprague & Homer. 1984),

Mothers were taught to vary the type of
stimuli and reinforcer% they used in working
with their children's motor skills. All
children learned their skills quickly and
generalized well to another setting (Filler &
Kasari. 1981).

Five adolescents with moderate or severe
mental retardation were taught to self-
inAtruct task completion using a picture
sequence. They then used the self-
instruction skill to generalize task co mpk-
lion of a new task with a new picture
sequence (Wacker & Berg. 1983).

Stokes & Baer used this label to describe the successive introduction of new stimuli or settings, but separating the two variations
seemed more advisable for the current study (see note 2, above).
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boarding a bus, but failed to generalize critical skills for determining when and how to get off the
bus, would not be considered to have generalized well. Second. the behavior in the generalization
setting was not trained in that setting. For example, a subject who required special prompts in a
novel setting before beginning to engage in the target behavior would not be considered to have
generalized well, even if only a few prompts were needed to produce independent performance at
criterion level (e.g., Hill, Wehman, & Horst, 1982).

Review and Discussion
Twelve journals were examined covering the years 1977-1986.4 A total of 151 articles includ-

ing 172 studies were identified which provided information on the generalization of individual
subjects. In all, 623 subjects participated in those studies, and generalization data were provided
for 616 subjects; the other 7 subjects were not available at the time generalization data were
collected. A complete list of articles -which were coded is provided at the end of this chapter.

In this review, each of the major strategies is discussed individually, with examples drawn
from the literature, and a summary of the strategy's impact.

No Strategy: Train and Hope
The first of Stokes and Baer's (1977) categories is "train and hope." which is not really a

method of programming for generalization at all. Generally, this category involves probing for
skill generalization following training which did not include specific generalization-facilitating
strategiesone simply "trains" and then "hopes" that genewlization occurs'

Generalization can occur even when instructional procedures are not overtly directed at
generalization. For example, six adult employees of a sheltered workshop, described as mildly or
moderately retarded. with deficits in interpersonal skills, received individualized social skills
training using instructions, modeling, rehearsal, feedback, and social reinforcement (Bornstein,
Bach, McFall, Friman, & Lyons. 1980). Training was conducted in a room adjacent to the
workshop. Skills and problems addressed included number of words spoken, speech latency,
hand-to-face gestures, sitting posture, enunciation, speech content, loudness, intonation, eye
contact, and speech rate. Each subject was trained on four behaviors/skills. Generalization was
probed in role-playing situations similar to those used in training and in different situations.
Training was successful in improNing 23 of the 24 behaviors. Improvement in one skill did not
generalize to improvement in the other three skills of each student. However, generalization of 23
of the 24 behaviors to untrained similar role-play and to 13 of 24 behaviors in dissimilar situations
did occur. These levels generally were maintained one month following training.

Unfortunately. we can't often rely on training to produce generalization. For example, Correa.
Poulson, and Solzberg (1984) reported that three preschool blind boys. described as severely or
profoundly retarded, were individually instructed to reach and grasp a noisemaking toy. The
trainer provided successive prompts following consecutive 10 second allowable latency per;ads
(graduated prompts included verbal, physically assisted demonstration, physically molded).
During training, toys were presented at the child's midline. Training increased independent reach/
grasp from 0% to 77%. 100%, and 22% of the trials for subjects 1 through 3. respectively. How-
ever, this phase of training did not produce a single instance of generalized responding to toys
presented to the left or right of

Overall. 14 articles (16 studies) that included at least I subject with severe handicaps ("Severe

Articles from 12 journals weir included in the retrospective analysis. Circa 49(4 of all artiles were published in the
Journal (4. Appleed Behavior Analvsis, I tltii in the Journal 1.1 the Amanitain for Perstms with Severe llandiiwps, 154A:
in Behav'tir Modification, and 6% in Eduratiem and Training of the Mentally Rrtarded. The remaining 22% of the
articles weir distributed among the American .linirnal of Menial nee lorry. Behavior Research and 71terapy.
Behavior Research if S-vere Developmental thsahilities. Behavior Therapy. Education and Treatment Children.
Journal ref Applied ll,,searth in Mental Retardation. Journal of Emirrimental Child Psychology. and Mental
Returdatirm.
In many studies. "train and hope" was coded for one phase, usually as a baseline for another method. Such studies
are classified according to the alternate method. unles separate experiments Were presented.
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Studies") were identified as train and hope and 9 articles (9 studies) reported train and hope with
40 other persotis.

Train and Hope Alone

Studies Subiects Subyets (eneraiiring Well

Seven: Studies 9 30 73.3'4 t 22/30)
(Ither Sludies 3 11 tt I It% (WI I /

Total 12 41 75.K (31/411

A simple train and hope approach appears to produce generalization about three quarters of the
time. but several cautions are in order. First, it is possible that research in which generalizatioi.
failed to occur might be published less frequently; few studies showing failure of any kind are
published. Second. as other strategies were developed, the use of train and hope alone decreased.
The most recent study which we could locate which used train and hope as the sole strategy was
published in 1984. However, train and hope is often the first condition or baseline in studi..., of
other strategies.

In establishing a research design. experimenters often predict that generalization will not occur
during a train and hope baseline so that the effects of special generalization strategies can be tested
in subsequent phases. This practice permits a different approach to estimating the effectiveness of
train and hope. Of the 172 studies we examined. 48 studies involved train and hope as a baseline
condition preceding use of a special strategy. In these studies. train and hope did not produce
generalization. If we were to combine the two groups, our table would include all subjects with
whom a train and hope approach was attempted.

Train and Hope Total

SeVeir Studio.

Other Studies

*1*(11:11

Studies

3X

-1-,_-
60

Subjects

13(1

79

215

Subjects Cieticralizing Well

16.2'4 (22/136)

11.4'4 (9/79)

14.4'4 131/2151

This procedure produces a significantly lower estimate of the effectiveness of train and hope
(i.e.. 75.6% vs 14.1%). An intermediate figure of 25(4 was produced in a compilation of data
from longitudinal studies, in which it was assumed that train and hope was used alone (Billingsley.
Berman. & Opalski, 1983; Billingsley. F. F., Doyk, M.. Radovich. S.. & Thompson, M., 1485;
Billingsley. F. F., Thompson, M.. Matlock, B.. & Work, L. 1984). In the two studies reported in
chapters 4 and 5 of this book, train and hope as a "baseline" strategy produced generalization in
8.3% and 17.3% of the skills respectively; (subjects were measured on more than one skill).

The range of figures associated with train and hope indicates how imprecise this definition is; it
is likely that differences in the instructional procedures used during initial training effect generali-
zation. in fact. almost all of the special strategies which have been investigated rely on altering
typical training procedures. These strategies may be incorporated into the initial instructional plan
or, if generalization fails to occur following initial skill acquisition. they may be applied in
subsequent instructional phases.

Strategies Affecting Settings
The first set of strategies affects the location of instruction. Of MUM, Wi:Vil the sett ng of

instruction changes. antecedents and consequences might also change; however, these changes are
subordinate to the changes in setting. Two strategies which involve setting changes are "train in
the natural setting" and "sequential modification."

1. Train in the Natural Setting.
One strategy not included by Stokes and Baer (1977). but which has been increasingly advo-

cated, especially for students with severe handicaps, is to train directly in the environments in
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which the behavior is desired (e.g.. Falvey, 198h) or in which the behavior is expected to occur
naturally (Neel et al., 1983). Some skills, like mobility and communication. would naturally occur
in almost all settings, so it is difficult to detennine precisely how this strategy might he applied to
some skills. Some skills, such as assembling semiconductors, would be most useful only in a
single setting; training conducted in the desired setting would bypass any generalization problems.
Sometimes training in the natural setting can not be arranged to occur frequently or conveniently,
and simulated natural settings might be used. Cia t, -1-Ross and Holvoet (1985) describe natural
environments this way:

Some skills, such as getting out materials, locomotion, communication, eating. using the
toilet, and grooming, can he taught easily in the natural school context. Other skills, such
as cooking, making a bed. dressing, eating family style, doing laundry, and setting the
table. may not occur in the natural school context, but a realistic context can be created or
simulated within the school setting. Still other skills, such as shopping. using public
transportation, howling. and eating at restaurants, require a community context
(p.96)

This strategy is based on the theory that training in the natural setting ensures that naturally
ozcurring stimuli will come to control responding. Examples of natural and artificial settings and
behaviors for the studies included in this discussion are shown in Table 2-2. It should he empha-
sized that it is the training setting which is coded here, since the generalization settings are natural
by definition.

Training in the natural setting as the single strategy used to facilitiue generalization was
identified in 13 articles (13 studies), An analysis of the overall impact of those studies indicates
that merely shifting the location of instruction without incorporating other strategies to facilitate
generalization will not he effective for many students. In studies with severe subjects. training in
the natural setting is only as effective as train and hope.

Natural Setting

Severe Studio

Other Studies

Total

Studies

7

ts

- - -----
Subject. Subjects (ienerAhiing Well

20.5'; 15/25)
.A7.5'4.

53 241144 ( 1(041

2. Sequential Modification
Sequential modification is a technique for the introduction or sequencing of changes in

settings. Basically, a skill is trained in one situation and then generalization is probed in one or
more nontraining situations. If generalization across situations is not evident, training is pro-
grammed for an additional setting. This process is continued until training has been completed in
all target situations or generalization to all remaining target situations is observed. Sequential
modification may not be a very practical solution to most generalization problems, since itmay
require training to occur each time the individual encounters a new situation; however, it may be
practical if only a few settings are required.

Stokes and Baer (1977) originally defined sequential modification as the use of train and hope
procedures applied sequentially "in every nongeneralized condition, i.e.. across responses.
subjects, settings, or experimenters" (p. 352). The difference between "sequential modification"
and "sufficient exemplars" is unclear in the Stokes and Baer article, since sequential introduction
to different settings is also cited as sufficient exemplars. One difference might be whether every
setting is included in the training or not. However, even the examples cited are confusing, since
not all settings where the behavior should occur are included. This distinction made coding
difficult.

To facilitate coding. the following conventions were decided upon: the terrn "sufficient
exemplars" would apply to the sequential introduction of new examples of the class of target
stimuli (e.g.. objects, cues) into training within a single general setting (i.e.. place or time); and the
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Study

Table 2-2

Examples of Settings

Behaviors Setting of Instruction

Ackerman &
Shapiro, 1984

Bornstein,
et al., 1980

Burney, Russel,
& Shores, 1977

packaging

variety of
social skills

verbal & nonverbal
interaction skills

Correa, Poulson. reach & grasp
& Salzberg, 1984 toy

Dowrick &
Dove, 1980

Gaylord-Ross
et al., 1985

swimming

social interaction
skills

Hurlbut. lwata. nonverbal
& Green, 1982 communication skills

Kissel &
Whitman. 1977

toy play

Mithaug & verbal interaction
Wolfe, 1976 skills

Murdock. Garcia, verbal articulation
& Hardman, 1977 of words

VariBiervliet. verbal and physical
Spangler. & social interaction
Marshall, 1981 skills

sheltered workshop

small room adjacent to
workshop (only trainer
was present)

students' classroom

small therapy room close
to classroom

small room in pool
building

classroom & courtyard
used for "break"

students' classroom

structured, free, and
isolate play situations
in a classroom

small room with
one person

small therapy room close
to classroom

mealtimes in the
cafeteria

Natural

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

term "sequential modification" would be applied to cases in which training was sequentially
introduced across general settings. In either case. training would be provided for new instances
(stimuli or settings) until generalization to untrained instances occurred, or responding to all
instances had been directly trained. These definitions are at some variance with those originally
suggested by Stokes and Baer (1977), but they seemed somewhat more useful for purposes of the
present investigation.

As an example of sequential modification. the way we have defined it, Murdock, Garcia, and
Hardman (1977) used social consequences for correctly articulated words and immediate modeling
of correct response for errors to improve the articulation of two girls with moderate handicaps.
Articulation of one subject was probed in five settings: small therapy room, corner of regular
classroom, learning center, at a desk in the hallway, and classroom lunch period. The five settings
for the second girl included: small therapy room, corner of regular classroom, another corner,
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third corner, and classroom lunch period. Four different trainers (assigned to specific settings)
worked with subject 1 and three with subject 2. The number of classmates present also varied,
except in the therapy room setting. For subject 1, training was introduced sequentially in settings
1, 2, and 3. Although training in setting I produced some generalized effects in all other settings,
good generalization in all 5 settings was not achieved until training had produced criterion
performance levels in 3 settings. For subject 2, good generalization occurred once training was
initiated in the second setting. It is likely that this occurred because .ettings 2-5 were in the
classroom. In this study, generalization to a nontrainer in the untrained settings also occurred.

_The authors point out that increases in training time associated with the introduction into other
settings may have produced the generalization.

As an example of a situation in which sequential modification needed to be applied to all target
settings, reinftwcement and prompting, including physical guidance. were implemented to train toy
play to a 14-year-vid teenager characterized as profoundly retarded (Kissel & Whitman, 1977). A
hand over correction procedure was also implemented to reduce hand-to-mouth, head-back, and
rocking behaviors. Training was first implemented in a structured play situation (i.e., teacher next
to student, frequent cues). Improved frequency of play and deceleration in the frequency of
mouthing did not generalize to free play (teacher more distant, fewer cues) or to isolate play
(teacher still more distant, only one cue). Training was then introduced in the free play situation,
but effects did not generalize to isolate play. Finally, training was introduced in the third situation,
isolate play. The authors report that changes also failed to generalize jo the teen's residential
ward, and that training was subsequently introduced there as well.

Sequential modification was never coded as the only technique in instruction to promote
generalization. Twenty studies reported using sequential modification in conjunction with one or
more other strategies. It was most frequently paired with "introduce to natural contingencies"
and "use sufficient exemplars" (e4., Charlop & Walsh, 1986; Odom, Hogson, Jamieson, &
Strain, 1985; Shafer, Egel, & Neef,1984).

Strategies Affecting Consequences
The second set of strategies affects both the scheduling and selection of consequences which

follow the target response. Stokes and Baer (1977) distinguished the following strategies:
introduce to natural maintaining contingencies, use indiscriminable contingencies, and train to
generalize.

1. Introduce to Natural Maintaining Contingencies
This method is designed to ensure that the response comes under the control of consequences

which naturally occur in nontraining environments. Achievement of that goal can be facilitated
by: (a) teaching functional skills which should be reinforced in nontraining situations; (b) training
the skill to a level of proficiency that allows the student to access natural reinforcers in an efficient
manner, (c) making sure the learner actually does experience the natural consequence; and/or (d,
training the student to specifically recruit reinforcement from others in the environment.

Teach functicand skills. Recent curricula for the moderately, severely, and profoundly
handicapped emphasize the importance of teaching functional skills which should provide access
to naturally occurring consequences (Bates, Morrow, Pancsofar, & Sedlak, 1984; Brown, Bran-
ston, Hamre-Nietupski, Cerro, & Gruenwald, 1979; Brown, Branston-McClean, Baumgart,
Vincent, Falvey, & Schroeder, 1979; Falvey, 1986; Neel, Billingsley, & Lambert, 1983).

Of the 172 studies reviewed, 154 taught skills rated as immediately functional in other settings.
A functional skill which generalized well was taught to 51.8% of the subjects, while only 43% of
subjects were taught a nonfunctional skill which generalized well. However, most studies in-
cluded other strategies as well, so this result cannot be interpreted as the "effect" of teaching
functional skills.

Training behaviors which should be reinforced may not be sufficient, however. One must also
provide assurances that the behavior actually does occur in nontraining situations (so it can be
reinforced), that the consequences for that behavior are in fact reiatforcing to the student, and that
the consequences actually follow the behavior with sufficient frequency to bring the behavior
under their control. It might be necessary, therefore, to deliberately program certain of those
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"natural conditions" before one can confidently assert that the student has been adequately
"introduced" to them.

Provide opportunities. It may not be sufficient to sirr,21y teach a functional skill if occasions
for the use of the skill are limited. For example, Thompson, Braam, and Fuqua ( 1982) taught three
students with moderate handicaps to use a washer and dryer to do their laundry. At a follow-up
check for maintenance 10 months later, two of the men did very poorly. Questioning revealed that
the staff in the group home had failed to provide many opportunities for the men to use the laundry
facilities, A follow-up study of skills trained to 17 young men and women reported similar
problems when students did not have the chance to apply functional skills (Homer. Williams, &
Knobbe, 1985).

The situation might also be arranged so that the response is required, and thus the natural
consequence can occur and eventually maintain the behavior. Mithaug and Wolfe (1976) arranged
a task where one moderately handicapped and three mildly handicapped 10 to 12 year-old boys
were given candy for putting a puzzle together and where either one other or three other boys had
the pieces required by one boy. The target behavior, requesting a piece, was followed by the
natural consequence. receiving the piece. In an ABAB design, the task required 2-person (A) then
4-person (B) exchanges. The students were always seated in groups of four and were required to
verbally request puzzle pieces from each other. Rate and direction of requests generally increased
during the 4-person interdependence conditions. Experimenters measured other verha'izations to
determine if the increased number of verbal requests would generalize to other ye- ins, and
whether verbalizations would be directed at each member of the group. Three stuc.. did
increase verbalizations, while one student decreased verbalizations during the four cono..ions, and
cened verbalizing to one person by the fourth phase. In this study, the students were "forced" to
interact by the requirements of the task, and they were therefore introduced to the natural contin-
gencies, which in turn not only reinforced requests, but produced generalized increases in other
communication as well.

Develop Proficiency. Natural contingencies may exist, but the student may lack the profi-
ciency in the use of the skill required to actually evoke those contingencies. One way to improve
generalization is to ensure that the behavior can be performed at a level which will be reinforced.
Burney, Russel, and Shores (1977) measured the generalization of vocalizing, smiling, and sharing
of two boys described as profoundly mentally retarded in a toy play situation with a young woman,
also described as profoundly mentally retarded. The two boys' vocalizations occurred at I in 3
minutes and I in 6 minutes initially during baseline, while the woman's fell from almost 3 per
minute to zero. The woman's social interactions did not reappear until the boys' skills training
began to generalize to their interactions with her, and their rate of verbalizations rose. The authors
hypothesize that the boys' initial failure to respond extinguished her behaviors in that situation. In
addition, her reinforcement of their verbalizations was available to them only after their skills
increavd in proficiency.

Ensure reinforcement. In other cases, the situation in which the behavior is to occur may
reed to be altered in order to establish the ccnrlitions under which the behavior, if it occurs, will be
reinforced. For example, VanBiervliet Spangler, and Marshall (1981) arranged a relatively simple
change in the way food was served to make the natural community of reinforcers for language
avLilable to five young men classified as either moderately or severely mentally retarded living in
a residential center. In a multiple baseline design, family style serving (i.e., bowls, platters, and
pitchers of food placed on tables) replaced institutional serving (i.e., individuals picked up food on
trays at a serving counter and carried them to tables) at dinner. breakfast, and sunch. This encour-
aged verbal requests for food, and set the stage for other interactions, such as passing the food. It
also introduced the student to the natural contingencies (e.g., conversation, receiving food) which
were available to reinforce interactive behavior. Three of the students showed increased and
maintained frequencies of interaction in all three situations. A fourth student showed an increase
from 0 or I verbalization in 9 minutes to 1 or 2; however, he had a very minimal social and verbal
skill repertoire at the time of the study. The fifth man's rate varied across situations over time, and
he appeared to have high language frequency with traditional institutional-style serving.

Problems might be encountered when the response occurs, but is not reinforced in the target
generalization situations. For example, a student may be taught to sign, but if signing is ignored
by parents and/or teachers, the response is likely to extinguish. In order to avoid this situation,
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experimenters have often arranged events to provide better assurances that appropriate responses
will be reinforced in the generalization situation.

For example, three teens with multiple handicaps/severe mental retardation were taught to
point to Bliss symbols for 10 objects they encountered at least twice per day in school (Hurlbut,
lwata, & Green, 1982). They were also taught to point to drawings for 10 other objects. Two
steps were taken to ensure that spontaneous usage of symbols/pictures ww reinforced outside of
training: the students' communication boards remained with them all day and an experimenter
remained in the classroom all day to ensure that language was reinforced. Four types of generali-
zation were probed. First, students were asked to respond to an item trainee in the morning during
afternoon sessions to test maintenance. Each student maintained the learned pictures much more
often (range 75%-1(10%) than the trained Bliss symbols (range 29%-92%). Second, the student
was shown an object differing in irrelevant stimulus characteristics from the specific object used to
train the symbol/picture (e.g., a sock of a different color) and asked to identify it by symbol/
picture. Two students were much more likely to use pictures to name untrained objects than
symbols. For one student, variability obscured any meaningful difference. Third, the student was
provided a picture and a symbol for 10 untrained objects. Each student used pictures much more
often than symbols, and each used untrained pictures to name untrained objects. Fourth, spontane-
ous usage of symbols/pictures in the classroom outside of the training sessions was assessed. All
students generalized both symbols and pictures, although pictures generalized first and occurred at
greater frequencies.

Teach to recruit reinforcement. People may also be taught to actively recruit reinforcement.
Stokes, Fowler. and Baer (1978) taught eight preschool children, including four classified as
"deviant," to self-evaluate their own work and then to cue their teachers to deliver praise for good
work by asking questions such as "How is this work?" and "Have I been working carefully?"
Probes were conducted with other trainers, but generalization required that the -new" trainer ask
the students to work carefully, evaluate their work, and ask about their work before full generaliza-
tion was achieved.

Summary. Five articles (6 studies) involving at least I subject with severe handicaps ( "Se-
vere Studies") implemented natural contingencies and 4 articles (5 studies) reported the use of
natural contingencies with 27 other persons. Natural contingencies were used in combination with
other strategies in 47 articles (53 studies).

Natural Contingencies

Studies Subjects Subjects Generalizing Well

Severe Studies 6 IS 52.994 (9/17)
Other Studies 5 14 85.7 (12/14i
Total II 32 67.7% (21/31)

4. Use indiscriminable Contingencies
It has also been hypothesized that generalized responding might not occur or maintain because

the consequences available in natural settings either are not reinforcing to the individual or do not
occur with sufficient frequency. Under such conditions the behavior might extinguish.

The use of indiscriminable contingencies involves the gradual replacement of training conse-
quences and schedules with the contingencies which will be found in natural settings. In this
manner, naturally available consequences acquire reinforcing powers through pairing with
programmed consequences, before training consequences are discontinued. Similarly, the sched-
ule of one consequence for each response commonly used during training is gradually replaced
with a schedule of intermittent consequences, so that the student is unable to discriminate when a
response is likely to be reinforced. This method is designad to ensure that generalized responding
will occur and endure when only infrequent natural 4. 'sequences are available outside of training
settings. Reinforcement might also be programmed to occur after progressively longer delays,
and/or artificial consequences might be continued, but only under conditions which make it
impossible for the student to discriminate when they might occur.

For example, Fowler and Baer (1981) compared feedback and reinforcement schedules for
interactive and study behavior of two behavior disordered and five normal preschool children
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during morning training settings and afternoon generalization settings. Delaying reinforcement for
appropriate behavior in the morning until the end of the school day produced much better generali-
zation than delivering it at the end of the morning session. Coders identified that six of the seven
subjects (85.7%) genernlized well.

With the exception of Fowler and Baer (1981), indiscriminable contingencies were always
applied in conjunction with other strategies. For example, Russo and Koegel (1977) identified a 5-
year -old autistic boy who was at risk for being expelled from kindergarten because of inappropri-
ate social behaviors, verbal responses, and stereotypic behavior. Following baseline, a therapist
provided prompting and tokens for appropriate social and verbal behavior, and used restraint, a
verbal reprimand, and token loss for stereotyped behavior. As the student's behavior improved,
the schedule of tokens was reduced from 1:1 to variable interval schedules. Social reinforcement
and tokens were provided for periods of "appropriate behavior." Also, the student and therapist
moved from a separate section of the classroom to the "front" of the room with the other students.
Then the therapist gradually moved his/her chair further and further away behind the student. In
addition, the therapist taught the teacher to deliver tokens, to praise, and to remove tokens for
stereotyped behavior. The teacher gradually assumed these responsibilities. In the final phase, the
teacher delivered tokens only twice a day and web)] reinforcement was intermittent. The therapist
was not present. The child's behavior had improved to acceptable levels and he completed
kindergarten without reassignment.

After the summer vacation, the student returned to previous problem levels of behavior.
Identical procedures were implemented and similar changes produced. The behavior then main-
tained at acceptable levels for the rest of first grade. There were no problems in either second or
third grades. Fading control by the therapist, establishing control by the teacher, learning the
reinforcement schedule, developing an intermittent and variable interval schedule for the delivery
of tokens, and implementing procedures in a second setting all served to produce indiscriminable
contingencies.

This study also incorporated several other strategies, including sequential modification (i.e.,
intervention in kindergarten and first grade were sufficient to produce generalization to second and
third grade), introduction to natural maintaining contingencies (i.e., training functional behaviors,
training teachers to ensure that reinforcement occurred), training loosely (i.e., contingencies for
reinforcement were shifted from specific social and verbal behaviors to "appropriate behavior"),
and multiple exemplars (i.e., at least three different trainers were involved).

In another study, five sheltered workshop employees were praised and prompted to increase
their productivity (Ackerman & Shapiro, 1984). When effects did not generalize to other work
periods for the same task, clients were taught to actuate a counter for each package completed and
to circle a numeral representing the total completed at the end of the work period. Training
independent self-monitoring was achieved in 35 minutes. Once the clients were trained, the praise
and prompting for good production was dropped. Self-monitoring alone was sufficient to maintain
the increases. indicating that the counter activation and chatting reinforced production rate. The
counter and production chart were noi itvailable at other times, and the increased productivity did
not generalize. When identical materials became available (i.e., self-monitoring counters were
present at all times), the differences in available contingencies between trained and untrained
situations became indiscriminable and productivity immediately increased.

5. Train to Generalize
With this technique the learner is not reinforced for performing a previously reinforced

response, but only for a new form of the response, or for appropriately responding in the presence
of untrained stimuli. The technique seems to be at odds with most established instructional
methods directed at acquisition, since consequation occurs only for generalized responding.
However. Stokes and Baer (1977) also descae the possibility of "instructed generalization," in
which the student is informed of the "possibility of generalization and then asked] for it"
(p. 363). For example, Warren, Baxter, Anderson, Marshall, and Baer (1981) studied four
severely retarded youths who had failed to maintain generalized asking "What is that?" questions
2 1/2 years after training ended, and whose skill did not return even after observing a peer model
the behavior. Training was introduced which included new items (generalization stimuli) and
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trained items. Asking a "what" question when first shown a novel object resulted in a token
reinforcement, later exchanged for toy or edible, but no tokens were provided for naming familiar
items. After 3 sessions with 10 novel objects included in each, all 4 youths demonstrated generali-
zation in probe sessions.

Endo and Sloane (1982) taught four elementary grade children to make poetic statements
which personified inanimate objects (e.g., "The shirt hated to get starched," "The roses smiled
when the sun came up"). During training, a model made a personified statement and received a
token; the child was reinforced with a token only for stating a different personification for the
same picture. The children did well in training, but when new items were shown to the children,
they were unable to state personifications ("poor generalization"). In a follow-up study reported
in the same article (Endo & Sloane,1982), three elementary grade boys were similarly taught
except that the model demonstrated five consecutive statements for five different elements in a
single set, instead of the one exemplar for one set used in Experiment I. Then the child had a
chance to make five statements regarding items drawn from a second set. In this study, the
children responded to about 80% of untrained items in the first generalization probe. The lack of
any reinforcement or feedback during the probes may have affected the level and amount of
generalization reccarkd, and may explain why the performances of two of the children dropped
during the second probe. In both studies, the model demonstrated and the studentwas reinforced
for nonpersonified statements in a subsequent phase (e.g., "The shirt is yellow and green;" "The
roses bloom during the springtime"). Experimental control over generalized responding was
demonstrated in the second study when the children failed to make personified statements during
the generalization probe after the nonpersonified statement reinforcement phase.

A total of four studies in three articles included "train to generalize" as one of the components
of instruction, but no studies were identified which used this strategy in isolation. Two articles
involving subjects with severe disabilities and two other articles were coded as applying this
strategy in addition to other strategies, and only 2 of the 20 study participants in those studies
(10%) were identified as generalizing well.

Strategies Affecting Antecedents
'INvo strategies for the manipulation of stimuli were described by Stokes aril Baer (1977):

"programming common stimuli" and "training sufficient exemplars." Since then, other methods
have been identified which also manipulate stimuli.

These methods focus on the discrimination of events which occur before or concurrent with the
response. In discrimination training, the centerpiece of most research in instriction and learning.
specific stimuli come to evoke specific responses through differential reinforcement. If the
response fails to generalize, it is hypothesized that discrimination training was so successful that
differences between stimuli in "training" and "generalization" situations inhibited generaliza-
tion. The methods that fellow suggest techniques for selecting stimuli that minimize the differ-
ences between training s:imuli and stimuli in the generalization situation.

6. Program Common Stimuli
As the label implies, this technique involves providing instruction which includes stimuli

which occur most frequently in the target generalization settings (Stokes and Baer, 1977).
For example, Jones, Van Hasse lt, and Sisson (1984) attributed the low levels of generalization

of fire drill skills to two primary factors:

(a) lack of specific programming for transfer of training, and lb] specific instructions
frequently provided to subjects by night staff to assist their roommates during drills.
Behaviors emitted in assisting roommates (e.g., holding their hands, walking quicklyout
of mom) were frequently incompatible with trained responses. (p. 269)

Therefore, in a second study, the authors' aim was to "expand the breadth of stimuli that exert
control over these responses" (p. 269). They trained three blind teens at night. in their bedrooms.
to assist in the evacuation of their roommates during fire drills and they trained the roommates to
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follow the target teen from the bedroom. The roommates. the sound of the alarm, the location, and
the time of day were the stimuli common to both training and generalization situations. Following
training, two of the target teens and their three roommaa.s participated correctly in the school
nighttime fire drill. One young man, however, jumped out of bed and ran to the door, in violation
to the trained safety procedures. His roommate stopped him and made him start again, whereupon
he completed the sequence correctly (Jones, Sisson, & Van Hassell. 1984).

In cases where it is not possible or practical to employ stimuli which will actually occur in
natural settings, it might be possible to effectively simulate those stimuli. For example, Page.
Iwata, and Neel (1976) constructed a cardboard model of four city blocks, including streets,
houses, cars. trees, people, and pedestrian and traffic control lights. Five moderately retarded
young men then were trained to manipulate a doll and verbalize the doll's actions in getting to a
designated location in the simulated environment. The men were tested on street crossing under
actual city traffic conditions and successful generalization occurred. In this study, the experiment-
ers simulated the stimuli common to both situations. since duplication within the classroom would
have been impossible.

Overall, only 5 studies (5 articles) were identified as employing "common stimuli" as the
single method to facilitate generalization. However, this technique was used in combination with
other strategies in 64 studies (58 articles).

Common Stimuli

Studies Subjects Subjects Generalizing Well

Severe Studies 4 21 66.7% (14121)
Other Studies 1 3 100.0% (3/3)
Total 5 24 70.13% (17/24)

7. Train Sufficient Exemplars
Stokes and Baer (1977) differentiated sequential modification from "train sufficient exem-

plars" primarily on the basis of the number of situations to which generalization is desired. If the
response is desired in only a few situations, then "sequential modification" may suffice. How-
ever, if the response is applicable in many situations, "sufficient exemplars" would involve
"teaching another exemplar of the same generalization lesson, and then another, and then another.
and so on until the induction is formed (i.e., until generalization occurs sufficiently to satisfy the
problem posed)" (p. 355). As noted earlier, for purposes of this study we further defined "suffi-
cient exemplars" as the sequential introduction of new target stimuli within settings, and used the
term "sequential modification" to reference the introduction of training across settings.

The strategy, as we define it, requires the introduction of many different instances of the class
of target antecedents into the training situation. By training sufficient exemplars, the student is
thought to learn a general category of stimuli to which to respond. If training on one does not
produce generalization, training is directed to another exemplar, and so on, until generalization to
other exemplars is noted. For example, instead of teaching "putting on a sweater" with just long-
sleeved crew-necked sweaters, V-necked sweaters, short-sleeved sweaters, and so on are trained.
With more varied instructional antecedents, generalization to untrained sweaters (e.g., turtlenecks)
may occur.

As an example, an adolescent with severe handicaps was taught to match objects to tat exem-
plar to demonstrate "match to sample" skills for six classes of objects (i.e., car, bowl, hat, doll,
shoe. and book) (Anderson & Spradlin. 1980). I-1 generalization probes, untrained objects of
different colors, shapes, sizes, and materials were presented. The subject generalized matching for
each class at or above 87% of the untrained exemplars presented after 3 training sessions. The
matching skill was the first step. In the second step, the youth was asked to name the class to
which the exemplar belonged. Following baseline assessment of 36 objects (6 per class). one bowl
and one car exemplar were selected for training. When the student correctly labeled the training
exemplar in 80% of the trials, untrained objects were probed. If generalization occurred to less
than 80% of the exemplars for the trained class, a second exemplar was trained to criterion. This
process was repeated until sufficient exemplars had been trained to produce 80% generalization to
untrained members of the class. Then, the entire procedtar was repeated with another class of
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objects. The first exemplar for the car and bowl classes required 206() trials, but subsequent
exemplars required a maximum of 850 trials, and the first exemplar in shoe and book required
only 250 trials. Car and bowl required only 1 exemplar to produce within class generalization,
book required 3 exemplars, hat required 4 exemplars, and doll required 5 exemplars.

In another study, stimulus classes included peers and objects to be used in social interaction.
Gaylord-Ross, Haring, Breen, and Pins-Conway (1984) trained an adolescent to respond to
interactions initiated by an autistic youth. The trainer prompted and reinforced interactions with a
nonhandicapped teen in both the classroom and the school courtyard. During training, the subject
was first taught to use a video game, then a portable radio, and then chewing gum, as content for
the interactions. Generalization to peers who had not participated in trainingwas probed in a
trained setting (the courtyard), during a school break.

The number of initiations by the autistic teen and the duration of the exchanges increased as
each object was trained, and initiations when the student did not t, ve the object increased as well.
Training in one object did not generalize to offering to share untrained objects during breaks.
Thus, generalization occurred across one stimulus dimension (peers) but did not occur across
another (untrained objects). This is certainly understandable, since the student did not know how
to use any of the objects prior to training. In addition, the authors were most interested in generali-
zation across nonhandicapped peers. Therefore, the sequential introduction of the objects seems
like an instructional convenience rather than an attempt to obtain generalization across objects.
However, in this case, one must conclude that one peer was a "sufficient exemplar" while three
objects were insufficient exemplars.

Anderson and Spradlin (1980) identified a number of pertinent questions regarding the
application of "sufficient exemplars."

1. "What is the most efficient method of training sufficient examples? . . . a more efficient
technique may be training several examples concurrently, instead of serially" (p. 155).

2. Since the "number of examples sufficient to produce generalization may vary, . . it is
reasonable to suppose that the diversity of properties reflected by the examples chosen for
training may affect the extent of generalization," (and] **. , further analysis is needed
to determine the proper balance" in the selection of examples (pp. 155-156).

Until these questions have been adequately answered, "train sufficient exemplars" may be
difficult to define precisely and to implement exactly.

A total of five articles (with five studies) were identified that employed sufficient exemplars as
the sole strategy for facilitating generalization.

Sufficient Exemplars

Studies Subjects Subjects Generalizing Well

Severe Studies 3 9 55.59i (5/9)
Other Studies 2 9 56.7% (6/9)
Total S 18 61.13(11/18)

8. Multiple Exemplars
Within this strategy, representatives of the stimuli which are included in the targeted class are

concurrently trained. However. a systematic method is apparently not applied to select the stimuli.
We were unable to identify an article with multiple exemplars as the sole strategy, but it was
reported in combination with other strategies in six articles. For example, Lagomarcino, Reid,
Ivancic, and Faw (1984) sequentially trained three types of dance movements (sufficient exem-
plars) concurrently in three settings and partnered their five dancers labeled as severely or pro
foundly retarded with three to six other persons (multiple partner exemplars). However, the
authors did not describe the criteria for wit. ting the number of type of exemplars trained. Two
students showed improvements in dancing at community dances, although one later decelerated in
appropriate dancing. For two others, however, it was necessary to introduce training in the
community setting (sequential modification) to prod= generalization.

Stainback, Stainback. Wehman, and Spangiers (1983) provided individual training in three
physical fitness exercises to three adults with profound mental retardation. All three adults
generalized performing the trained exercises to a group exercise setting, and also showed increas-
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ing skills in performing two untrained exercises. Since common stimuli and indiscriminable
contingencies were also programmed, however, it is difficult to determine the effects of the
multiple exercise exemplars. In another study, Sprague and Homer (1984) used multiple exem-
plars of vending machines, but they were carefully selected to be non-representative, since their
use preceded training in machines selected with a general case method (see below). The caieful
selection of similar exemplars seems to preclude using this as an example of multiple exemplars.

Anderson and Sprad lin's (1980) second concern has also been addressed in the literature.
Becker, Engelmann, and Thomas (1975), and Engelmann and Carnine (1982) have described a
procedure for selecting examples that represent the range of stimuli and associated response
variation. This approach has been labeled the "general case" method (Homer, Sprague, &
Wilcox, 1982).

9. General Case Exemplars
Exemplars chosen for training are systematically selected to resent the range of stimuli

included in the category to which responding is desired. For example, to select vending machines
to use in training, Sprague and Homer (1984) analyzed a number of machines and chose three
which represented the range of stimuli and associated response variations likely to be encountered
by the subjects in terms of the location and action of the coin insertion and return slots and
mechanism for item selection and delivery. Six young men with moderate or severe handicaps
showed little generalization to untrained machines following training on a single machine or
following training on three similar machines. However, following instruction involving the three
"general case" machines, good generalization to untrained machines was obtained.

In a second experiment to teach social skills to two young men with autism, Gaylord-Ross,
Haring, Breen, and Pitts-Conway (1984) sequentially trained the use of objects. In addition,
however, they selected peers without handicaps to sample the range of peer types in senior high
school. The attributes sampled included gruk, sex, and whether the peer was known or unknown
to the trainee. During generalization probes, the youths initiated responses with 28 and 33 peers
respectively, an enormous increase from the 0 recorded prior to training.

Eight studies (8 articles) applied general case strategies, but six of those studies included other
strategies for comparative purposes. Coding was not difficult, since all clearly identified and
referenced the strategy. When used as a sole strategy, subjects generalized well.

General Case

Studies Subjects Subjects Generaliting Well

Severe Studies 1 3 MOD (3/3)
Other Studies 1 5 100.0% (5/5)
Total 2 8 10(1.0% (8/8)

Other Strategies
Two other strategies defined by Stokes and Baer. "Train Loosely" and "Mediate Generaliza-

tion," are not easily classified within the categories we have used above, so we will discuss them
separately below.

10. Train Loosely
Tight stimulus control which may inhibit generalization may also be avoided by relaxing the

stimulus events which precede responding and by reinforcing response variants which produce
similar critical effects. Stokes and Baer (1977) called this "loose training."

For example. Campbell and Stremel-Campbell (1982) instructed two boys with moderate
handicaps to ask what/where/why questions using "is/are" (e.g., "What are you doing?"). Next,
they were taught to ask questions requiring a yes or no answer (e.g., "Is this mine?"). One boy
was also taught to make statements (e.g., "This is mine.") in response to questions. Although
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teachers prompted the responses at first, events and objects which occurred naturally constituted
the stimulus events. Since specific training stimuli were not defined and the responses which were
reinforced 3Iso varied (i.e., over 400 different syntactic structures were emitted by each boy), the
authors classified their procedure as "training loosely." Spontaneous use of the language forms
was assessed during peer and adult interactions which occurred during a free play period (generali-
zation probes). For both boys, what/where/why questions increased from I or fewer in 150
minutes to about 1 every 5 minutes. "Yes/no" questions increased from I or fewer in 150
minutes to about 1 every 6 minutes. For both boys, incorrect usage also increased somewhat.

As a second example, Filler and Kasari (1981) taught mothers to work with their severely
involved infants to turn their heads to follow visual stimuli and track sounds with one infant; and
to reach for objects. and to bear weight in two different positions with a second infant. The
mothers varied the stimuli. and reinforced variations of the responsestraining "loosely." All
skills were quickly acquired and generalized very well to their twice weekly center-based program.

"Train loosely" was coded as an isolated strategy for three articles (three studies) involving at
least one person with severe handicaps and one other study. with the generalization results shown
in the following table.

Train Loosely

Studies Subjects Subjects Generalizing Well

Severe Studies 3 5 37.5% 0114
Other Studies 1 6 MOAK- (6/61

Total 4 14 64.3% (4/141

11. Mediate Generalization
The final strategy considered in this discussion is designed to "bridge the gap" between

training and generalization settings. The "gap" can be bridged by teaching the individual behaver
to control the stimuli and reinforcers which affect his own generalization. For example, if the
target behavior is insufficiently reinforced in the generalization situation, the individual can be
taught self-reinforcement. The behavior of self-reinforcement must be trained. Then, the self-
reinforcement act provides the additional reinforcers necessary to mediate the differences between
the training situation and the target situation. In a similar way, self- instruction, or self-control of
stimuli which occur before the response, can be used to mediate differences in the controlling
stimuli.

For example, Wacker and Greenbaum (1984) found that training seven moderately or severely
mentally retarded adolescents to verbally label a shape prior to sorting it (self-instruction) im-
proved generalization to novel shapes and dimensions much more than training which did not
involve training verbal labeling. Wacker and Berg (1983) taught five moderately and severely
mentally retarded adolescents to self-instruct steps in complex assembly tasks using a picture
sequence. They were then able to use a new set of pictures to complete novel tasks,

Teaching students to self-monitor can result in self-reinforcement in the generalization
situation. Apparently the act of counting a behavior serves to positively reinforce it (Liberty,
1984; 1985). Self-monitoring was also used to mediate differences in four studies (Ackerman &
Shapiro, 1984; Heins, Lloyd, & Hallahan, 1986; Matson & Andrasik, 1982).

In some studies, students were taught both self-instruction and self- monitoring. For example,
Sowers, Verdi, Bourbeau, and Sheehan (1985) used a self-control package which included pictures
for self-instruction and self-monitoring to teach four severely to moderately retarded teens, who
maintained performance on 13 complex tasks after training ceased. In addition, two students were
given novel tasks and were able to acquire them very rapidly.

An alternative approach to self-control procedures which can be used to mediate differences
involves teaching "general" skills or "strategies"skills that are useful in variety of situations.
For educational situations, skills which are useful in a variety of settings include: attending.
completing work on time, and "good behavior." Many studies have attempted to modify discrete
student behaviors. However, in this new approach, students are taught the general rules or
expectations as a strategy for achieving success in other sitiritions. For example, the strategy of
"staying on task" is taught to a high school student in a resource room and then generalization to

35
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the regular classrooms (e.g.. History. English. etc.) is evaluated. Only three studies were identified
in which students were taught general skills which were useful in a variety of situations. For
example. Reese and Filipcz.ak (1980) taught students in a resource room classroom behavior.
attendance. and other skills which generalized to other settings. although similar strategies were
not effective with other individuals in a study conducted by Kirscnenbaum. Dillman, and Karoly
(1982).

Mediate Generalization

Studies Subjws Subjects Gent-Tali/int; Weil

Severe Studies I 4 75.t1ck 13/4/

Other Smiles 1 2 0.0% (0/2)
Total 2 6 50.1Y4 (3/6)

Mediating generalization was identified as the sole strategy in two articles involving six
learners, and only three of them generalized well. In a separate analysis of published and unpub-
lished data. Liberty (1987) found that of 20 subjects trained in self-control techniques. 16 (80%)
either generalized or showed Unproved generalization as a result of the self-control training. Of
the 20 subjects. 14 were severely handicapped. and 91% showed improved generalization.

Results and Discussion
A total of 151 articles involving 172 studies provided information for the evaluation of

generalization with 616 subjects. Of those studies. 106 included persons with severe handicaps
and involved 373 subjects. The remaining 66 studies involving 243 subjects did not include
persons with severe handicaps. No statistically reliable differences between the two sets of studies
were found, so they were combined in the analyses of strategy effectiveness presented below.

Reliability
Coding reliabilities were estimated with 10 independent raters forming 25 comparisons in the

coding of 19 studies (approximately 11% of all studies coded). Overall agreement across items
averaged 91%. The specific item reliabilities are reported in Table 2-3. Reliabilities involving
binomial coding (e.g.. "yes/no" indications that a particular strategy was employed) were
evaluated via the formula: (number of agreements)/(number of agreements + number of disagree-
ments). Reliabilities involving values other than 0 or 1 (e.g., the number of subjects generalizing
"well") were evaluated using the formula: (lowest number coded)/(highest number coded).

Table 2-3

Coding Reliabilities

Characteristic Coded Mean Reliability

Number of Subjects 100%
Most Severe Handicapping Condition of a Single Subject 92%
Age Range of Subjects 99%
Functionality of Behavior 94%
Generalization Strategy/Strategies 86%
Number of Subjects Generalizing Well 77%

Train and Hope Expectancies
A surprisingly high proportion (76%) of the subjects in published studies of simple train and

hope approaches generalized well to nontraining situations. However, one must bear in mind that
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such studies would not ordinarily have been published unless they were successful. If one also
considers all the studies of special strategies that used train and hope as a comparative baseline,
estimates of effectiveness in that condition drop to 14.4g . Of course. those studies might severely
underestimate the overall effectiveness of such training, since it is unlikely they would have been
published if subjects had generalized well under baseline conditions. In the face of such divergent
estimates, data were collected to reflect more accurately the success which teachers might be
expected to enjoy in public schools. -

Observational data collected for our baseline studies in classrooms serving pupils with severe
handicaps revealed that only d out of 32 skills (259k) generalized well when instruction did not
include any special strategies to facilitate generalization (Billingsley. Berman, & Opalski, 1983;
Billingsley, F. F.. Doyle. M., Radovich, S., & Thompson, M.. 1985; Billingsley, F. R. Thompson,
M., Matlock, B., & Work, 1.. 1984). Another UWRO study of public school instruction (see
Chapter 4) showed that of 24 skills found to generalize, only one (4.2%) had been taught with a
simple train and hope approach. The 25% figure seemed a conservative compromise among the
various alternatives, and so was used in all the comparative analyses presented below.

Single Strategies vs. Train and Hope
The effectiveness of individual strategies used in isolation could be ascertained in 43 studies

involving a total of 162 subjects. Three strategiestraining to generalize, sequential modification,
and programming multiple exemplarswere not studied in isolation in any of the articles reviewed.
The effectiveness of the remaining strategies when used in isolation is presented in Table 2-4 and
Figure 2-1.

All eight of the special strategies studied in isolation produced higher proportions of subjects
generalizing well than a simple train and hope approach. However, those differences proved to be
statistically reliable in only six cases, using chi-square analysis (see Table 2-5). Mediating
generalization appeared to produce substantial increases in the proportion of subjects generalizing
well, but too few subjects were included in the analysis to deem those improvements statistically
reliable. The other strategy failing to reach significance, training in the natural environment, was
evaluated with a good number of subjects (n=54), but produced outcomes that were not reliably
better than those produced by a simple train and hope approach. Providing training in natural
environments does, of course, result in the acquisition of a skill which can be effectively employed
within at least one meaningful context. However. it would appear that training in one natural
environment does not necessarily improve generalization to other natural environments.

Relative Single Strategy Effectiveness
Single strategy effectiveness ranged from a low of 29.6% (i.e.. training in the natural setting) to

a high of 100% (i.e., general case programming). with the bulk of strategies falling within the
range of 50% to 65%. Despite that rather large range, no between-strategy differences proved to
be statistically reliable except for differences between training in the natural envirianment and the
use of other special strategies. The failure to show differences among other strategies is most
likely due to small sample sizes.

As shown in Table 2-6, other strategies proved to be reliably superior to training in the natural
environment in all but one case. The remaining strategymediating generalizationwas not
studied with enough subjects for meaningful comparison. Those outcomes support the notion that
simply training in the natural environment, without the use of other special strategies, might not be
very effective in facilitating generalization across a range of target situations.

Strategy Class Effectiveness
More powerful analyses can be conducted to determine if any general approach to facilitating

generalization appears superior by forming classes of strategies. Most special strategies can be
placed in one of three classes describing the major focus concern: setting or situational strategies;
antecedent or stimulus event strategies; and consequence or reinforcement strategies.

General setting strategies. Two of the strategies studiedtraining in he natural environment
and sequential modification--concern themselves with the location and general context of training.
The types of stimuli and consequences available for responding might be changed but not neces-
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sarily in any particular manner, so this is considered a separate class from the other two. A total of
14 studies, involving 57 subjects. were found where training in the natural environment and/or
sequential modification were the only special "rategies employed.

As a class, general setting strategies produced a slightly higher proportion of subjects general-
izing well than train and hope, but the increase did not prove to be statistically ridable (x'=0.170.
p(x2) =0.6803). The class was significantly less effective than the other two classes.

General antecedent strategies. Four of the strategies studied involve the systematic manipula-
tion of stimulus events antecedent to the response---the use of common stimuli, sufficient exem-
plars, multiple exemplars, and general case programming. None of those strategies necessarily
involve the manipulation of specific settings or locations, nor any particular strategy for the
consequation of correct or incorrect responding. A total of 45 studies involving 158 subjects were
found where one or more of the antecedent strategies were the only special strategies employed.

As a group, the class of antecedent strategies proved significantly more effective than either a
simple train and hope approach (V- = 11.384, WI= 0.0007) or the class of general setting
strategies (x' = 11.985. p(v) = 0.0005). The class of antecedent strategies also performed some-
what better than the class of consequence-related strategies, but that advantage was not statistically
meaningful (re = 0.146, p(x') = 0.7025)

General consequent strategies. Three strategies involve the manipulation of consequences or
the contingencies for delivering consequencesintroduction to natural contingencies, the use of
indiscriminable contingencies, and training to generalize. Eighteen studies with 56 subjects were
identified in which natural contingencies and/or indiscriminable contingencies were employed as
the only special strategies. No studies were found which used training to generalize as a strategy
in isolation, or in combination only with other consequence-related strategies.

As a group, consequence-related strategies were significantly more effective than a simple train
and hope approach (x' = 6.424. p(v) = 0.0113) or the use of general setting strategies (x.' -5.5471,
p(v) = 0.0183).

Effectiveness of Cross-Class Combinations
Only 43 of the 172 coded studies focused on the evaluation of a single strategy. The remain-

ing 129 (75%) of the studies, involving 454 (73.7%) of the subjects, evaluated various combina-
tions of strategies, usually in ways which made the effects of individual strategies impossible to
determine. Moreover, the variation in strategy combination was very large. making the meaning-
ful evaluation of each type of combination impossible with the number of subjects available for
analysis.

The proportions of subjects generalizing well for each strategy used in combination are
reported in Table 2-4 and Figure 2-1. but caution should be used in interpreting those results.
While all cases reported under a given strategy involved the use of that strategy, each study also
used some combination of one to four other strategies. To attribute outcomes primarily to the
labeled strategy would be ill advised. Also, while the analyses of strategies used in isolation could
carefully partition articles and subjects into separate, no overlapping cells, that is not the case in
the study of strategy combinations. If a study used three different strategies, that study and its
subjects would be tallied under each of those strategies in the summary table. Such subject
overlap obviates the direct comparison of effects among strategy categories. However, since
studies classified as an "isolated study" are separate from those classified as a "combined
study." it is possible to statistically evaluate any change in outcome produced by combining a
given strategy with one or more other strategies.

Of the eight strategies studied in isolation. six produced poorer results when used in combina-
tion with other strategies, although only twonatural contingencies and indiscriminable contingen-
cies proved to have a statistically reliable decrement in outcome (see Table 2-7). Training in the
natural environment showed a statistically reliable increase in effectiveness when used in combi-
nation with other strategies, and general case programming was 100% effective in both conditions.

That training in the natural setting improved in effez vencss when combined with other
strategies only serves to underscore the observations m 'de :....liertraining in one natural setting
does not necessarily ensure stimulus or consequence variation rep.-rsentative of all the settings to
which generalization might be desired. Adding the strategies of. for example, multiple exemplars
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Table 2-4

Percent of Subjects Generalizing Well with the Use of
Strategies Alone and in Combination

Strategy Used
Strategy Used Alone with Other Strategies

Studies Subjects
% Gen
Well

#
Studies

#
Subjects

%Gen
Well

Setting Strategies

Train in Natural Setting 13 54 29.6% 59 201 53.2%

Sequential Modification 0 0 20 69 46.4%

Any Combination of
Setting Strategies 16 57 31.6% 63 221 50.2%

Consequent Strategies

Natural Contingenices 11 31 67.7% 53 207 45.4%

Indiscriminable Contingencies 1 7 85.7% K 22 22.7

Train to Generalize 0 0 4 20 10.%

Any Combination of
Consequation Strategies 18 56 55.4% 56 221 4/.1%

Antecedent Strategies

Common Stimuli 5 24 70.8% 64 220 51.4%

Sufficient Exemplars 5 1 8 61.1% 66 239 37.7%

Multiple Exemplars 0 0 6 22 90.9%

General Case Programming 2 8 100.0% 6 18 100.0%

Any Combination of
Antecedent Strategies 45 158 59.5% 63 221 43.9%

Other Strategies

Train Loosely 4 14 64.3% 7 33 57.6%

Mediate Generalization 2 6 50.0'4 18 63 34.9%
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Table 2-5

Comparisons of Strategy Effectiveness
Relative to Train & Hope

Strategy Chi square'
Significantly Better

Than Train & Hope? Plx21

Setting Strategies

Train in a Natural Setting 0.046 No

Sequential Modification Comparison not made

Any Combination of Setting Strategies 0.170 No

Consequent Strategies

Natural Contingencies 9.923 Yes 0.0016

Indiscriminable Contingencies 6.752 Yes 0.0094

Train to Generalize Comparison not made'

Any Combination of Consequent Strategies 6.424 Yes 0.0113

Antecedent Strategies

Common Stimuli 9.877 Yes 0.()017

Sufficient Exemplars 4.936 Yes 0.0263

Multiple Exemplars Comparison not made

General Case Programming 12.038 Yes 0.0005

Any Combination of Antecedent Strategies 11.384 Yes 0.0007

Other Strategies

Train Loosely 4.875 Yes 0.0272

Mediate Generalization 0.560 No

^ All chi square values have been corrected for discontinuity to account for small cell sires.
Comparison was not made because no studies in which this strategy was used in isolation were identified
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Table 2-6

Comparisons of Strategy Effectiveness Relativ2 to Train
in the Natural Setting

Significantly Better Than
Strategy Chi squares Train in Natural Setting? P(x2)

Consequent Strategies

Natural Contingencies 10.139 Yes 0.0015

Indiscriminabk Contingencies 6.196 Yes 0.0128

Train to Generalize Comparison not made9

Any Combination of Consequent Strategies "' 5.571 Yes 0.0183

Antecedent Strategies

Common Stimuli 9.931 Yes 0.0016

Sufficient Exemplars 4.444 Yes 0.0350

Multiple Exemplars Comparison not made

General Case Programming 11.728 Yes 0.0006

Any Combination of Antecedent Strategies"' 11.985 Yes 0.0005

Other Strategies

Train Loosely 4.350 Yes 0.0370

Mediate Generalization 0.308 No

or sequential modification across a series of natural settings could improve the prospects of
generalization considerably.

The constant effectiveness of general case programing, used either alone or in combination
with other strategies, is impressive. Since general case programming represents the most extensive
and systematic approach for facilitating generalization of all those studied, the resultsare not
entirely unexpected. However, some caution should be taken in positing the invincibility of
general case programing. Only two studies with a total of eight subjects using that approach in
isolation, and only an additional 7 studies with 21 subjects evaluating that approach in combina-
tion with other strategies, were included in the review. Until additional studies arc completed,
general case programming must he considered a very promising, but not extensively tested,
approach for facilitating generalization.

All chi square values have been corrected for discontinuity to account for small cell sires.
Comparison was not made because no studies in which this strategy was used in isolation were identified.
Includes Train in the Natural Setting alone and in combination with Sequential Modification lCombinell Setting
Strategics).
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Table 2-7

Comparisons of Strategy Effectiveness Used Alone
Relative to Combined with Other Strategies

Significantly Better
Strategy Chi square" Used - P(x2)

Setting Strategies

Train in a Natural Setting

Sequential Modification

Consequent Strategies

Natural Contingencies

Indiscriminabk Contingencies

Train to Generalize

Antecedent Strategies

Common Stimuli

Sufficient Exemplars

Multiple Exemplars

General Case Programming

8.576 With other strategies 0.0034

4.527

6.473

2.560

2.940

Comparison not made

Alone

Alone

Comparison not made'2

No reliable difference

No reliable difference

Comparison not made'2

No difference"

Other Strategies

Train Loosely 0.011 No reliable difference

Mediate Generalization 0.084 No reliable difference

0.0334

0.0110

Strategy Selection
It would appear, on the basis of admittedly limited evidence, that general case programming is

the strategy of choice for facilitating generalization from instructional to applied situations.
Unfortunately, while general case programming is not necessarily a difficult process to employ, it
can be very time consuming and laborious. The "universe" of positive, negative, and irrelevant
stimuli must be defined, identified, and carefully sampled to provide a good representation of the
situations to which generalization is desired. That sampling must then be tested carefully and
adjusted in accord with observed trainee error patterns before confidence in the program can be

" Al! chi square values have been corrected for discontinuity to amount for small cell sizes.
" Comparison was not matte because no studies in which this strategy w-as used in isolation were identified.
" All subjects generalized. whether used alone or in combination with other strategies.
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achieved. Quite simply. it is not likely that classroom teachers and other applied practitioners will
he able to mount such an effort very often. Good "prepackaged" general case programs have
been and are being developed to meet a variety of needs for persons with severe handicaps (c.f..
Sprague & Homer, 1984). but those programs cannot meet all the needs of individuals with severe
handicaps. There will be times when the teacher must turn to one or more of the other strategies
for facilitating generalization.

At first it might seem logical to simply select the alternative strategy with the next highest
probability of facilitating generalization. If that fails to work, the next strategy on the list could be
tried, and so on until generalization is achieved. As noted earlier, however, there were no statisti-
cally reliable differences among most strategies. Almost any strategy might do as well as any
other, but could still fail to facilitate good generalization with between 15% and 50% of the
learners. It is not at all clear, therefore, where one should start; and simply trying all strategies in
succession could be inefficient and time consuming.

To provide multiple assurances of success, one might be tempted touse several strategies, each
designed to address different aspects of the conditions which should promote generalization. One
might. for example, combine the use of multiple exemplars with an introduction to natural
contingencies and sequential modification across natural settings. Counter-intuitively, however,
the evidence presented earlier would suggest that the indiscriminate combination of multiple
strategies might actually reduce the effectiveness of instruction. Some combinations might be
quite effective, but the sample sizes available for analyses in the current study simply do not allow
all the various combinations to be meaningfully evaluated.

If it is inadvisable to combine strategies indiszriminately, then one is left with the original
problemwhich strategy or strategies should be employed? All strategies. including a simple train
and hope approach, did produce good generalization with at least some subjects. The problem,
then, would seem to be one of identifying the circumstances under which each strategy is most
likely to succeed. A decision rule approach to guide selection offers an alternative to guesswork.
The development and validation of decision rules are very needed steps in the realization of
Stokes' and Baer's vision of a technology of generalization.
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The strategies identified by Stokes and Baer, and newer strategies, like general case programming.
illustrate that special strategies can raise skill generalization from about 25 to about 55 or
60%even higher in some cases. This is great news for teachers.

The next question is how this information can be put to practical use. What educators need is
a way to determine which strategy will work best with each student and with each skill. The
decision rule approach offers a way of organizing information to help determine solutions to
problems. In this chapter, the characteristics and foundations of decision rules are discussed.
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Chapter 3

CHARACTERISTICS AND FOUNDATIONS OF

DECISION RULES

Kathleen A. Liberty

Individualized instruction is the hallmark of special education: no other type of education atte.npts
to tailor the curriculum and instructional techniques to the needs of each learner. In order to meet
the goals of individualized instruction, educators and parents must decide what skills should be
taught, the sequence of skill steps, and what instructional methods to use, then, to modify decisions
based on the evaluation of success of these choices. A systematic approach to this process has
been described by Corrigan (1969):

1. It begins with specifying in exact, measurable "knowing and doing" performance terms
what the student is to be able to do and to know at the completion of instruction, defines
acceptable proficiency levels, and states how this will be tested.

2. It requires a careful preselection of only relevant material and skills that represent the
final learning objectives.

3. It provides for the design of instructional steps best suited to the progressive and success-
ful understanding by each learner, based on his existing knowledge and background.

4. It provides for continuous, active response by each student at each learning step in the
instructional sequence.

5. It provides for the pacing of instruction based solely on the measured student
understanding.

6. Ii provides for predictable student learning achievements which are controllable and
measurable.

7. It provides for empirical evaluation of whether objecti ies have been achieved as the basis
for revision of parts of the whole, for the purpose of upgrading performance. (Corrigan,
1969. p. 26)

A key to success in meeting the objectives of individualized instruction is the effective use of
information in the feedback loop from initial selection of content of education (curriculum) to the
effect of the process of education (instructional methods) in conveying the content. Information
produced during the process of instruction is used to revise the initial decisions. Changes can be
made in the instructional techniques used to teach the curricular objective or in the nature of the
curriculum itself. The collection of data and its systematic and frequent analysis are required in
order to maintain an effective individualized program. "Decision rules" are procedures which
guide the evaluation of information to determine if changes in methods and/or content are needed.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the characteristics and foundations of decision rules, as
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illustrated by a review of 2.3 decision rule systems identified in the literature, and to present a case
for the empirical validation of such systems.

Systems which wen: identified by their authors as decision rules or decision systems or which
were identified by others as decision rules (cf. Reichle & Karlan, 1985) were included. Decision
rules were often difficult to locate, since systems were often presented in the context of research or
as part of a training package, and were not usually individually referenced. The decision rule
systems discussed in this paper are not necessarily representative of existing systems, but do
provide a basis for discussion.

Characteristics
Rule systems may be characterized by the nature of the decision to be made and the empirical

and theoretical bases for the decision rules. Usually these characteristics are organized into a set
of questions which are to be answered either "yes" or "no" based on information produced by
the systematic implementation of individualized education programs. The questions are arranged
in a sequence, and the sequence may branch from specific responses to a separate set of questioas.
When one arrives at the termination of the sequence, the strategy or objective to be selected as the
decision is evident. Examples are shown in the figures.

Nature of Decision
The majority (15 of 23) of the identified rule systems are intended to guide decisions about

instruction (Table 3-1). For example, Bailey and Wolery's (1984) question sequence guides
choices between seven alternative programming methods (Figure 3-1). In this system, information
on student performance, interfering behaviors, and current instructional methods determines new
strategies ranging from 'Implement procedures for decreasing the rate of interfering behaviors" to
"implement detailed but minimal instructions" to "implement errorless learning procedures"
(Bailey & Wolery, p. 76).

Three rule systems (13%) guide intervention decisions for behavior which is identified as a
problem by the decision maker (Table 3-1). For example, Evans and Meyer's (1985) sequence
guides choices between behavioral change treatments such as "differential reinforcement of other
behaviors" and direct instruction in a skill/behavior which replaces the function of the problem
behavior in the learner's behavioral repertoire (Figure 3-2). Evans and Meyer's system depends
on observation and analysis of the learner's behavior in the context of interactions with others to
provide the information needed to progress through the sequence.

Most systems for selecting instructional procedures and systems for intervening with problem
behavior include curricular changes or choices as one of the potential decisions. Examples of
these types of decisions include: (a) reducing the difficulty of the skill being taught (e.g., Freder-
icks et al., 1979), (b) increasing the difficulty of the skill being taught (e.g., Haring, Liberty, &
White. 1981), and (c) teaching a different skill (e.g., Evans & Meyers, 1985). However. systems
may not identify the actual skill to be taught. Five of the identified rule systems were developed
specifically to guide curricular choices (Table 3-1) in areas ranging from the mode of expressive
communication to teach (e.g., Sailor et al., 1980, sec Figure 3-3) to which functional skills to teach
(e.g., Falvey, 1986).

Basis for Rules
Whether the specia outcome of the rule system is an instructional procedure, intervention, or

curricular objective, the decision is reached by answering questions in a specific order using
certain types of information. Questions, sequence, information usedthew three fundamentals
distinguish decision systems. Systems with identical questions arranged in identical sequences
could lead to different outcomes, depending on the information used to answer questions. For
example, one system could use information derived from analyzinga learners' attitude to learning.
or graphed data collected on student performance, or sub-test scores from achievement tests.

Even when two systems pose similar questions, use similar information and in which similar
decisions could be selected, the sequence in which questions are posed will affect which decision
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Table 3-1

Nature and Foundations of Decision Rule Systems

Nature of Decision Foundation

Bailey & Wolery. (1984), p. 76 modify instructional
procedures

Browder, Liberty, Heller, &
D'Huyvetters, (1986)

Deno & Mirkin, (1977), p.
25-26,152-55

Evans & Meyer, (1985), p.
54-56

Falvey, (1986). p. 16-18

Fredericks et al., (1979), p. 105

Gaylord-Ross, (1980), pp. 138.
139, 141, 146, 147, 151

Haring, Liberty, & White,
(1978). p. 72; (1980), p. 163

Flaring, Liberty. & White
(1981). p. 8-10

Hasselbring & Hamlett (1983)

Lent & McLean (1976), p. 226

Liberty (1972)

modify instructional
procedures

when to modify instructional
procedures

treatment of behavior
problems

determining what skill to
teach

modify instructional
procedures

treatment of aberrant
behavior

modify instructional
procedures

modify instructional
procedures

modify instructional
procedures

instructional procedures

when to change instruction/
behavior prograiii

hierarchy of "intensiveness &
complexity" of instruction; Etzel &
LeBlanc, 1979

adapted from Haring. Liberty, & White.
1980

adapted from Liberty, 1972; Bohannon,
1975

hierarchy of acceptable interventions
based on function of behavior & impact
on environment

characteristics of functional curricula

analysis of children's learning patterns

treatment hierarchy, ethical
considerations, level of intrusiveness of
intervention

analysis of student performance in 341
instructional decisions

empirical analysis of student
performance in 1241 change decisions;
Haring, Liberty, & White, 1978. 1979a;
Liberty. 1972

Haring. Liberty, & White. 1981

hierarchy from least to most assistance
required to get response

analyses of student performance in 361
programs
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Table 3-1 (continued)

System Reference Nature of Decision Foundation

Liberty (1985), p. 64

McGreevy (1983), pp. VI
1-4

Neel. Billingsley, &
Lambert (1983)

Nietupski &
Hamre-Nietupski (1979).
p. 113

Renzaglia & Aveno
(1986a): Domestic skills.
pp. 20-21;
Leisure skills, pp. 10-11;
Community skills, pp.
10-11.

Sailor, Guess, Goetz,
Schuler. Utley, & Baldwin
(1980). pp. 94,98

Seay, Suppa, Schoen, &
Roberts (1984), p. 41

Sternberg, Ritchey,
Pegnatore, Wills, & Hill
(1986), pp. 59-61

Tawny, Knapp, O'Reilly,
& Pratt (1979), pp.
491-527

White & Haring (1976), p.
239; (1980), p. 243

York, Nietupski,
Harare-Nietupski (1985),
p.215

modify instructional procedures
for maintenance, generalization
and adaptation

modify instructional procedures

modify instructional procedures

selecting communication systems

what to teach

input/output response modes for
language

treatment of behavior problems

move ahead in curriculum,
modify instructional procedures

when and how to modify
instructional procedures

when and how to modify
instructional procedures

when to teach use of micro-switch
(adaptation of response) and how
to modify instruction to do so

analysis of student performance errors

adapted from White & Haring, 1980

adaptation of earlier version of rules,
supported by data on 15 students and 78
programs

characteristics of communication
system and child

characteristics of student/current and
future environments/ functional
curriculum

characteristics of communication mode
and characteristics of child; research on
instruction

hierarchy of positive to punishing
interventions (least to most intrusive)

prompt hierarchy

analysis of characteristics of children's
learning patterns

analysis of student performance in 468
instructional programs; Liberty, 1972

characteristics of functional curriculum,
as applied to micro - switches
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Figure 3-1. Example of decision rules for instructional strategies. From Teaching infants and
preschoolers with handicaps (p. 76) by D. B. Bailey, Jr. & M. Wo lery, 1984, Columbus, OH:
Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co. Used by permission of the original copyright-holder, Plenum
Publishing Corp.

Flow chart describing procedures for enhancing
instructional control when using direct instruction Source E tcel And LeBlanc (1979)
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Figure 3-2. Example of decision rules to determine behavior interventions. From An eineatity apprrarh to behavior problems (pp. 54-56) by Ian M. Evans &
Luanna H. Meyer. 1985, Baltimore: Paul H. Bmokes Pub. Co. Copyright 1985 by Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co. Used by permission of Paul EL Brookes Pub. Co.
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Figure 3-2 (continued)
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Figure 3-3. Example of decision rules to determine what skill to teach. From -Language and severely handicapped persons: Deciding what to teach to
whom" by W. Sailor et al. in Methods of instruction for severely handicapped students (p.94) edited by W. Sailor. B. Wilcox, & L. Brown. 1980. Baltimore:
Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co. Copyright 1980 by Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co. Used by permission of Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co.
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4

1.1 Is oral musculature adequate?
1.2 Cm child use auditory infoamation?

Can prosthesis faililate hearing?
1.3 Can child use visual information?

Can prosthesis facibtam vision?
1.4 Can child imitate vocally?

Can child learn to imitate?

YES

NO

-Lsioet2.c2d

2.1 Is child deaf?
Can prosthesis
facilitate hewing?

2.2 Can child see?
Can prosthesis
facilitate vision?

2.3 Can child perform
discrete fine motm
movements in upper torso?

Comparative Evaluation based on:
1. Environmental considerations

A. Dominant mode in
einem eavironment

a. Dominant mode in
figure erivimnment

C. Preference of primary
caregivers

D Financial analysis
1. Symbol mama considerations

III. Proficiency of stuff's available
response modalities, e g.. could sign,
but very laborious effort.

4-

3.1 Can child use wood
information?

3.2 Does child have
discrete motor response.
e.g . pointing?

NO

3.3 Is child blind or
deaf-blind?

YES

YES

3.4 Cm child use vacua!
information?

3.5 Does child lack standard
motor reSpeiThe, e.g., severe
spastic quadriplegia"

YES

Dited
selection
hoard

Ways:rata:.
E-tran)

3-0
tactile

Idiosyn-
cratic
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Figure 3-4. Example of decision rules for instructional strategies, Haring, Liberty, & White 98 l ). Reprinted by permission.

EXPERIMENTAL RULES FOR USE WITH MINIMUM CELERATION
ACCEIERA7E RATE OF RESPONDING
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is reached. For example. while the rule systems shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-4 both include
decision-choices relating to reinforcement' and to reducing skill difficulty', and each uses student
progress to determine which method is selected, the decision to select one of these methods instead
of the other is reached by two very different sequences. Bailey and Wolery's (1985) system
identifies reinforcer change as the second ranked decision, following a decision to continue
instruction without changes. Reducing skill difficulty is the fourth-ranked change procedure (see
Figure 3-1). In contrast, Hating, Liberty, and White (1981) suggest changes in reinforcement and
skill difficulty in reverse order, as decisions in the third and fourth positions, following decisions
to increase skill difficulty and to continue instruction without changes (see Figure 3-4). Similar
contrasts may be identified in any two systems which guide similar decisions. Such differences
arise from the systems' foundations, either theoretical or empirical.

Theoretical bases. Systems with theoretical foundations are based on the authors' conviction
of the fidelity of a particular logic system. Most often, such systems reflect a specific treatment
hierarchy. Authors of such systems may cite research supporting the inclusion of specific strate-
gies, but the nature, sequence, and information involved in the questions are selected and arranged
so that the decisions reached reflect the treatment hierarchy supported by the author. Six of the
systems surveyed are based on a hierarchy of treatment (Table 1-1).

For example, Evans and Meyer's (1985. see Figure 3-2) sequence guides the eventual decision
according to the degree to whit' .. target behavior is a problem for the student (e.g., self-abusive
behavior) and/or a problem for family, friends, peers. eventual employers, etc. (e.g., stereotypic
behavior). Within each level of severity, the treatment hierarchy begins with teaching positive
behavior to replace the function of the problem behavior, then proceeds to reinforcement proce-
dures and finally to procedures involving negative consequences. The authors provide a substan-
tial logical argument for their formation of the treatment hierarchy for problem behavior (Evans &
Meyer. 1985).

The Gaylord-Ross (1980) rules for problem behavior also are based on a hiera chy of treatment
consisting of reinforcement, ecological, curricular, and finally punishment procedures. This
system "is justified on empirical and ethical grounds" (p. 137). Movement through the sequence
is based on conditions of the environment, child characteristics, and type of problem behavior.

Stay, Suppa, Schoen, and Roberts (1984) present a "least intrusive to most intrusive" treat-
ment hierarchy for noncompliant behavior, including differential positive reinforcement, social
reprimands, response cost, time-out, physical guidance overcorrection, and physical restraint.

A similar hierarchy is the basis of Bailey and Wolery's (1984) system, which the authors based
on Etzel and LeBlanc's (1979) discussion of instruction. Etzel and LeBlanc propose that instruc-
tional interventions proceed from the simplest teaching procedure (i.e., present task and conse-
quence) to a more complex level of control (i.e., consistent instructional format and systematic
analysis) and finally to the most complicated level, involving errorless learning, stimulus shaping,
prompting, and so forth. Etzel and LeBlanc's article also points out factors which will be involved
in the determination of the intrusiveness of educational control (i.e., incompatible responses,
motivation, prerequisite skills, and effectiveness of instructions, feedback, and stimuli). Bailey
and Wolery (1984) have translated and adapted Etzel and LeBlanc's text into a rule system in the
format shown in Figure 3-1.

In Lent and McLean's (1976) system, interventions are based on a hierarchy of teaching
prompts from least to most intrusive (i.e.. independent without prompts; verbal cues; verbal cues
with demonstration; verbal cues, demon aration, and physical cues). Snell and Smith (1978)
reprint Lent and McLean's system as "increasing levels of assistance." Steinberg. Ritchey.
Pegnatore. Wills, and Hill (1986) also incorporate "least to most" intrusive prompting in their
decision rules for instructional change.

Sailor et al. (1980) developed a decision sequence to determine the modes of "input" (i.e..
teacher's expressive language) and "output" (i.e., student's expressive language) for language

"kleritify possible reintrircing mulus" (Battey & Wulery. 1984 arid -change consequenes- (Hitting. Liberty. &
White, 19111 t.

-Implement procedures to teach prerequisite skills- (Batley A2 Wrilery. 1954) and "tiyi hack to easier skill step'.
ilia, lug. Liberty. & White. 1981).
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instruction. The authors argue that research and other literature on language instruction, acquisi-
tion, and assessment support the application of a hierarchy,

with speech at the top as the preferred mode of expression . Following a decision not
to instruct in speech, a decision to teach manual signs is made unless this system, too, is
ruled out .. . If speech and manual communication (including "total communication"
and gestural expression) have been ruled out, then the decision to instruct in a communi-
cation board or physical, adaptise-aid system is necessitated. (p. 95)

The hierarchy of skills ranges from communication modes most commonly used by
no nhandicapped students to those most unlike others'. The "input" hierarchy is similarly
structured. Nietupski and Hamre-Nietupski's (1979) system also depends on a hierarci y from
most-like-normal to least-like-normal to determine an "auxiliary" communication system to
provide functional communication if students do not "verbalize or produce intelligible utterances
by 5 to 8 years of age, and have not made adequate progress in verbal communication training
programs" (ibid.. p. 110).

Two other systems apply the authors' interpretation of theories of curriculum development
rather than incorporating treatment hierarchies. York, Nietupski, and liamre-Nietupski (1985)
applied concepts of a functional curriculum to decisions about integrating the use of microswitches
into the curriculum for learners with severe handicaps. Renzaglia and Aveno's (1986) system was
developed to provide a tool for educators to accomplish a "functional, ecological assessment of
each student's needs" (ibid., p. 3) in the domestic, leisure, and community domains. Their
decision system involves a method of weighting such factors as degree of future skill
independence, health and safety, current performance, and applicability and opportunity in
multiple environments.

Empirical bases. Rule systems proceed from research in learning and are based on analysis of
student performance. Rather than establish research to test a construct, such as levels of assis-
tance, in which the theory precedes the research, these systems are derived from analysis of the
performance records of students. The systems which are based on student performance data
include: Liberty, 1972 (adapted by Deno & Mirkin, 1977); Fredericks et al. (1979); Tawne ,

Knapp, O'Reilly, & Pratt (1979); White & Haring (1976, 1980); and the rules developed by
Haring, Liberty, & White (1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 197, 1979b, 1980, 1981; and adapted by
McCireevy. 1983, and by Browder, Liberty, Heller, & D'Iluyvetters, 1986). Liberty's (1972) rules
specify when a behavior or instructional program should be modified. All of the other systems
provide rules for determining both when a change should be made and how instructional proce-
dures should be modified.

Analytic procedures were similar across rule systems, i.nd the following steps were generally
used:

1. Student performance on each learning trial was recorded with a description of the
instructional procedures in effect at the time of the response. If and when instructional
procedures were changed, the effect on student performance was analyzed (e.g., did
perfonrnance improve or worsen as .1 result of the change in instructional strategies?).

2. Identical or similar pre-change perforTnam.-es were matched on important variables (e.g.,
accuracy, sequence of correct an error responses, rate) and frequently occurring
combinations of variables were labeled as patterns of performance. For example.
Fredericks et al. (1979) identified a pattern labeled "intermittent success," characterized
by a mixture of correct and incorrect responses, without 3 consecutive correct responses
in 10 trials (an example of this pattern is shown in Figure 3 5). One of the patterns
identified by Haring, Liberty, and White (1978, 1980) was labeled a -fluency-building
problem." This pattern is characterized by a correct performance of less than 10
responses and which is either not improving or worsening in conjunction with error
responses of greater than 2, which are worsening, decreasing, or maintaining
(Figure 3-5).

3. The effects of post-change instructional procedures on identical pre - :hinge performance
patterns were analyzed (e.g., changes which improved performance for that performance
pattern were compared with changes which did not).
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4. The authors developed a performance pattern-instructional strategy match. Rules were
formulated according to the procedure: when the student's performance matches this
pattern, this type of change in instructional procedures is most likely to improve
performance.

Individual rules are then sequenced, so that the decision maker compares an individual
student's performance with the rules' specification by answering a series of questions. The
sequence leads to the match of the student's performance with a particular performance pattern.
The question sequence may be based on the frequency with which certain patterns appeared (e.g.,
questions used to identify high-frequency performance patterns occur first in the question se-
quence) or on the quickest method to discriminate performance patterns. Once the decision maker
has answered the questions in sequence, the recommended instructional technique is identified.

Empirical analysis has produced decision rules with similar pattern-strategy rules. For
example, for the patterns shown in Figure 3-5, Fredericks et al.'s rules (1979) specify a change in
reinforcement, and Haring, Liberty, and White's rules (1978, 1980) direct that consequences be
changed.

Effectiveness of Decision Rules
There are several different methods for evaluating system effectiveness. Two fundamental

methods are to (a) measure impact variables before the system is introduced and while the system
is in use, and/or (b) introduce the system to one group and compare results to a second group
working without the system. Of course there are a number of other methods of evaluation which
could be used (cf. Voeltz & Evans, 1983; White, 1984; 1985). The evaluation design should allow
for system implementation over a suitable period of time, since users' familiarity with the system
is likely to affect system use, adoption, and implementation of strategies, and since impact on
students may not be immediately apparent. Second, the evaluation should assess the impact of the
system on the progress of individual students, since systems are designed to aid decision-making
for individuals.

Effective systems should result in decisions which are more beneficial than decisions which are
not guided by such systems. Systems which guide decisions about instructional procedures should
produce better learning than if no such rules are used. Curriculum systems should result in the
identification of more appropriate and individualized education phu.s and perhaps increased
numbers of mastered objectives than when rules are not applied.

An example can he seen in the procedures used to develop, evaluate, and revise the Decision
Rules for Instruction (Haring, Liberty, & White, 1976, 1977, 1978. 1979, 1980, 1981; Figure 3-4).
First, data were collected on student progress and the nature of teacher decisions. Then, teachers
were trained to use the rules. Next, the researchers evaluated the nature of teacher decisions and
student progress by (a) comparing progress to pre-training progress, and (b) comparing progress in
programs in which rule-governed strategies were implemented and those in which teachers
selected other strategies. The effectiveness was measured first by the frequency of students
meeting their objectives and moving to the next skill step and second by the impact of the
teacher's decisions on learning problems (Table 3-2). More than 55 educators and 365 students
participated in the studies, conducted over five years. The ruses resulted in an increase of 359 in
decisions to advance in the curriculum and a 45% increase in successful remediations. Overall, a
teacher who applied the final version of the decision rules would find that about 60% of his
decisions would be to move tc the next curricular step, and, of the remaining 40% of the decisions,
85% would be effective in correcting learning problems, a significant improvement over the
decisions made by teachers who were without rules or who chose not to follow them.

In addition to empirically determining the impact of a system, the collection of effectiveness
data could identify any "holes" or problems in the system, and thus guide revisions to improve
effectiveness. An effectiveness field-test would also permit evaluation of whether practitioners
can accurately and efficiently use the system, their attitude toward it, and its impact on planning
time. For example. Haring, White, and Liberty (1981) found that about 72% of teachers trained in
the riles decided to apply them, but the decision to adopt the system was not related to evaluations
of the practitioners' guide or the training. For those who did adopt the system. planning time for
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Figure 3-5. Two examples of penbrmance patterns: (a) pattern indicating a change in reinforcer
for correct responses is needed: (b) pattern indicating a change in consequences for either/both
correct and error responses is needed. Pan (a) from A data-based classroom for the moderately
and severely handicapped, 3rd ed. (p. 113) by H. Fredericks et al.. 1979. Monmouth. OR: Instruc-
tional Development Corporation. Copyright 1979 by Instructional Development Corporation.
Adapted and used by permission. Part (b) from "Rules for data-based strategy decisions in
instructional programs: Current research and instructional implications" by N. Hating, K. Liberty.
& 0. White in Methods of instruction for severely handicapped students (p. 163) edited by W.
Sailor, B. Wilcox. & L. Brown. 1980. Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co. Copyright 1980 by
Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co. Used by permission of Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co.
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Table 3-2

Effectiveness of Decision Rules for Instructional Decisions'

Curricular Successful
Advances' Remediations`

Decisions made without rules (baseline) 27.m 40.4%

Decisions made with rules (version 1) 24.71 64.6%

Decisions made with rules (version 2) 43.7'4 79.6'

Decisions made with rules (version 3) 62.0% 85.9%

instruction was reduced from an average of a little over 4 hours per week to about 2.2 hours per
week.

Conclusion
Decision rule systems offer the possibility of improving individualized education for persons

with handicap.% by shaping how educators use information to determine curriculum. instruction.
and behavior interventions. Most systems reviewed arc based on application of current trends and
ideas regarding education and student learning. Although research in support of the system's
foundation, strategies, or techniques often exists, data supporting the use of the system itself are
often lacking. As demands on teachers increase, and as the heterogeniety of students within a
classroom increases, the appeal and value of decision rules will increase. The next step is to
determine if they can actually live up to their promise of improving our decisions.
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As we learned in Chapter 2, researchers hay, identified strategies which are ejjetive in
promoting generalizatirm, but research might not always translate into classroom application.
Our research with decision rules ronvineed us that a system for selecting among strategies could
he developed and would help classroom teachers. So, we developed the Decision Rules for
Generalization and conducted a study invoking nine teachers to determine whether their
application of generalization strategies would he effective in increasing generalization and
whether decision rules would increase the (*tilt eness of the teachers. This chapter describes
that study.



Chapter 4

IMPACT OF GENERALIZATION STRATEGIES

AND DECISION RULES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL

SETTINGS

Kathleen Liberty, Owen White, Felix Billingsley,
Norris Haring, Valerie Lynch, and
Mary Anne Paeth

Research has indicated that students with severe handicaps may not generalize skills unless special
instructional strategies are used. Strategies which are effective in facilitating generalization by
students with severe handicaps include: altering the location of training to the setting where
responding is desired (Neer, lwata, 84 Page. 1978: Neel, Billingsley, & Lambert, 1983): altering
the contingencies available in the training settiiq, to duplicate those in the desired generalization
setting: altering the contingencies available in nontraining situations (Billingsley & Neel, 1986;
Thompson. Bram, & Fuqua, 1982); using general ease methodology to select training exemplars
which represent the class of stimuli to which responding is desired (Homer & McDonald, 1982);
increasing response proficiency to ensure that natural reinforcers are accessed (Burned. Russel, &
Shores, 1977); training in self-control techniques (Ackerman & Shapiro, 1984; Liberty, 1987); and
training to generalize by reinforcing only generalized responses (Warren. Baxter. Anderson,
Marshall. & Baer, 1981).

However, most research has relied on experimenters to implement the strategies which were
the subject of the research. Little information is available on the effectiveness of strategies when
applied by public school teachers. That is, once strategies are selected and implemented by
teachers. does skill generalization by students with severe handicaps increase?

Another question concerns how teachers are to determine which strategy to implement during
the process of individualization of instruction. Liberty (1985) and Homer, Bellamy. & Colvin
(1984) have suggested methods of selecting strategies. but no empirical tests of any decision-
making strategies have been reported. That is, do decision-making strategies or rules result in
increased levels of generalization when compared with that achieved when strategies are selected
without use of decision-making rules?

It was the purpose of this study to investigate the impact of the application of generalization-
facilitating strategies. with and without the use of decision-rules to select a particular strategy, by
public school teachers of students with severe handicaps.
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Method
Three school districts with cooperative arrangements with the University participated in the

study. The procedures and goals of the study were explained at staff meetings, and eight teachers
and one occupational therapist volunteered to participate. These service providers are referred to
collectively as "teachers;" fictional names have been used for teachers and students in this report.

Teachers. Three teachers (Alma. Brenda, and Cathy) taught seven students each in classrooms
located in a regular elementary school. Each had a Bachelor's Degree and an average of three
years of experience. Donna had a Master's Degree, and her classroom of seven students was
located in a regular junior high school. Alma. Brenda, Cathy. and Donna taught in one school
district.

Holly, Gretchen. and Frances taught in the second school district. Holly. an occupational
therapist, along with Gretchen and Frances, taught in a school serving primarily students with
handicaps ranging in age from 3 to 21, although sonic regular preschool classes were located in the
building. Each had a Master's Degree. Gretchen's and Franc-es' classrooms included 7 and 10
pupils, respectively. Holly's case load was 35 pupils.

Ingrid and Jane taught at a school located on a university campus. The campus school primar-
ily served pupils with handicaps, with the exception of a preschool program. Ingrid and Jane each
had a Master's Degree, and 5 and 6 students, respectively, were enrolled in their classrooms.

Pupils. Each teacher selected between 2 and 6 students for the project and district personnel
sought consent for participation in the study. The age, handicapping conditions, test scores, and
medication of each of the 31 participating pupils are shown in Table 4-1. Chronological ages at
the start of the study ranged from 6 years 10 months to 20 years 7 months. Thirty of the 31 pupils
were classified with severe or profound mental retardation, and each had additional handicapping
conditions. Eighteen lived with parents or guardians in homes or foster homes, while some lived
in group homes or nursing homes (see Table 4-2).

Target skills. Each teacher selected functional skills from their students' IEPs to serve as the
focus of the experimental procedures (Table 4-3). Functional skills were defined according to
Billingsley (1984; in press) as those which increase the autonomy of an individual in the perform-
ance of a skill which can be used in extrainstructional situations to achieve some naturally desired.
required, or demanded outcome by: (a) gaining access for the individual to a wider range of
environments and/or natural maintaining contingencies within an environment; and/or (h) increas-
ing the reinforcing value to others for interacting with the individual; and/or (c) reducing the need
for others to engage in activities on behalf of the individual which might be considered burden-
some or effortful; and/or (d) permitting the individual to engage in culturally normative, age
appropriate leisure or recreational activities. Where a skill was included as part of a sequential
instructional program or behavior chain, it was required that it be a necessary part of the chain in
order to be considered functional. By "necessary." it is meant that if the behavior was removed,
the functional impact of the behavior was lost. Also. assurances had to be provided that enough
parts of the chain would be acquired withi- a reasonable period to achier a functional outcome
during the study. or that accomplishment of that single part would represent a meaningful outcome
in and of itself. including the accomplishment of partial participation.

The number of IEP objectives per student ranged from 8 to 28, with a mean of 15.75 (Table 4-
4). The number of target programs selected by each teacher ranged from Gretchen's 6 to Donna's
22 (Table 4-4). The number of programs per pupil ranged from I to 1 1, with a median of 3 (Table
4-4) and a total of 104.

Experimental Design
There were two experimental phases to the study. During Baseline, teacher' were taught to

write objectives which specified functional skills expected to generalize to specific situations. The
teachers then implemented instructional programs and collected data on pupil performance. The
experimenters periodically assessed skill performance in the nontraining situations which were the
generalization targets. An experimenter met with each teacher to review student progress twice a
month for each program, spending an average of 10 minutes per program.

The Intervention Phase involved different training content. In order to prevent the possibility
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Pupil
Chronological

Age' Sex
Primary
Handicapping Condition

Strategies Group

Lee 9 yrs. I mo. M Severe/parfound retardation

Pat 12 yrs. I mo. F Severe/profound retardation

Sarah 17 yrs. 2 me. F Severe retardation

Robert 14 yrs. 0 mo. M Profound retardation

Janet 15 yrs. 2 mo. Severe retardation

Amy 19 yrs. 5 mo. F Severe retardation

Kate 19 yrs. 4 mo. Profound retardation

Peter 17 yrs. 4 mu. M Profound retardation

Scott 13 yrs. 11 M Profound retardation

Julie 10 yrs. I mo. F Severe retardation

Laura IX yrs. 11 mu. F Severe/profound retardation
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Table 4-1

Participating Students

Secondary
Handicapping Condition

Most Recent Psych. Test

Chronological Age
(at time of test) Score Medication

spastic c tdriplegia,
anoxic encephalopathy

cerebral palsy. autism.
Rett syndrome

cerebral palsy

cerebral palsy. blindness.
seizure disorder

autism, Rett syndrome

not available

Trist...any 18

cerebral palsy. epilepsy,
degenerative neurological disease

spastic quadriplegia. cerebral
palsy, scoliosis, blindness.
static encephalopathy, kyphosis

blindness

static encephalopathy. Rctt
syndrome. spastic quadriparesis

7 yrs. 4 mo.

9 yrs. 7 mu.

16 yrs. 3 me.

not available

6 yrs. 6 mu.

IM yrs.11 me.

not available

not available

2-6 mo.' Valium

4.12 ma." Ikpakene. Tegretol

4-12 mu.' Phenobarbital

not availablenot available

6 months'

6-11 mu.'

not available

not available

Ekrxtkene, Meberal. Valproic acid

none

not available

not available

not available not available Mylicon. Tegretol

9 yrs. 3.h-t).4 ino.4 Tegretol
8-2(. ino.: Meharal

16 yrs. 6 mo. 4-12 Tegretol, Dilantin
Phenobarbital, Depakote
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Table 4- I (continued)

Most Recent Psych. Test

Chronological Primary Secondary Chronological Age
Pupil Age' Sex Handicapping Condition Handicapping Condition (at time of test) Score Medication

Jeff 15 yrs. 10 mo. M Profound retardation athetoid cerebral palsy not available not available none

Dennis 15 yrs. 11 mo. M Severe retardation static encephalopathy. seizures 10 yrs. 10 too. 35 mo.' none

Ellen 13 yrs. 9 ma. F Moderate retardation spastic quadriplegia 11 yrs. 3 mo. 36-44 mo = Mebaral. Tridione. Depakene.
Zaront in

Jim 14 yrs. I I rno. M Severe retardation Down syndrome 12 yrs. I I too. IQ = 24^ none

Strategies + Rules Group

Karen I I yrs. 0 mo. F Sevenaprofound retardation multiply handicapped not available not available not available
health impaired

Betsy K yrs. 6 mo. I Severe/profound retardation cerebral palsy. seizures. not available not available Depakene. Zarontin. Mysoline.
tuberous sclerosis regratol

Cheryl 8 yrs. 0 mo. F Severe/profound retardation cerebral palsy. Cri-du-chat not available not available Cephulac
syndrome

Candy 10 yrs. 3 mo. F Severe retardation cerebral palsy, seizures 7 yrs. 5 mo. 12-20 inc.= Phenobarbital. Tegretol. 'medium

Gordon 6 yrs. 10 nu). M Severe retardation neuroectodermal tumor, spasticity. 5 yrs. 4 mo. 7 months' Tegretol. Dilantin. Phenobarbital
seizures 5 yrs. 5 mu. 6-12 mo)

John K yrs. 8 mo. M Severe/profound retardation cerebral palsy 6 yrs. I mo. 10-12 mo.= Phenobarbital
hypotonic quadriplegia

Hal 13 yrs. 1 inn. M Severe retardatitm autism 12 yrs. 10 mu. 10-42 mo." none

Barbara 9 yrs. 10 mo. F Severe retardation static encephalopathy. hypotonia 7 yrs. 9 mo. 6-48 mo." none

Mark 7 yrs. 1 inn. M Severe retardation autism 4 yrs. 7 ow. 16-24 mu= none

Jenny 20 yrs. 7 mu. Profound retardation cerebral palsy. post Reyes 15 yrs. 9 mo. 0-6 mo.2 Phenobarbital. Valium.
syndrome wistatic encephalopathy Dilantin
spastic quadriplegia. microcephaly



Table 4-1 (continued)

Pupil
Chronological

Age( Sex
Primary
Handicapping Condition

Tracy IS yrs. 7 mu. F Profound retardation

Lily 17 yrs. 7 mo. F Severetprofound retardation

David 8 yrs. 0 mo. M Severe/profound retardation

Sharon 15 yrs. 3 mu. F Profound retardation

Jerry 16 yrs. S mo. M Severe retardation

As of 11-1-85

Developmental Profile 11 (Alpem-Boll)

Vineland Social Maturity Scifie
4 Bayley Scale of Infant Development

Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests

Stanford -Binet Intelligence Scale

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

Uniform Performance Assessment System (IRAS)

85

Most Recent Psych. Test

Secondary Chronological Age
Handicapping Condition (at time of test) Score Medication

cleft palate 15 yrs. 3 mo. 0-24 mo." none

scoliosis 13 yrs. 3 mu. (1 -17 mo." Phenobarbital. Valium

tuberous sclerosis 7 yrs. 5 mu. 14-30 ino.' Tegretol
seizures 7 yrs. 6 mu. 0-22 mo.2 Phenurone

cerebral palsy. scoliosis. 12 yrs. 2 mu. 4 months' Depakene, Meoeral.
Ren syndrome Valproic acid

athetoid cerebral palsy 11 yrs. 1(1 mu. 0-14 mo.' none
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Table 4-2

Student Placements

Teacher Pupil Placement Residence

Strategies

Alma

Brenda

Cathy

Donna

Lee Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Pat Mixed Cross-level Home
Sarah Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Robert Mixed Cross-level NA
Janet Mixed Cross-level Home

Amy Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Kate Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Peter Mixed Cross-level Nursing Home

Scott Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Julie Mixed Crosl-level Home
Laura Mixed Cross-level Group Home
Jeff Mixed Cross-level Group Home

Dennis Mixed Cross-level Home
Ellen Mixed Cross-level Home
Jim Mixed Cross-level Home

Strategies + Rules

Frances Karen Primary NA
Betsy Primary Home

Gretchen Cheryl Primary Home
Candy Primary NA
Gordon Preschool Home

Holly Gordon Preschool Home
John Primary Home

Ingrid Hal Intermediate Home
Barbara Intermediate Home
Mark Intermediate Home

Jane Jenny Mixed Cross-level Nursing Home
Tracy Mixed Cross-level Home
Lily Mixed Cross-level Home
David Mixed Cross-level Home
Sharon Mixed Cross-level Home
Jerry Mixed Cross-level Home
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Table 4-3

Target Skills

Phases During Which
Instruction Occurred

Baseline Treatment Student Skill Description

Strategies Group

Yes No Lee a Holds head up (with computer setup)
Yes Yes b Swallows without spilling
No Yes c Holds head up while seated in wheelchair

Yes Yes Pat a Walks on knees
Yes Yes b- I Chooses food by looking at pictures then signs
No Yes b-2 Chooses food by touching picture

Yes No Sarah a -1 Complies with "come here"
No Yes a-2 Complies with "stand up.," "sit down"
No Yes a-3 Complies with **step around"
Yes Yes b Signs 'eat' and 'drink' to answer question

Yes Yes Robert a Positions hand before scooping focal

Yes Yes Janet a Walks w /walker

Yes Yes Amy a Pushes w/walker over bumps & obstacles
w/o asst. or falling

Yes Yes b Actuates buzzer for attention
Yes Yes c- I Stands to walker from chair
No Yes c-2 Pulls walker to chair

Yes No Kate a- I Drinks w/straw
No Yes a-2 Grasps cup and drinks w/straw
Yes Yes h Indicates 'I want...walk,' '...dancry," ....brush'
Yes Yes c- I Climbs stairs
Yes Yes c-2 Descends stairs
Yes No d-1 Actuates buzzer for attention at meals
No Yes d-2 Actuates buzzer for help off toilet
Yes Yes e-1 Says 'rnek' for milk
No Yes e-2 Says '000' for juice

Yes Yes Peter a Actuates buzzer; raises arm w/o cue for
help out of chair

Yes Yes h Touches picture/object to request item or activity

Yes Yes Scott a Reaches w/in 3 sec., grasps, and holds object for I minute
Yes Yes b Takes glass and holds to drink

Yes Yes Julie a Follows directions and answers questions (meals)
Yes Yes b Holds head up
Yes Yes c Asks for object with word approx. when falls from grasp
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Table 4-3 (continued)

Phases During Which
instruction Oecurred

Baseline Treatment Student Skill Description

Strategies Group

Yes Yes Laura a Eats finger food
Yes Yes b Eye contact after verbalization by other

Yes Yes Jeff a-1 Puts object in container to clear tray table (with help)
No Yes a-2 Puts object in container to clear tray table (without help)
Yes v. es b Reaches for picture on comm. board and gazes for 3 sec.

Yes No Dennis a Moves clothes from wa.iher to dryer
Yes No b Puts on t-shirt w/o hell-
Yes No c Puts toys away
Yes No d-1 Points to word hamburger, coke, or fries
No Yes d-2 Says 'burger. coke, fries' when shown word
Yes Yes e Touches/hands manager requested coins
Yes Yes 1-1 Gets in wheelchair safely
Yes No 1-2 Gets out of wheelchair safely
Yes No g "7"omplies
No Yes h Puts dirty clothes in washer
No Yes j Says answer to "What do you want ____:? or .._____?"
No Yes k Gets items out of refrigerator

Yes Yes Ellen a Points to words/pict. on colon). board to answer where,
what, or how questions

Yes Yes h Applies underarm deodorant
No Yes c Washes upper body with towel
Yes Yes d Gives requested coins
No Yes c Washes tables in cafeteria
No Yes f Points to picture of burger /fries/shak e/coke
No Yes g Given request/picture, retrieves kitchen items from

fridge/shelf
No Yes h Makes peanut butter and jelly sandwich

No Yes Jim a Fold clothes (from dryer) and put on shelf
No Yes h Read and say restaurant words
No Yes c Point to word and say "Go," -Fire,- -Gentlemen"

Strategies + Rulez, Group

Yes Yes Karen a Walks wiwalku
Yes Yes h Flats w/spoon (opens mouth. bites)
Yes Yes c Points to picture on comm. board to request activity

Yes Yes Betsy a Dresses
Yes Yes h Initiates initial sounds of words
Yes Yes c Undresses



Table 4-3 (continued)

Phases During Which
Instruction Occurivd

Baseline Treatment Student Skill Description

Strategies 4. Rules Group

Impact of Strategies & Rules
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Yes No Cheryl a Touches picture on communication board to choose
food/drink

Yes Yes h Touches picture on communication board to choose
item/activity

Yes No Candy a Touches picture to choose food/drink
Yes Yes h Touches picture to choose activity
Yes No c Follows directions

Yes No Gordon a-1 Eats w/spoon; grasp, bring to mouth, return
to plate (assisted)

No Yes a-2 Eats w/spoon (independent)
Yes Yes b-1 Drinks from cup; grasps/hrings to mouth (assisted)
No Yes b-2 Drinks from cup (independently)
Yes Yes c Touches object/pictures to indicate choice on comm.

board (instructed by Gretchen)
No Yes d Scoot, crawl, roll to destination (before lunch or

spontaneously) (instructed by Gretchen)

No Yes John a Eats w /spoon
No Yes b Drinks from cup

Yes Yes Hal a Sustains tooth brushing
Yes Yes b Initiates requests w/ comtn. board
Yes Yes c Lifts tongue on shoe to put on

Yes No Barbara a-1 Retrieves comm. board & reque. Is items/activities
with prompt

No Ycs a-2 Retrieves comm. board & requests items/activities
spontaneously

Yes Yes h-1 Scoff with spoon
Yes Yes 1,-2 Pokes with fork
Yes Yes c Puts on pants (shorts)

Yes Yes Mark a Delivers items (runs errand)
Yes Yes b Says noun + verb phrase to request objects
Yes Yes c Says 'no' to protest

Yes Yes Jenny a Initiates scooping, phy. asst. scoop. support elbow,
brings to mouth

No Yes h Swallows without spilling (while head supported)

Yes Yes Tracy a Puts spoon in bowl. scoops, brings to mouth
Yes Yes b Takes off coat (assisted)
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Table 4-3 (continued)

Phases During Which
Instruction Occurred

Student Skill DescriptionBaseline Treatment

Strategies + Rules Group

Yes Yes Lily a Transfers from eating to drinking
Yes Yes h Grasps & pulls poncho over head (phy. assist)
Yes Yes c Grasps cup & to mouth
Yes Yes d Grasps, scoorm, to mouth w/spoon

Yes Yes David a Walks down stairs %%7/alternating feet
Yes Yes h Sets table (w/prompts for placement of items)

Yes Yes Sharon a Sits down in chair (assist to turn & bend)
Yes Yes b Walks up stairs (assist to grasp rail)

Yes Yes Jerry a Pulls t. shirt down from under arms
Yes Yes h Sits down in chair

Table 4-4

Characteristics of Teacher Participation

Teacher
# Pupils
Served

Pupils
Participating

Total IEP
Objectives

Experimental
Objectives

Strategies

Alma Lee 9 3
Pat 14 3

Sarah 6 4
Robert NA I

Janet 12 1

Total 7 5 41 12

Brenda Amy 20 4
Kate 14 9
Peter 16 1

Total 7 3 50 15

Cathy Scan 16 1

Julie 16 3
Laura 11 2
Jeff 14 1

Total 7 4 57 1 0

Donna Dennis 24 12
Ellen 13 14

Jim 9 3
Total 7 3 46 23

GROUP TOTAL 28 i 5 194 61)
Average Per Pupil 14 4
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Table 4-4 (continued)

Teacher

Impact of Strategies & Rules
KS

# Pupils Pupils Total IEP Experimental
Served Participating Objectives Objectives

Strategies + Rules

Frances Karen NA
Betsy 2K

Total 10 2 28

Gretchen Cheryl 26
Candy 21

Gordon
Total 7 3 49

Holly (Oil Gordon 6
John 26

Thal 35 2 32

Ingrid

intal 5

3
3

6

2

4

Hal 17 3
Barbara 1:1 5
Mark 15 3

3 45 H

Jane Jenny 16 1
...

Tracy 14 2
Lily 12 4

David 25 2
Sharon 14 2
Jerry 12 2

Total 6 6 93 14

(iROUP TOTAL, 61 15. 247 44
Average Per Pupil 1 K 3

One stuienr Alen-dont in dam, with both Gretvhen and I lolly.

of teachers exchanging information from training, and thus possibly confounding the intervention,
it was decided that all teachers in one district would receive identical training. Alma, Brenda.
Cathy, and Donna were assigned to the "Strategies Group by a toss of the coin. Frances,
Gretchen. Holly. Ingrid, and Jane formed the Strategies + Rules" Group. Characteristics of the
groups are shoo in Table 4-5. Bulk groups received training in instructional strategies designed
to improve the skill generalization of their students, and in the assessment of the student's gener-
alization performance. The "Strategies + Rules" Group was also trained to use a set of rules to
guide the selection of strategies based on pupil performance (see Chapter 9). The total training
time for each group was the same--approximately 6 hoursover 2 separate training days. Both
groups received an implementation manual, with descriptions of the strategies and examples of
their application (see Chapter 8), and the rule group received a written description of the perform-
ance-based rules and examples of their use (see Chapter 9).

During this phase. teachers continued implementing programs and collecting performance data,
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Table 4-5

Characteristics of Treatment Groups

Characteristic "Strategies" Group "Strategies + Rules" Group

N = teachers 4 5

N = target pupils 15 15

Age range 8 yrs. I I mu. to n yrs. 10 mo. to
19 yrs. 3 ma. 20 yrs. 5 mu.

Median age 15 yrs. 4 mu. 10 yrs. 0 mu.

Handicapping Condition
N = with moderate retardation 1 0
N = with severe retardation' 9 10
N = with profound retardation 4 3
N = diagnostic classification not available 1 2

Residence
N = living at home 6 I1
N = living at nursing home I 1

N = living at group home 7 0

Skills
Average IEP objectives/pupil 14 1

N = target skills 60 44
Average target skills/pupil 4 3

'included students identified as falling in the "i:verctirrilflind- range by their dotrirt (see 1 able 4-1)

and teachers in both groups joined the experimenters in probing pupil performance in generaliza-
tion situations. As during Baseline, an experimenter met with each teacher twice per month for
each program, spending an average 10 minutes per program. Student progress was discussed and
probe data were reviewed. Strategies for facilitating generalization were discussed and teachers
selected which, if any, generalization strategy to implement. In addition, the "Strategy + Rules"
group was guided through the rules prior to strategy selection.

Following the process of obtaining consent for teacher and pupil participation, the remaining ti
months of the school year were divided in half, so that approximately 4 months each would be
available for Baseline and Intervention Phases. Each training phase was completed across all sites
within a period of approximately 1 week. As a result of difficulties encountered in the scheduling
of pre-Baseline training, however, the Baseline phase was somewhat shorter than the Intervention
phase. The most extreme difference occurred at one "Strategies + Rules" site where the Baseline
phase lasted slightly less than 3 months.

Procedures
Training to write objectives for generalization. All participating teachers were provided

with 2 hours of group training in -.vriting objectives which specified generalization of a functional
skill as a desired outcome.

Objectives which specify a generalized outcome were defined as those which (a) specify
performance of the skill in multiple situations (e.g.. across settings, managers, or materials), or ill)
indicate the need for the behavior on a "spontaneous," "as needed," or "as appropriate basis" (cf.
Billingsley. 1984).
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Training, provided by three members of the project staff, included a lecture on the specifica-
tion of generalization within objectives as well as participant activities in which objectives
provided by the project staff, and by the participants themselves, were rewritten to specify
generalized outcomes (see Chapter 6).

Teachers who were later assigned to the "Strategies + Rules" Group were trained at the
teachers' home school. For teachers who were later assigned to the "Strategies" Group. training
was conducted at a single school which was conveniently located for all participants. Training
time was 3 hours for each group.

Baseline. One of the experimenters met with teachers individually on a biweekly basis. The
meetings were conducted in order to discuss teachers' concerns about each program. No advice
was offered concerning strategies specifically designed to facilitate skill generalization. Teachers
were responsible for the implementation of programs using whatever resources were normally
available to them. During Baseline. teacher used the instructional and generalizationdata which
they collected; however, teachers were not Atown any performance data on generalization col-
lected by project staff.

Generalization strategy training. All of the teachers received 6 hours of training (3 hours on
each of 2 days) provided by three of the experimenters. Dining training, strategies for facilitating
generalization were explained to the teachers, and examples were provided and discussed (see
Chapter 8). Participants were told that the strategies were likely to be most useful in situations
where the student had acquired the skill and then failed to generalize the skill. Strategies pre-
sented included: (a) those which involved changing conditions in target generalization situations
and (b) those which involved changing practices in the instructional setting (Table 4-6).

Next, participants were trained to develop generalization probes (see Chapter 7). Participants
received a booklet that contained detailed descriptions of each strategy and examples ofthe types
of situations in which those strategies might be useful (an earlier version of Chapter 8).

The training for the five teachers in the "Strategies + Rules" Group also included rules for
selecting among the strategies based on characteristics of the generalization situation and student
performance in generalization probes. General training methods were the same as those applied to
the "Strategies" Group; however, as training time remained constant, the "Strategies + Rules"
Group received less instruction on strategies. In addition, these teachers received a copy of a
manual containing the decision rules and examples of their application (an earlier version of
Chapter 9).

Intervention. Following training, the biweekly meetings with the experimenter continued. As
during Baseline, a maximum of 10 minutes was allotted for discussion of each program. How-
ever, during this phase, generalization probe data collected by project staff was shared with the
teacher. As during Baseline, teachers could choose whether or not to change a program, including
use of any of the trained strategies. Once a strategy was selected by a teacher, guidance regarding
its application was offered. The relationship of strategies to probe data was never mentioned in
meetings with Strategies teachers. "Strategies + Rules" teachers were guided through the rules in
order to determine which type of strategy should he most effective in facilitating generalization.
The teachers then decided whether or not to use the strategy suggested by the rules, a different
strategy of their own choosing, or no strategy at all

Generalization Performance Data
Situations targeted for generalization were identified by the teachers. The most common

targets were for the skill to be performed at school in the presence of a manager other than the
program instructor, in a nontraining situation, and/or at home. In addition. generalization to
community situations was selected for some skills,

Generalization probes were conducted by trained observers or by other persons in the target
situation who were not instructional managers in the program. Probe managers were generally
told what the skill was, and any prompts that were permitted by the objective. Consequatitni was
determined by the probe manager. In addition, unplanned opportunities for generalization (e.g..
when visitors came to the room or the class went on a field trip) were recorded if observers were
present.
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1-able 4-6

Strategies for Promoting Generalization

I. Strategies Involving Conditions in the Generalization Situation

1. Train-on-she. Conduct instruction in generalization situation (if possible).
2. Alter contingencies. Train persons in the generalization situation, or arrange the

generalization situation so that (a) an opportunity to perform the skill is available often.
andfor (h) natural reinforcer% are available only for performance of the skill.

II. Strategies Involving Altering Instructional Practices in the Instructional Situation

3. Increase skill proficiency. Provide instruction to improve the fluency of the skill.
4. Amplify instructed behavior. Provide instruction in a skill related to the target skill.

Program natural reinforcers. Use the reinforcer% during instruction that are naturally
available in the generalization situation.

6. Eliminate training reinforcers. Fade any reinforcers during instruction that do not
occur in the generalization situation.

7. Use natural schedules. Identify the schedule for reinforcement in the generalization
situation, and use that schedule during instruction.

8. Use natural consequences. Identify the reinforcers and consequences for errors which
would normally occur for performing/not performing the target skill, and program those
into instruction.

9. Teach self-reinforcement. Train the student to monitor and/or reinforce own behavior
in generalization situation.

10. Teach to solicit reinforcement. Train the student to seek reinforcement for performing
the skill in generalization situations.

I I. Reinforce generalized behavior. During instruction, provide reinforcement only for
gereralized skills.

12. Vary stimuli. Vary the antecedent stimuli which affect responding, including stimuli
which should prompt (S+), those which should signal that responding would be inappro-
priate (5-). and those which occur at the same time as the response, but which are
irrelevant to responding (Si). Variation can be introduced by including all of the stimuli
in the generalization situation in instruction, or by including stimuli common to all
situations in which generalization is desired, or by including multiple exemplars of
stimuli. or by conducting an analysis of the universe of stimuli, and selecting representa-
tives of the general case of the stimulus classes.

13. Eliminate training stimuli. Remove from instruction any stimuli which are not found car
available in the generalization situation.

Observers recorded student performance and then compared performance with the criteria
specified in the IEP objective written by the teacher during initial training. If performance met or
exceeded criteria, generalization in that probe situation was coded as "Good." If the student did
not respond or performed some other behavior or responded at extremely low levels, probe
performance was characterized as "Poor." Performances which fell between these classifications
were categorized as "Some."

For home probes. parents were telephoned and asked to assess their child's performance. A
follow-up call was then made to determine the child's performance. In these probes the parents
assessed the child's performance as "Good," "Fair," or "Poor." For students who did not live at
home, observers visited the living situation, and asked persons involved in the home-care situation
to serve as probe managers.
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Probe: were scheduled to occur at the beginning and ending of each of the two experimental
phases. in addition. probes were scheduled when the teachers' indicated that the student nad met
his/her instructional aim at a particular skill level or when a particular generalization strategy was
in effect.

Results

Reliability
Re liabilities were assessed throughout the study. Two observers were assigned to observe

students during school and community probes, and the ratings given by observers were compared.
Reliability data were collected on 51 probes, with an average agreement of 87.6%. For home
probes, a phone call probe report was followed by a visit for 20 programs in which observers
recorded student performance at home. Agreement between parents and observerson the rating of
student performance was 92%.

Training Time
Training time for each group was 2 hours for initial training in writing obje.:tives and 3 hours

in using strategies or strategies with rules. The individual meetings were conducted biweekly with
each teacher, and were limited to 10 minutes per program. The length of the individual meetings
was determined by the number of programs covered at that meeting. During Baseline, three
meetings per program were held with each teacher, and during Intervention, four meetings per
program.

Impact on Generalization
A total of 60 skills for 15 students in the "Strategies" Group, and 44 skills for 15 students in

the "Strategies + Rules" Group were targeted for instruction during the study. A discriminate
analysis of generalization probe data showed skills fell into one of four groups; generalization
prior to first probe; generalization during baseline or experimental phases; no generalizationor
acquisition; and no generalization although acquired. Each group is discussed below.

Prior generalization. Generalization probes were conducted at the beginning of the study. A
generalization rating of "Good" was recorded on the first probe for 27 programs (26%) (Table
4-7). 'These probes indicated that generalization had possibly occurred poor to the study.

For example, Brenda had decided to teach Kate to activate a buzzer for attention at meals (skill
d-1). Initial probes showed that Kate used the buzzer whenever it was available, if Brenda was not
present but other managers were (Figure 4-1). The student also used the buzzer at home when it
was made available. Brenda did not probe the skill during Baseline. Following the strategy
training, however, she did conduct a probe which showed good generalization. In accord with the
training, she decided to expand the skill by teaching Kate t" use it to signal the need for help to get
off of the toilet (skill d-2). Initial pn.bes for this expanded skill showed good generalization for
this as well.

Sir teen programs were from the "Strategies" Group and seven students were involved; Dennis
and Kate eaci7 contributed five programs. Eleven programs from the "Strategies + Rules" Group
fell into this category. Six students were involved and Gordon and Mark each contributed three
programs.

Achieved generalization. Programs in which the first generalization probe in a given situ-
ation showed "poor" or "some" generalization, followed by a later probe in which performance
was "good" in the same type of probe situation, were categorized as "achieved generalization."
For example, Brenda instructed Amy to push her walker over bumps. Amy met the aim for skill
acquisition during Baseline, but did not generalize during the Baseline phase (Figure 4-2). During
the Intervention Phase, Brenda implemented strategies to promote generalization and Amy's skill
generalized. However, the summer school staff carried Amy; with no opportunity to use her
walker, Amy's skill was not maintained (Figure 4-2). Fortunateiy, this type of problem did not
occur often. In many cases generalization was achieved and maintained (e.g.. Figure 4-3).
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Student Skill

Table 4-7

Skills at Aim for Generalization at Time of First
Generalization Probe

Generalizatio:' Situation

Strategies Group

Am. c -2

Kate
d- I

d-2
c- I

c-2
Peter a

b

Scott
Jeff a- I

Dennis a

f-2

g

Jim a

pulls walker to chair
indicates "1 want walk/dance/brush"
uses buzzer for attention at meals
uses buzzer for attention on toilet
says "rack" for milk at meals & snack
says "000" for juice
actuates buzzer for help out of chair
touches picture/object to request item or activity
takes glass and holds to drink
puts item in container (assisted)
moves clothes from washer to dryer
puts toys away
gets out of wheelchair safely
corn- es with commands
says swer to "what do you want?"
folds clothes and puts on shelf

Strategies + Rules Group

Gonlon a-
c
d

John
Barbara a- I

a-2
Mark a

b
c

Lily
David a

eats with a spoon (assisted)
touches pictures to choose
crawls/sctxus/rolls
drinks from cup
retrieves and uses communication board w/prompt
retrieves and uses communication board spontaneously
delivers items on errands
says noun & verb to request
says 'no' to protest
grasps spoon, scoops, brings to mouth
walks downstairs alternating feet

School (no chance at home)
Home
School & Home
School & Home
School (no chance at home)
School & Home
School & Home
School (no chance at home)
Home
School (no chance at home)
School ("too slow" at home)
Home & School
Home
Home
Home & School
Home

School (no chance at home)
School (not used at home)
School & Home
Home
School
School & Home
School & Home
Home
School & Honor
School (no chance at home)
Community

Forty programs fit into this category (Table 4-8). Eighteen of the programs were from the
"Strategies" Group and 22 from the "Strategies + Rules" Group.

Skills not generalizing: Instructional aim not met. The first two steps in the discriminate
analysis included all programs where good generalization was achieved. The remaining skills
were analyzed to identify programs in which good generalization did not occur during the study.
Thirty-seven programs fell into this category. Twenty-seven (73%) of these skills were not
acquired: the instructional aims were not met. These skills were not expected to generalize. For
example, Lee was instructed to hold his head up; he did not meet his instructional aim and did not
generalize well. However, some generalization was shown (Figure 4-4).

Twenty of the 27 programs were from the "Strategies" Group and represented 33% of the
target programs. Seven (16%) of the "Strategies + Rules" Group's programs fell into this cate-
gory.

Skills not generalizing: Instructional aim met. However, students did acquire skills in 10
programs which did not generalize (Table 4-10). In the example s'lown in Figure 4 -5. Holly's
student John met t'Kt instructional aim, but generally did not eat with a spoon in nontraining



Student Skill

Strategies (;relq3

Pat h- 1

Sarah
Amy a

c- I

Kate
A-2

c-I

Julie

Laura
Dennis
Ellen

c-2
a

a

c

a

k

a
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Table 4-8

Skills Which Achieved Generalization

(kneralization Situation
Phase Generalization
Aim Met

chooses food by looking and signing
signs eat & drink
pushes walker over humps
stands to walker from chair
drinks with a straw
grasps cup ana o s with a straw
climbs stairs

descends stair~
reaches, grasps. & holds object
follows directions. answers questions at meals
holds head up

asks for object fallen from gasp
eats finger food
gets items out of refrigerator
points to words/pictures on comm. hoard
applies underarm deodorant
washes upper body
points to picture of burger/fries/shake/coke

Strategies + Rules Group

Karen
Cheryl a

Candy a
h

Chador( a-1
h-I

h -2

Hal
Harbin h-

Jenny
Tracy

Lily

David
Sharon

Jerry

a
a

h

h
a
h
a

h

points to picture to request activity
touches pictures to choose food/drink
(communication hoard)
touches picture to choose kW/drink
touches picture to choose activity
follows directions
eats with spoon independently
drinks from cup (with assistance)
drinks from cup (independently)
initiates requests with communication board
scoops food with spoon
pokes food with a fork

pants on
initiates scinping
puts spoon in bowl. scoops, brings to mouth
takes off coat I assisted)
grasps & pulls poncho off (assisted)
grasps cup & brings to mouth
sets table (with prompts)
sits down with assistance
walks up stairs grasping rail
pulls shirt down from under arms
sits down

'Not instructed during Baseline

School (no opportunity at home)
Home & School
Home & School
School & Home
School (no opportunity at home)
School no opportunity at home)
School & Community
(no opportunity at home)
School (no opportunity at home)
r.whool & Home
Home & School
School
Home
School (not useful at home)
Home & School
Home
Home & Community
School & Home
Home
Community & School
(no opportunity at home)

Home
School (not used at home)

Community & I lot 'le
Home
Community (Pot probed at home)
School & 1 lomt
Home
Home
School trio opportunity at home)
School & Hume
Home
School
School tau chance at home
School (no chancy at home)
School (no chance at home)
Home
School & Community
School. Home. & Community
Home
ticbool (no opportunity at homy)
Home & School
School
Home

Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention*
Intervention

Intervention'
Intervention
Intervention
Baseline
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention*
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention'
Intervention'

Intervention
Baseline

Interent ion
Intervent ion
Baseline
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention'
Intervention
Intervention
Baseline
Inter vent ion
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
hiter ventiou
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention



Figure 4-1. Kate's use of a buzzer to get attention at meals (skill d-1 ) during Baseline generalized well at school (probes shown as squares) and at home (probes
shown as circles) on the first probes, as did her use of the buzzer to request help in the bathroom (skill d-2) during the Intervention Phase.
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Figure 4-2. Amy's skill at pushing her walker over bumps (skill a; in generalization situations in the school (circles) and at home (squares) is shown. The
instructional aim for acquisition was during the eighth experimental week (star). Amy's generalization did not maintain during summer school, when hernew
teacher carried her and she had no opportunity to walk.
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Figure 4-3. Lily's skill at independently grasping a cup and bringing it to her mouth (skill c) in untrained situations at school (circles), home (squares). and in the
community (triangles) is shown. A pmhe during the 3 week June vacation indicated generalization had occurred; however. the instructional aim was not -met"
until instruction was reinstituted during summer school (star).
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,Figure 4.4. Lees skill at holding his head up when a computer provides feedback tOr head-down (skill a) during Baseline, and when he is in his wheelchair and
.instructed to hold his head up in natural situations (skill c) during Intervention, with varied classroom activities to watch and different managers providing
feedback. Genera !intim to untrained school (circles), home (square), and community (triangle) situations is shown. Lee did not meet the instructional aim for
this skill.
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Figure 4-5. John met the instructional aim for eating (skill a). Probes in school (circles) and at home (squares) show generally poor skill generalization.
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Table 4-9

Skills Which Did Not Generalize and Did Not
Meet the Instructional Aim

Student Skill

Strategies Group

Lee a holds head up (with computer setup)
h swallows without spilling
c holds head up while sated in wheelchair

Pat a walks on knees
b-2 chooses food by touching picture

Sarah a-2 complies with "stand up" & "sit down"
a-3 complies with "step around"

Robert a positions hand before scooping food
Janet a walks w/walker
Jeff a-2 puts object in container (independently)
Dennis d-2 says "hamburger, coke. fries" (shown word)

touches/hands manager requested coins
f- I gets in wheelchair safely
h puts dirty clothes in washer

Ellen d give; requested coins
c washes tables in cafeteria

retrieves items from fridge/shelf
h makes peanut butter & jelly sandwich

Jim h read and say restaurant words
c read and say "go." "fire," "gentleman"

Strategies + Rules Group

Karen a walks w/walker
h eats w /spoon (opens mouth. bites)

Betsy a dresses
h imitates initial sounds of words
c undresses

Jenny b swallows without spilling (while head supported)
Lily a transfers from eating to drinking

situations. On one probe, he repeatedly dropped his spoon; on another he ate severs bites perfectly
but dropped his spoon on the rest. Except during probe situations. John was fed at home. so he
actually had only limited opportunities to use the skill. This was aka true for 9 of the 10 skills
(i.e., all except Laura's eye contact).

Six of the ten programs were from the "Strategies" Group and four were from the "Strategies +
Rules" Group.

Skill generalization by students. Twelve students generalized all skills, either on the first
probe or on later probes. Kate. Peter. Scott. and Julie were from the "Strategies" Group and
Barbara. Mark. Tracy, David. Sharon. Jerry, Candy, and Gordon were from the "Strategies +
Rules" Group. Four students never generalized a skill and never met the acquisition aim for a
skill: Lee. Robert, and Janet from the "Strategies" Group and Betsy from the "Strategies + Rules"
Group. The other 14 students generalized some of the skill targeted for the study.
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Table 4-10

Skills Which Did Not Generalize and Which Met
the Instructional Aim

Student Skill

Strategies Group

Sarah a-1 complies with "come here"
Amy b actuates buzzer for attention
Laura h eye contact after greeting by other
7,ff h reaches for picture on communication board
Dennis h puts on t-shirt

d.1 points to "hamburger, coke, tries" (comm. board)

Strategies + Rules Group

Cheryl h touch picture to choose item/activity
John a eats with a spoon
Hal a sustains tooth brushing

c lifts tongue on shoe to put on (when stuck)

Total Skills

Table 4-11

Summary of Results

Generalized at first probe (from Table 4-7)
Instructional aim not met (from Table 4-9)

Net Skills'

Strategies Strategies +
Group Rules Group

60 44

16
20

24

Generalized (from Table 4-8) 18
Not generalized (from Table 4-10)

11

7

26

6 4

. 3 lis Generidized 75cY titiq

Total Students 15 16

No Generalized Skills' 3 1

Some Generalized Skills 8 7
All rreneralized Skills 4 8

Percent Students Who Generalized MI Target Skills 27'4 5tri

Skills which generalized at first probe are excluded from the final analysis of impact because the skill may have
generalized prior to the study. Skills which did not meet insfiuctional ann tor acquisition are excluded because
generalization is not expected until after Ow skill has been :requited.
All students in this category failed to meet instructional aims for acquisition on any ut their target programs during the
study.
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Strategies Alone v. Strategies + Rules
vice as many stue-nts in the "Strategies + Rules" Group generalized all of their skills, as

compared to the "Strategies" Group (Table 4-11). A larger proportion of skills in the "Strategies +
Rules" Group generalized (75% v. 88%), however, this result must be cautiously interpreted
because of the small number of skills in each group.

Discussion
Twenty-seven programs (26% of the skills) had already generalized before the first probe was

conducted. This indicates that teachers may be identifying skills for instruction that the student
can already perform. The percentage was similar in both groups, so any difference between the
students in each group is probably not the cause of this problem. It is possible that the problem is
student noncompliance in the school setting. Studies have indicated a high proportion of students
wiih severe handiCaps may be noncompliant, and fail to follow instructional cues or commands for
previously mastered skills (Haring, Beebe, & White, 1983; Haring, Liberty, & White, 1980). A
noncompliant student who failed to perform during the teacher's in-class assessment is likely to b'
indistinguishable from students who can't perform. If a skill can be performed in another setting
before the teacher begins instruction, it indicates that skill acquisition is not the problemcompli-
ance is the problem. In a sense, the problem is generalization to the classroom or training situation
from the situation in which the student already performs the skill. Probing skill use in nonclass-
room situations prior to instruction will identify these skills before a heavy investment of instruc-
tional time and resources is made. If 2 out of 10 skills are mistargeted for instruction, early
probing can save significant costsup to 20% of the instructional resources.

About 26% (27) of the skills did not reach instructional aim during the study, and none of these
skills generalized. There were twice as many programs in this category from the "Strategies"
Group as from the "Strategies + Rules" Group. Three students from the "Strategies" Group failed
tu meet aim any program. This indicates that the teachers' basic instructional methods were not
effeL:i de, possibly because instructional aims were not appropriate, or possibly because of the
students' special learning problems. This result may indicate an important difference between the
groups.

Overall, 5() of the skills were ones in which generalization could he expected, and about 80%
did generalize. Ninety percent of the students generalized at least one skill, and 40% generalized
all of their target skills.

The results of this study support the use of generalization strategies for students with severe
handicaps, since only 8% of the skills generalized during Baseline, and 92% of the skills general-
ized once teachers were iraintl to use strategies. Of course, these results are confounded by the
AB nature of the design. Perhaps skills would have generalized without strategies if the
"Baseline" condition had been extended. It is passible that the train and hope approach can be
effective (see discussion in Chapter 2). It is also possible that writing objectives which specify
generalization criteria, coupled with train and hope, can produce generalization without the need
for special strategies. This hypothesis was one which we tested in our next study, described in
Chapter 5.

The results also demonstrate that application of special strategies by Public school teachers can
facilitate generalization after only 5 hours of total training in a group. ;.nd an average of It)
minutes every 10 days of follow-up. One minute per day per program seems a very cost-effective
method to ensure generalization.
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AT we learned during the study reported in the previous chapter. teachers can apply
generalization strategies and improve their pupils' rate of skill generalization. As a group, the
teachers in our study were more effective than the gaggle of researchers we reviewed in
Chapter 2the teachers' success rate was 138%, as opposed to the overall 52.5% success rate we
found in the published literature. However. we were still unsure about whether decision rules
were an advantage in selecting strategies. In this chapter. we describe a study we conducted to
determine if strategies matched to student performance via decision rules would result in more
generalized skills than strategies selected counter to decision :rtes.



Chapter 5

EFFECTIVENESS OF

GENERALIZATION

r_LISION RULES FOR

Kathleen A. Liberty, Owen R. White,
Felix F. Billingsley, and Norris G. Haring

In the last decade. it has become widely recognized that skill generalization should be considered a
critical outcome of educational programs. The responsibility of educators to ensure that students
are capable of reliably performing functional skills under the varying conditions that characterize
nontraining environments, and the necessity of active planning to facilitate generalization, are
pervasive themes in current literature (e.g.. Alberto & Troutman, 1986; Homer, McDonnell. &
Bellamy, 1986; Lith:rty. 1985). Striefel and Cadez (1983) have noted that, "The need for gener-
alization of acquired skills and behaviors is unquestionably one of the major emphases of educa-
tion . . . particularly for severely handicapped children who may not generalize learned behavior as
easily as normal children" (p. 104).

The recognition that successful skill generalization substantially affects the quality of life has
been accompanied by intensive research efforts that have identified a wide variety of instructional
strategies that may promote generalized outcomes. Such strategies include. for example, training
behaviors that will come under the control of naturat maintaining contingencies or employing in-
discriminable contingencies during instruction (Stokes & Baer. 1977). applying general case pro-
gramming methods in order to select appropriate stimulus exemplars (Homer. Sprague. & Wilcox.
1982), and changing the relative efficiency or reliability with which trained and compel:9g
behaviors permit access to reinforcing events & Neel, 1985). Detailed discussions of
available strategies have been provided by Stokes and Baer (1977) and others (Cooper, Heron, &
Heward, 1987; Homer & Billingsley, in press; Marholin & Touchette, 1979).

Although generalization has received considerable attention, and methods for its promotion
have been described and widely disseminated, little guidance is currently available to assist
educators in choosing methods that are most likely to overcome failures to achieve generalization
in specific instances. Some initial suggestions for decision-making have been proposed by
workers such as Homer, Bellamy. and Colvin (1984), Homer and Billingsley (in press). and
Liberty (1985). Those suggestions, however, have addressed a limited range of problems and
remediation strategies, and are based on logical, rather than empirical. analyses. As Liberty has
indicated. "Empirically derived tkciiion rules for remediating plans to produce maintained,
generalized, and adaptive responding have not yet been developed" (Liberty. 1985. p. 64).

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of a comprehensive set of decision rules
designed to help educators of students with severe handicaps select appropriate and effective
techniques to facilitate skill generalization.
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Empirically derived decision rules to select strategies for promoting initial skill acquisition and
fluency-building do exist and have been found quite effective. Haring, Liberty, and White (1980;
1981) found that, in the absence of guidelines, interventions selected by teachers to improve skill
acquisition and fluency-building by learners with severe handicaps were successful only about
33% of the time. However, it was also found that the use of the rules, which were applied using
data from the programs of individual students, increased the probability of choosing an effective
intervention on the first try to 86% (see Liberty, 1985; White, 1985; and White and Haring, 1982,
for thorough discussions of those rules).

The present investigation represents an attempt to extend the utility of those instructional
decision rules beyond the initiel step of skill development within training contexts to the critical
step of reliable skill application within new, untrained situations. The new rules, which address
five major problem areas and associated remedial strategies, were initially developed from a
logical analysis of generalization and maintenance performance errors that have appeared in the
rescach literature, in our own work, and in student performance data that teachers have shared
with us.

Method

Subjects and Setting
Six students with multiple handicaps ranging in age from 9 to 19 years 7 months served as

subjects in the stuffy. The subject; characteristics are shown in Table 5-1. The students attended
a University affiliated campus school, and were assigned to the same classroom. The classroom
served as the primary traLling setting during the study. Other settings within the school building
(e.g., gym, cafeteria, office, principal's office, and kitchen) served as secondary training sites for
some programs, and as untrained probe situations for others. Two nearby cafeterias, the campus
grounds, and the students' homes also served as probe sites.

Experimental Design
Within the context of a multiple baseline design, repeated measures of performance in un-

trained situations were conducted before and after instruction and before and after implementation
of generalization strategies (Table 5-2). Skills which met insttuctional aims were randomly
assigned to "rules," "contrary to rules." or to "both" conditions. For the first condition, rules
derived from analysis of generalization data were used to identify the prob ..m that might have
impeded generalization. A strategy specifically designed to address that problem was then
implemented. In the 'contrary to rules" or "vs. rules" condition, generalization strategies were
selected which did not match the problem identified by the rules. bear the third condition, strate-
gies were first chosen in opposition to the rules, and then followed by strategies selected in accord
with the rules. All experimental phases were conducted during 6 calendar weeks.

Procedures
Skill selection. Experimenters and the classroom teacher met individually with each student

and her/his parent(s) to discuss the study, to solicit parental input on desirable skills and the level
of performance needed for each skill to be functional, to conduct informal assessments, and to
determine which skills would be taught as part of the study. Skills selected met these require-
ments: agreement that the skill was functional, that it was useful in a variety of situations, that op-
portunities to perform the skill currently existed or would be provided by the parents, that the skill
was not currently in the student's repertoire, and that there was good reason to believe that the skill
could be acquired during the course of the study. The target skills are listed in Table 5-3.

Generalization probes 1. Procedures for probing generalization were developed for each
target skill. Three classifications of stimuli were evaluated to determine patterns of responding to
trained and untrained stimuli present during each response opportunity (i.e., stimuli associated
with the person(s) present during skill use, stimuli associated with the setting in which the skill is
performed, and stimuli preceding or concurring with the response, such as verbal directions or
objects presented). Four different configurations of these stimuli were developed as representative
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Pupil
Chronological

Age' Sex
Primary
Handicapping Condition

Donna 16.17 years F Severe retardation

Ruth 19.58 years F Profound retardation
Mary 18.58 years F Severe/profound retardation
Larry 9.(X) years M Severe/profound retardation

Amy 16.25 years F Profound retardation

George 17.67 years M Severe mental retardation

4

As of 11 -1 -86
Vineland Social Maturity Scale
Uniform Performance assessment System (11PAS)
Developmental Profile 11 tAlpem-Roll)
Bayley Scales of Infant Development
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Table 5-1

Participating Students

Most Recent Psych. Test

Secondary Chronological Age
Handicapping Condition (at time of test)

autism. Rent syndrome

cleft palate
scoliosis
tuberous sclerosis
seizures
cerebral palsy. scoliosis,
Rent syndrome
athetoid cerebral palsy

6.5 years

15.25 year:.
14.25 years
7.42 years
7.5 years

12.17 years

11.83 years
11.00 years

Score

6 moths:.

(1.24 me.'
0-17 mu.'
14-30 mo.°
(1 -22 mo.1

4 months'

0-14 mo."
14-53 mo.'

Medication

Depakene, Meheral.
Valpmic acid
none
Phenobarbital, Valium
Tegretol
Phenurone
Depakene, Meheral.
Valpmic acid
none
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Table 5-2

Program of Experimental Conditions Mr Each Student

Studen: Skill

Sessions Covered By Experimental Phases

Probe I
Acquisition

Training
Creneralization

Probe II Training I Probe Ill
Generalization

Training II Probe IV

Larry dry hands 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-42 nde 32-34 43-45
use radio 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-31 vs rule 32-34 35-42 rule 43-45
pincer grasp 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-42 vs rule 32-34 43-45
wipe mouth 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-42 vs rule 32-34 43-45

Mary take object 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-37 rule 32-34 43-45
extend arm 1-3 4-16 17-19 20-31 vs rule 32-34 34-42 rule 43-45
wipe mouth 1-3 4-34 34-35 36-42 vs rule 43-45
use straw 1-3 4-16 17-19

Amy take food 1-3 4-23 25-27 28-42 rule 33-34 43-45
to knees 1-3 4-23 25-27 28-32 vs rule 33.34 34 -42 rule 43-45

George take object 1-3 4-24 25-27 28-42 rule 33-34 43-45
touch picture 1-3 4-24 25-27 28-42 vs rule 33-34 43.45

Ruth yes/no 1-3 4-24 25-27 28-42 rule 36-37 43-45

Donna walk 1-3 4-24 25-27 28.35 vs rule 36-37 38-42 rule 43-45
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Table 5-3

Sk;Ils Selected for Participating Students

Student Days of Instruction
& Skills Description and Instructional Aim to Meet Aim

Donna
Walks Takes steps v ,,, meant: holding her hand and walking next to her 5

IRK of mats rut additional support at NO steps/min.

Takes object Reach~ for and grasps object on request without physical not met
assistance; 80% of requests.

Wipes mouth Independently wipes mouth clean with a napkin or tissue:140'4 of dropped at parent
requests within 6 seconds. request

Ruth
Answers yes/rio Touch symbol for yes or touch symbol for no following a question, without 20

physical assistance, 115% of questions answered without assistance.

Sits down

Wipes nose

Larry
Does hands

Sits down from walker request when chair positioned not met
behind knees without physical assistance; MK of requests.

Independently wipes nose with a tissue when requested; MK of requests, not met

Dries hands without prompting on request 5 46 trials without 11

assistance: completed within 15 seconds.

*ruins radio Turns on radio on request, 4 of i trials without assistance. 4

Pincer grasp Uses pincer grasp instead of palmar grasp or other behaviors to pick up flat.
thin objects without assistance: 8 of 10 objects Marti within 3 seconds.

Wipes mouth Independently wipes mouth clean with a napkin following a 10
request to do so; KO% of requests followed within S seconds,

George
Answers yes /no Touches symbol fur yes in touches syrehol and/et shakes head fir no not met

following a question; WI of questions answered without assistance.

Takes object Independently reaches for and grasps object on request: 2 of 3 Ill
objects within 6 seconds.

Selects activity Touches photo to select actisity, 5 of 6 trials within 15 seconds. 12

Amy
Answers yes/no Touches symbol for yes or touches symbol for no following a not met

question. without physical assistance; K0 of questions answered.

Takes finger-food Reaches for and grasps finger food on request without physical 19
assistance: 80'4 of requests.

Rises to knees Rises to two-point position on knees from sitting position on floor with verbal 11

request and physical prompt in armpits; Km', 14 requests followed within 5 seconds.

Touches swath Touches switch to activate tape recorder. 80% of trials. ion met

Mary
'1 akes object

Extend lett atm

Wipes mouth

Uses a straw

Independently reaches for and grasps object on request; 80% of
objects taken within ti seconds of request.

Extends left arm on request tactivc. range of motion): 6 of 8
ses.stons, arm extended within 15 seconds without physical

Indepentknny wipes mouth ckan with a napkin hilting a request
to do so; XD' of requests followed within h seconds.

Independently drinks liquid from a straw without prompting: Inn
of trials without assistance.

5

27
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Table 5.4

Generalization Probe Stimuli

Stimuli Clusters Associated with Responding

Person managing
the student

Tice setting The stimuli
(cues. prompts, materials)

Situation # I person instructing
the target skill

Situation # 2 classroom staff
excluding, instructor

Situation M 3 persons relatively
unfamiliar to the
student

Situation # 4 parent or other
family member

the classroom setting
where instruction
occurred

instructional setting
and uninstructed
settings in the school

community settings
(uninstructed)

both instructed and uninstructed

both instructed and uninstructed

natural stimuli (may include
instructed and uninstructed)

the home natural stimuli (may include
instructed and uninstructed)

of "situations" where generalized responding would be desirable (see Table 5-4).
Consequences for correct and incorrect responding, if any, were selected and arranged by the

probe manager, who was encouraged to provide the "natural" consequences he or she would
normally provide. However. in probe situations I and 2, the probe manager was cautioned against
providing specific consequences programmed during instruction that were not available in natural
situations. During instruction, for example, a failure to respond after 5 seconds might have been
followed by physically molding the response. In the probe situation, a failure to respond after a
time determined by the probe manager might be followed by a repetition of the verbal direction.
by redirection to another task, by verbal feedback, by the manager leaving, or by some other
combination of relatively "natural" circumstances. Probe trials were generally scheduled over a 2
to 3 day period, and occurred during normal school hours (probes 1-3) or at the parent's conven-
ience (probe 4). Each target behavior was probed in all four situations prior to the initiation of
instruction. As outlined in Table 5-4. probe I was conducted by the instructional manager, vibe 2
by a member of the classroom or research staff who was not the instructional manager. probe 7
was conducted by a person unfamiliar with the student and her/his programs (e.g., University
professor, project secretary. cashier in restaurant), and probe 4 was conducted by the parents or
another family member. Except for probe I. persons conducting probes were usually involved
only once in a probe for a particular skill.

Instruction for skill acquisition. instructional procedures were developed for each target
skill using the practices generally prescribed for facilitating skill acquisition (e.g.. Gaylord-Ross &
Holvoet, 1985: Snell, 1983), but avoiding any specific strategies known to facilitate generalization.
Two or three instructional sessions for each target slat were conducted each morning bya
research assistant. Previously validated rules for determining when to change instructional
procedures and the type of strategy most likely to facilitate learning were applied to the perform-
ance data collected during acquisition programming (Haring, Liberty, & White, 1980. 1981;
Liberty, 1972; White, 1986: White & Haring. 1980, 1982)6.

Instruction continued on a frequent basis until the student reached the aim set in the pre-
experimental parent-teacher meeting for instructional performance on two or more target skills

" In some cases. procedures were adapted so that performance was evaluated on a session-by-session basis instead of a
day-byday basis.
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Figure 5-1. The sequence of decision points and procedures for determining the nature of the generaliza-
tion strategy to be implemented'. Examples of strategies tcr each category are shown in Table 5-5.

QUESTION

Decision Rule Quetion Sequence

PR(X7EDI.IRES ANSWER NEXT STEP

la, Is generalization desired
to only one situation?

Analyze function of behavior
objective. and current and
future environments
available to student.

lb. is it possible to train Determine if accessibility
directly in that situation? and frequency of training is

likely to be adequate.

yes

no

yes

CONTINUE with question lb.

CONTINUE with question 2.

Tram on site until aim is met.
'EXIT sequencel

our CONTINUE with question 2.

2. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target %is:nations?

Probe for generalization in
all desired situations, then
compare performance with aim.

yes Identify next target skill, set aim, probe for
generalization and use this sequence to
determine next step for that skill.
(EXIT sequence!

no CONTINUE with question 3.

3. Has skill been acquired? Compare performance in
instruction with performance
aim for acquisition.

yes

nor

CONTINUE with question 4.

Continue instruction until acquisition aim is
IIIC:1, 'coolie for generalization. and repeat
question sequence at step I.
(EXIT sequencel

4a. Does the student acres
events likely to he
reintOrcers even when
he does not perform
the target skill?

Observe events during probes yes
and note events which follow
appropriate, inappropriate. ntr

target. and manarget
Determine if the trinforcess
are those which should follow
the target skill, or have been
shown to reinforce other skills.

CONTINUE with question 4b.

CONTINUE with question S.

4h. Are the natural Observe events, and note how
reinforcers ones that reinforcing events arc
are delivered by othem? delivered.

yes

no

Select strategy from category:
COMPETING REINFORCER PROBLEM
Implement strategy until aim in generalization
instruction is met, reprobe for generalization.
and repeat question sequence at step t .

(EXIT sequence!

Select strategy from category:
COMPETING BEHAVIOR PROBLEM
Implement strategy until aim in generalization
instruction is met. repmbe for generalization.
and repeat question sequence at step 1.
(EXIT sequences

tcuntinued on next page

These rules were used during the study. However, the rules were consequently revised, as shown in Chapter 9.
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Figure 5- I (continued

5. Did the skill general We
once at aim?
(hut not as well in
other situations/

6, Did the student respond
partially correctly
dming at least one
response opportunity?

Analyze how the student
responded to each trial
opportunity in each
probe situation.

yes Select strategy from category:
REINFORCING FUNCTION PROBLEM
Implement strategy until aim in generalization
instruction is met. reprobe for generalization.
and repeat question sequence at step I
(EXIT sequence]

no CONTINUE with question 6

Analyze anecdotal data
and observational notes
from probes

yes Select strategy from category:
DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION PROBLEM
Implement strategy until aim in generalization
instruction is met. reptubc for generalization.
and repeat question sequence at step I.
(EXIT sequence(

no Develop new instructional plan, 'piing:
GENERALIZATION TRAINING FORMAT
Implement stri.r. (null aim in generalization
instruction -ohe for generalization.
and repeat q .. sequence at step I
(EXIT sequence(

(Table 5-3). Acquisition instruction was then terminated, in accord with the rules for acquisition
instruction. If the aim was reached on one skill before another. instruction ceased for that skill. In
those :iituations. instruction wt 'l reinstated once the remaining target skill(s) reached aim at the end
of the phase, to ensure that aim levels had been maintained during the no-instruction period.

Generalization probes II. Once the student met the aim for instructional performance on two
or more skills, generalization was again evaluated. Probes were constructed as previously de-
scribed, and stimulus conditions where the student had previously demonstrated good generaliza-
tion were eliminated as probe situations.

Instruction for skill generalization I. Following the second probe set, skills which had not
generalized were assigned to either a "Rule" or "Versus Rule" condition. A coin flip procedure
was use I to assign one skill for each student to the "Rule" condition; the other skills for each
student were then automatically assigned to the "Versus Rule" condition.' Rules for identifying
any problems with generalization were applied to the probe data for each target skill. An abbrevi-
ated version of these rules is shown in Figure 5-1. For skills in the "Rule" condition, experiment-
ers selected a strategy type according to the problem category defined by the question sequence
(Figure .5-1), and modified instructionalprocedures for that skill in accord with the strategy
recommendations. Strategies for each category type are shown in Table 5-5. For skills in the
"Versus Rule" condition, experimenters identified a strategy in one of the other problem areas
that seemed likely to improve performance (e.g., if the rule procedure identified a reinforcing
function problem, in the "Versus Rule" condition, the experimenter might identify the strategy of
programming multiple managers and varying the situations in which the target behavior was
consequated).

Generalization probes III. When the "Rule" or "No Rule" skill reached the aim in the new
instructional program, each of the target skills identified for that student was probed in the four
generalization situations.

Instruction for skill generalization II. Following the third probe set, "Rule" procedures
were instituted for the skills previously assigned to "No Rule" condition. If skills assigned to the

Donna and Ruth readied aim in acquisition instruction on one skill each. Donna's parents requested that her wipe
mouth program he discontinued. The two skills at acquisition aim. Donna's walk and Ruth s answer yes/no. were
linked. and the coin flip was used to determine which condition would apply.
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"Rule" condition had not generalized, rule procedures were repeated, using the third probe set
data, and another strategy was selected in accord with the rules.

Generalization probes IV. Each of the target skills was probed at the end of study in each of
the four probe situations.

Data Collection
The primary measure of generalisation was a rating of the skill's usefulness as judged by the

person managing the student during a probe situation.' Generalization probes for situations 1-2
were conducted in the school, and the probe managers were asked by an experimenter at the
conclusion of the preset probe procedures to rate the student's performance of the skill as: "poor
or no response," "somewhat functional or useful." or as "good/functional/useful." No addi-
tional information or definition of the terms was provided, except for the phrase, "Whatever you
think." Probe managers for community probes were asked to rate the student's performance in an
identical manner as soon as possible after the student's return to the classroom. Home probes were
conducted in two pans, Parents were first telephoned and asked if they were providing routine
opportunities to perform the target skill. If they were, the experimenter proceeded to the second
part of the probe. If there were no regular opportunities, the parents were asked to provide several
response opportunities for the target skills, and the parents were telephoned again on the following
day. After opportunities for the skill had been provided, parents were asked to describe how their
child had responded to the opportunities, and then asked in an identical manner as other probers to
rate the target skill. Parents who were difficult to contact by phone were mailed letters. Once
their written reports were returned, they were called and asked to rate the target skill.

Reliability
The reliability of performance ratings was determined by assigning a research assistant or one

of the experimenters to observe the performance of the student during a probe conducted by
another manager. This second observer was then asked to independently rate the student's
performance. Reliability checks were conducted for 12 of the 89 probes. There were no disagree-
ments; inter-rater reliability was loov,i- across all probes.

Results

Skill Acquisition
Fourteen of the 21 skills met aim for skill acquisition (Table 5-3). A mean of H (range 1-27)

instructional days were required to meet aim for the 14 skills. Generalization probes proceeded
with the 14 skills meeting instructional aim.

Skill Generalization
Probes were not conducted in the community for three skills, since the probe situations could

not be contrived to occur as they might occur in some other setting (i.e., Larry's "turn on the
radio:" George's "touch picture:" Amy's "rise to knees"). George's parents never replied to
probes, and student absences prevented some probes. A total of 89 probes were conducted during
the study. The results for individual students are shown in Figure 5-2.

During instruction, the research assistant instructional manager collected data on the accuracy of responding to each
training opportunity (i.e.. whether the response was correct. incorrect, or if no response had occurred) and a measure
of fluency. Types of fluency data collected included: rate (walking. drinking. activating switch). latency (take object/
finger food: answer yes or no: wipe nose/mouth; pick up object: sit down; touch picture; rise to knees), and duration
(dry hands: sit down: extend arm). The L. .metional manager collected data identical to those collected during in-
struction when s/he administered the genenilization probes in Situation I (see Table 5-4). Research assistants toiler
than the one acting as instructor) and/or classroom staff conducted the probes in Situation 2. liunng those probes,
data similar to instructional data were also collected. However. the collection of such data during community
situations (Situation 3) was not always possible since a visible data collector might have produced reactive effects. and
since it was aot always possible for the data collector to be hidden from the student and still he able to observe the
behavior.
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Table 5-5

Generalization Categories and Strategies

Competing Behavior Reinforcing Function Discrimination Function Teaching Format

DESCRIPTION Persons are reinforcing
other behaviors. no
responses, with events
which either should be
available only for the
target behavior, or with
events which compete
with the natural rein-
forcers for perform*
the target behavior.

EXAMPLE
OF
PROBLEM

Ruth stands by her
chair after being asked
to "sit down." After a
few minutes. the manager
physically guides Ruth
to sit, and says -Thank
you." Ruth is then
given a new activity.

STRATEGIES -alter contingencies
in generalization
situation
-amplify the target
behav inn

124

The student perfOrms
another behavior and
accesses the same
reinfurcers available
for performing the
target behavior.

Larry is asked to wipe
his mouth, and is
handed a napkin. He
shreds the napkin and
wipes his mouth on
the hem of his shin.

-increase proficiency
of target behavial-
( so it is a faster
way to get the rein-
forcer)
amplify the target
behavior
-alter contingencies
in generalization
sitcratiori

The type or schedule
of consequences
available in natural
situations for per-
forming the target
behavior does not
function to reinforce
the target behvior.

At the Center Restau-
rant. Mary is told
"Hey. you've got
a milk moustache!"
Mary picks up a
napkin and wipes her
mouth. Meanwhile, her
new friend has stall-
ed chatting with an-
other neighbor. A few
minutes later. she
says. "Hey, Mary.
wipe your mouth,"
Mary doesn't respond.

-program natural
reinfort-ers in the
training situation
-fade training rein-
forcers
-program natural
schedules
- program natural
consequences

-teach self-trinttntement
-teach to solicit reinforcement
-reinforce generalized behavior
-alter contingencies
in generalization situation

Relevant and/or irrelevant
stimuli in he generalizatitai
situations are discriminated
from those in the training
situation. Stimulus control
of trainial. stimuli is too
-tight" for generalization to
untrained stimuli to occur.

Amy quickly takes trained
and untrained types of food
from her teacher when they
are held out to her and she
is asked to "Take" the food.
However, when the school
principal holds out a sucker.
and says. "Here, try this."
she doesn't respond. When
the principal holds out a
hairbrush and says "Take,"
however, she reaches fur the
brush but dues not actually
grasp it.

-stimuli that should control/
not control the target
behavior are systematically
varied in training. deter-
mine the stimuli by using:

-general case stimuli
multiple exemplars

-common stimuli

None of the other problems can be
identified; either rules followed
incorrectly or other problem in
teaching situation.

-check format to see Bother
relevant factors may be impeding
generalization.
-eliminate any other training
stimuli.
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Prior to instruction, three skills generalized well to one situation but none generalized across
more than one. Overall, 5.8% of the probes showed "good" generalization prior to instruction.
Following instruction, six skills generalized well to one situation, but none generalized well to two
or more situations. Two skills which had previously shown good generalization to a single setting
no longer showed generalization in that setting. One program was dropped from the study during
this phase: Mary's functional drinking with a straw increased from 0 out of 4 to 3 out of 4
situations with "good" ratings following instruction, and the skill difficulty was increased. Since
the instructional target had changed, this skill was not included in further experimental phases.
Overall, 9 of the 52 (17.3%) probes administered following instruction showed good generaliza-
tion.

For the 13 skills meeting aim, excluding Mary's straw drinking program, strategies were
selected contrary to the rules for four skills, in accord with the rules for five skills, and four skills
were scheduled for both types of interventions. For each skill, the results of the second probe set
were used in conjunction with the rules to determine which types of generalization problems
existed. Appropriate or inappropriate strategies for the problem(s) were then selected for inclusion
in the instructional program. Similar strategies were selected for both groups when passible. as
shown in Table 5-6. For example, if "vary stimuli" was selected on the basis of the rules for one
program, an attempt was made to use the sane strategy in another program for which the rules
would not recommend that approach.

Decisions were made contrary to the rules for eight skills (four times in programs where
contra-rule strategies were used alone, and four times in programs where they were followed by
the use of strategies in accord the rules). In the 35 probes conducted following "contrary"
interventions, good generalization was shown in nine (25.7%). When strategies selected in accord
with the rules were implemented after the "contrary" phase, "good" generalization increased
from 14.3% (2 of 14 probes) to 42.9% (6 of 14 probes).

Strategies selected in accord with the mks were implemented for four skills immediately
following instruction. Of the 39 probes conducted during this phase, 18 (46.2%) of the student
performances were rated good. When the results for the "rules" phase from skills which had both
"contrary" and "in accord" phases are included, "good" generalization was rated in 24 of 53
probes (45.3%). A summary of these and other results is shown in Table 5-7.

Generalization was not uniform across probe situations. Prior to the interventions, students
were most likely to transfer good performance to a situation similar to training or to the home
(Table 5-8). This pattern maintained after a "contrary" strategy. However, good generalization
to the two least familiar situations was more likely following implementation of a strategy selected
in accord with the rules.

Of the five skills programmed with interventions selected to follow the rules, four generalized
well to one or more settings during the treatment phase (80%), although generalization strategies
were in effect for an average of only 14.2 days. Of the four skills programmed with rule -based
strategies after a "contrary" intervention, three generalized well to one or more settings during the
"follow rules" treatment phase (75%). even though rule-based strategies were in effect for only 7
days. Overall, seven (78%) of nine skills programmed according to the rules generalized within
two weeks. In contrast, only one of the four skills in the "contrary only" group and none of the
four skills in the "both" group (12.5%) generalized to a new setting during the "contrary"
treatment phase, although implemented for an average of 14.5 and 8.3 days. respectively.

Rule Validity
If strategies are implemented in accord with the rules, and if the rules are effective, generaliza-

tion should improve. Of the 53 probes conducted while rule-followed strategies were in effect, 30
(56.6%) showed an improved rating over the prior probe") (Table 5-9). In addition, if the rules are
valid, performance should not improve when the rules are not followed. Of the 35 probes con-
ducted while strategies contrary to the rules went in effect, 25 showed no improvement (71%). If
all probes are summarized, 55 (30 in accord with rules and with improvement, and 25 contrary
with no improvement) of the 89 (62%). match the predictionof the rules. If one looks only at

Probe III better than Probe tt or Probe IV better than Probe III: if Probe ill was "good." then Probe IV could not
improve, so if Probe IV was also "good," it was included in this analysis.
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Figure 5-2. The percent of probe situations where student performance was rated as gotkd generalization. The dotted lines indicate the lowest non-zero score
obtainable (i.e.. 4 probe situations. 25% is lowest possible non -zero score; 3 situations, 33% is lowest: 2 situations, 5O is lowest).
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Table 5 -b

Strategies Applied in Experimental Phases

Rule Number of Programs
Category Applied

Strategies

Contrary to Rule Accord with Rule

Competing
proficiency

2 Vary stimuli Increase

Reinforcer
contingencies

Program natural reinforcers Alter generalization

Competing
contingencies

3 Vary stimuli Alter generalization

Behavior Ceas 'nstruction

Reinforcing
reinforcers

5 Vary stimuli Program natural

Function Reinforce generalized behavior

Discrimination 2 Program natural reinforcers Vary stimuli
Function Increase proficiency

Format
stimuli

I Vary stimuli Eliminate training

Table 5-7

Effects of Interventions

Experimental Phase

A B C 13

Probe Prior To After Met Strategies Strategies
Performance Instruction Instructional Contrary In Accord

Ratings Aim To Rules With Rules

N = 52 N = 52 N = 35 N = 53

Rated "Good" 5.8% 17.3% 25.7% 45.3%:

Rated "Some" 28.8% 55.8% 22.9% 25.9%.

Rated "Poor" 65.4% 26.9% 51.4% 27.8%
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Table 5-8

Generalization Across Situations

Experimental Phase

% Probes Rated A B C D
"Good Prior To After Met Strategies Strategies

Performance" Instruction Instructional Contrary In Accord
Aim To Rules With Rules

"'Training" 14.3%, 21.4% 27.3% 35.7
Situation 1

"School" 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 50.0%
Situation 2

"Community' 0.0% 18.2% 25.0% 58.3%
Situation 3

"Home" 7.7% 30.7%. 33.0% 42.9%
Situation 4

Table 5-9

Rule Validity

Generalization Rating Generalization Rating
Improved or Continued Good Did Not Improve

Decisions in Accord
With Rule (N = 53)

Decisions Contrary
To Rule (N = 35)

56.6% * 44.4%

28.9% 71.0%*

Program Chaves in Accord
with Rule (N = 14)

Program Changes Contrary
to Rule (N = 12)

* Support rule application

64.3%.* 35.7%

25.(Y 75.0%*
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general changes in the number of situations to which generalization occurs, the pattern of overall
results is very similar, with 69% of the changes supporting the validity of the rules (see Table 5-9).

Discussion
The selection of strategies according to the rules was associated with an increased number of

skills generalizing well to new situations. When similar strategies were applied to programs in
contradiction to the rules and instruction without specific generalization strategies, much lower
levels of generalization were obtained. The rules correctly predicted the effects of intervening in
about 62%-69% of the instances where skill performance was evaluated in nontraining settings.
These results suggest that the decision rules may he an effective aid in selecting the type of
strategy to apply when generalization does not occur following skill acquisition.

Since the rules were applied in only nine programs, with six different students, these results
must be viewed as only the first step in an empirical analysis of the effectiveness of decision rules.
Not only must the overall impact of the rules be tested repeatedly, but additional questions
regarding the rules must be carefully examined. For example, are there student or ecological
characteristics which affect rule validity? All three of Mary's programs failed to support the rules.
and performance was consistently poor in nontraining situations. Each of the skills involved
moving either her left arm ("extend arm") or her right arm ("take;" "wipe mouth"), and it is
possible that Mary's handicapping conditions, resulting from an accident, affected her skill
generalization and thus rule applicability, in a unique manner. Alternatively, the strategies may
need to have been implemented for longer periods of time, or Mary's passive physical therapy for
left arm movement occurring concurrently with the interventions may have affected the impact of
the strategies. It is certainly possible that prior/concurrent programs and/or conditions within the
training situation may affect generalization and, therefore, rules governing the selection of
strategies designed to solve generalization problems. Further research, involving different students
and skills, will help resolve such questions.

Decision rules and matrices have become an increasingly common component of instructional
and curricular guides over the past few years (e.g.. Bailey & Watery, 1984; Deno & Mirkin, 1977;
Evans & Meyer. 1985: Fredericks et al.. 1979; Gaylord-Ross, 1980; Lent & McLean. 1976;
Renzaglia & Aveno, 1986; Sailor, Guess, Goetz, Schuler, Utley. & Baldwin, 1980). The tremen-
dous increase in information and strategies related to the education of students vith handicaps and
the concurrent philosophical, legal. and ethical trends have added impetus to this proliferation,
because of their utility in aiding complex decision-making. However, if decision rules are to be
truly useful, they must provide more than a short cutthey must improve education of students
with handicaps. In this study, 78% of the skills programmed in accord with the rules generalized
to at least one new ,entrained setting within two weeks of strategy implementation, as compared
with only 12.5% of skills programmed contrary to the rules. The present study is the first step in
providing an empirical basis for decision rules to facilitate generalization.
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II. STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS FOR THE

CLASSROOM

Cindy is apprehensive her first day on the job at the Pacific Oyster Bar. She failed so badly at the
Seattle Hotel. She looks care fully at the dishwasher. and loads the howls and cups. She closes the
door. She searches and finds the buttons on the side of the machine. They are strange, but the
little stickers just below them are just like the ones at school. She confidently pushes the series,
and smiles when the dishwasher hums into action. At the end of the day, the kitchen supervisor
says. "Good work today, Ms. Burchart." He smiles as Cindy gets her coat and leaves. Still
smiling, he looks again at the little stickers the tra,,ner from the Seattle Training Center hadput on
each of the dishwashers. He thinks, "Well, you learn something new every day."

Richard leaves the office of the head housekeeper. As he wheels himself toward the chain of
pink cabins of the Sunset Motel, he repeats to himself, "Knack. Then say, 'Housekeeping here."'
Over and over he says these instructions. just as Mr. White taught him to do when he was teaching
him to say his name and address, aR those years ago. He is pleased that he can practice by
himself. At Cabin I he stops, squares his shoulders. and knacks briskiy. "Housekeeping here,"
k unlocks the door and goes in to earn his first n.age.

Jody is screaming so loudly that his face is eggplant purple again. Mrs. Loomis smiles to
herself, and walks out the door to join the rest of the family waiting in the car, leaving Jody' s
shoes on the floor where he threw them. She gets in the car. "Now where's Jody?" asks Mr.
Loomis. "Just Waif." she replies. In 30 seconds. Jody comes flying out the door. "Don't forget
to shut the door," cries his mother. She thinks with satisfaction cy1 Jody' s teachershe was right,
after all! Jody does know how to put on his own shoes.

Cindy. Richard, and Jody have generalized the skills they learned in schooltheir problems
have been solved. In the second section of this hook, we describe the procedures involved in
facilitating generalization.

The first step is to identify the importance of generalization. If you are teackng a skill which
should be useful to the student in a variety of situations. the MP objective shouldso specify. We
must begin to promote generalization by identifying it as the target of our instruction. In the
following chapter. we describe how to write objectives for generalizathm.



Chapter 6

WRITING OBJECTIVES FOR

GENERALIZATION

Felix F. Billingsley

Since the enactment of PL 94-142 in 1975, the development of instructional objectives has become
a familiar part of the professional life of most special educators. Although variations may exist in
practice, the structural components of a "good objective" seem generally agreed upon. Those
components include identification of (a) the learner and the behavior to be taught, (b) the condi-
tions under which the behavior will be assessed, (c) performance criteria including a date for
completion, and (d) the perum(s) responsible for assessing the behavior. Thorough discussions of
those components can be found in many sources (e.g., Mager, 1975; Snell & Grigg,1986). How-
ever, the following guidelines are provided for quick reference.

Overview of Basic Components of Objectives

The Learner and the Behavior
Objectives are written for a specific student. Although a number of students may be working

on the same general goal, objectives should be tailored to meet individual needs. The particular
student for whom the objective was developed, therefore, should be identified. It is especially
important to note that instructional objectives are written for learners, not for teachers, and that the
objective should indicate behaviors that will be acquired as a result of instruction, not experiences
or instructional activities that the teacher proviies. The behavior must be observable, must
possess a definite beginning and end, and must be defined in specific terms. In the absence of
observable behaviors, assessments of pupil performance must, at best, be based on inferences and/
or vague impressions.

Example 1. "Jerome will transfer garments from the clothes hamper to the washing
machine . specifies the learner and a specific observable behavior.

Example 2. "Jerome will be given the opportunity to participate in . . . " does not
specify behaviors that will be acquired; rather, it indicates only the activities
that will be provided.

Example 3. "Jerome will transfer objects . . " is not specific.

Example 4. "Jerome will develop his knowledge of clothes washing procedures .. . " is
not observable.
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The Conditions
The objective should state those conditions under which the target behavior will be demon-

strated and measured. As Snell and Grigg (1986) have noted. "This will include factors such as
the physical setting, people present, the instructional materials and cues to be provided, and any
other relevant variables that are expected to influence the student's performance" (p. 82).

Example S. "When wearing pants pulled up to the knees after toileting in the bathroom
at school, Jerome will independently . . . " states the conditions.

Example 6. "Give.! physical assistance at the forearm during lunch periods in the
cafeteria, Jerome will scoop . . . also states the conditions.

Example 7. "Jerome will pull up his pants . . " does not state the conditions.

Example 8. "Jerome will scoop . . . " does not state the conditions.

The Criteria and Aim Date
Objectives must contain criteria for success which state exactly what level of performance is

expected of the learner. Criteria should indicate, for example, how accurately the behavior must
be performed, how rapidly the behavior must be performed, how quickly it must be initiated, and/
or how long it must continue in order for mastery to be presumed. In addition, an aim date should
be established which specifies when criterion levels of performance should be achieved.

Example 9. "Given a verbal direction by the teacher, Jermne will independently
complete 8 of 10 steps in his hand washing program before lunch by June
10,19_. Total time to complete the sequence should not exceed 3
minutes." This objective contains the criteria and aim date.

Example 10. "Jerome will walk independently using his walker at a rate of 150 feet per
minute . . by March 23, 19_," contains the criteria and aim date.

Example 11. "Jerome will independently wash his hands before lunch by June 10,
19_ . . . " does not adequately specify criteria.

Example 12. "Jerome will walk using his walker . . contains neither criteria nor the
aim date.

Person(s) Responsible for Determining Success
Individuals responsible for determining successful completion of the objective should be

specified. Traditionally, the classroom teacher has taken this responsibility. As the educational
team mode of service delivery has gained widespread acceptance, however, and as it has become
increasingly apparent that instructional success must be based largely on performance in nontrain-
ing situations, input from a variety of sources has become appropriate.

Example 13. "Jerome will have eaten his lunch at school COP iuming all items within 20
minutes on at least 5 consecutive occasions by December 4, 19_ as
determined by the teacher. By that same date, Jerome will consume meals
at home within a time period satisfactory to his parents as determined by
weekly parental reports . . . " indicates the responsible individual(s).

Example 14. "Jerome will eat meals at school and at home within a satisfactory amount
of time . . . does not indicate the responsible individual(s).

Functional Behavior and Generalized Outcome
Although many educators may have become quite proficient in developing objectives which

are "technologically adequate" (i.e., wh: contain components specified above), the value of
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those objectives may be diminished if target behaviors do not serve a useful function or fail to be
performed under nontraining conditions. In other words, objectives should usually specify both
functional skills and generalized outcomes.

Functionality
Behaviors are functional if they are demanded by or used in community, domestic, vocational.

or recreational settings which are or will be accessed by the student and will permit at least pa-tial
participation in naturally occurring activities (Billingsley, 1984). Behaviors that are functional
benefit the individual, and allow him or her to contribute meaningfully to the community, by at
least:

gaining access for the individual to a wider range of environments and/or natural reinforcers
within an environment; and/or
increasing the reinforcing value to others for interat ling with the individual; and/or
reducing the need for others to engage in activities on behalf of the individual which might
be considered burdensome or effortful; and/or
permitting the individual to engage in culturally normative, age-appropriate recreational
activities

To be considered functional, then, a behavior must serve some current or future extrain-
structional purpose of value to the individual and/or community. However, functionality does not
always imply completely independent performance (see Example 19). For a more thorough
discussion of the principle of partial participation. see Brown et al. (1979).

Example 15. "Jerome will floss his teeth . . . could be functional.

Example 16. "Jerome will turn on the television . . . could be functional.

Example 17. "Jerome will take out the garbage . . . could be functional.

Example 18. "Jerome will shop for 15 specific brand grocery items . . . could be
functional.

Example 19. "Given support at the elbow, Jerome will wave the school colors at
appropriate times during pep rallies . could be functional for a student
who experienced severe motoric impairment.

Example 20. "Jerome will verbally label words on flash cards . . is not functional
b'.cause it specifies a skill that is not required in natural environments. On
the other hand, objectives related to the ability to respond appropriately to
exit or restroom signs and to vending machine cues could be very functional
(Brown et al., 1979).

Example 21. "Jerome will touch his wrist, nose, knee, leg, foot, hair, and ear upon
reqw!st ..." is not functional because touching one's own body parts upon
request is not required within nontraining environments. The activity is not
useful to either the individual or the community.

Generalized Outcomes
It appears obvious that if a skill is to be truly functional it must be performed in those situ-

ations in which it would normally be demanded, not simply in a classroom simulation setting in
the presence of a particular teacher. In other words, it is critical that performance of target skills
generalize to nontraining environments. Because a major function of objectives is to act as guides
to the selection of appropriate instructional methods and evaluation procedures, generalized
outcomes should be specified in order to ensure that performance generalization receives consid-
eration in both the planning of instructional programs and the assessment of student performance.
Unfortunately, it has been found that a great many objectives written for students in special
education programs specify performance of target behaviors in only a single training situation
(Billingsley, 1984; Kayser. Rallo. Rockwell, Aillaud, & Hu, 1986).
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An objective specifies a generalized outcome if it requires the student to perform the behavior
in a situation or situations other than the one in which the student was trained. The new
situation(s) could involve new locations, new people. different times, different materials, different
examples of a concept, and so on.

Behaviors are generalized when they occur:
I. Across settings and/or time

Example 22. "Jerome will put an his pants after swimming (in gym) and after
toileting . " is generalization if acquisition training °wined in the
classroom.

Example 23. "Jerome will put on his pants . . . does not specify generalization,
although it could occur.

2. Across people

rtrample 24. "Jerome will say 'hi' to peers when visiting other classrooms or on the
playground is generalization, if the peers were not involved in
training.

Example 25. "Jerome will say *hi' to his teacher when entering the classroom . . . is
not generalization across people if the Leacher provided the training.

3. Across relevant objects

Example 26. "Jerome will turn pages on a variety of books and magazines . . . " is
generalization, assuming some of the "variety" includes untrained
materials.

Example 27. "Jerome will turn pages . . . does not specify generalization.
4. As needed, as appropriate, spontaneously

Example 28. This is generalization: "Jerome will spontaneously request food using his
communication board . . ."

Example 29. This is also generalization: "Jerome will wash his hands as appropriate
(e.g., before eating. when dirty, after toileting) . . " assuming that all such
situations were not directly trained.

Example 30. "Jerome will use his communication board when asked by the teacher at
language time , " is not generalization.

Example 31. "Jerome will wash his hands at the classroom sink when directed to do
so . . . " is not generalization, assuming that other appropriate situations
exist for the skill.

There are, of course, an infinite number of generalization possibilities. The relevant type of
generalization should be determined by the nature of the skill and the environment(s) available to
the student. Nontraining situations that are indicated in the objective should be representative of
the range of situations in which the student will actually have the opportunity to perform the
behavior outside of training. In other words, if shopping skills are being taught under simulation
conditions, generalization situations specified in the objective should require assessment of the
student's behavior in one or more of the types of stores which are likely to be accessible to the
student in the community.

Here are some objectives that specify a generalized outcome:

Example 32. "By the end of the school year, Jerome will demonstrate the ability to shop
independently at three different supermarkets on two occasions each: Joe's
Market (6754 15th Avenue), Alice's Grocery (3508 Remington), and Fred's
Quick Market (4449 15th Avenue) for 15 specific brand grocery items.
Picture cards will be used as the grocery list. Performance includes travel to
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the store, selecting items, paying for the purchases, and transporting
purchases back to school. Shopping must be completed without error within
1 hour and 15 minutes, and success will be detemiT by the teacher."
(This example drawn from Wilcox & Bellamy, 1982.)

Example 33. "Following lunch, Jerome will independently clean the table of all czumbs
and liquids with a sponge within 2 minutes on three consecutive occasions
by May 9 as assessed by the teacher. By that same date, Jerome will have
cleaned the dining room table at home to the satisfaction of his parents (in
terms of duration and quality) at least once. Determination of success will
be based on biweekly parental reports of acceptable skill performance."

Example 34. "Provided verbal praise upon task completion, and using his right hand for
assistance along the railing, Sam will ascend stairs (at home and at school)
containing at least 12 steps at a rate of 40 steps per minute on one occasion
in each setting by December 15. Success will be judged by the teacher."

Criteria for Generalized Performance
In example 32 above, it may be noted that differences in criteria for successful performance

may exist within training and generalization situations. Such differential criteria may exist, and be
entirely appropriate, for various reasons.

First, criteria selected for training may be dictated by constraints which exist only in the
instructional environment. An objective might specify that, in training, .1 pupil will finish his
snack within 15 minutes. Fifteen minutes may, of course, be a reasonable. period of time for eating
a snack, butin this casethat particular duration was used for training purposes because the
maximum length of time allotted for the classroom snack period was 15 minutes. Depending on
conditions within the home, the generalization criterion could be less specific and indicate that the
pupil could complete his after-school snack within a duration that was satisfactory to his mother or
father.

Second, it may be beneficial to build "superfluent" performance within training settings to
increase the ease with which the pupil can perform a new skill and thereby contribute to use of the
skill in new situations (White, 1985). 1r other words, criteria for skill mastery may need to surpass
normal demands in nontraining situations to ensure that the new skill will actually be used,
particularly where competing behaviors exist (see Chapter 8 for discussion of competing behav-
iors). Generalization criteria in these cases might either be less precise than training criteria (e.g.,
stated in terms of satisfaction with performance by parents. co-workers, waitresses, or other
significant individuals) or, where specific. absolute level of performance is desirable, they might
Ix precise, but less stringent. For example, generalization criteria specifying precise minimum
levels of performance might be included for a street crossing program or where significant
individual (e.g., parent, employer) indicated a required performance level.

Third, it may be that it is extremely difficult or awkward for the teacher to obtain first hand
information concerning the generalized performance of a skill within the natural setting in which
the skill should be performed (e.g., taking off clothes in the bathroom before taking a shower in
the evening). In such cases, generalization data may have to be collected by other individuals such
as the parents (see Chapter 7. "Probing Skill Use," for a discussion of the assessment of general-
ized performance). Once again, depending on the specific situation and individuals '...volved,
generalization criteria might best be stated in terms of satisfaction of other with the learner's
performance.

Must Every Objective Include Generalization?
It should be noted that it is not necessarily desirable that all objectives specify a generalized

outcome. It could be, for example, that independent eating skills are being trained using a back-
ward chaining format in which a number of steps are taught one at a time and where considerable
physical assistance is first provided and then systematically faded as training progresses. In such a
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case, the initial objectives in the instructional sequence might permit such a relatively small
amount of independent behavior on the part of the student, and include such large amounts of
manager assistance, that performance of the skills specified in the objectives would be of little
value in natural settings. Generalization, then, might reammahly be excluded from such objectiv.
until such time as enough of the steps in the chain have been learned to a level of mastery that
makes the skills proficiently useful outside of training situations.
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In Chapter 4. we saw that about 20% of the skills targeted pr instruction had already generalized
before instruction began. The time and effort spent on skill acquisition would better have been
spent on figuring out why the student performed the skill other places and not at school! We have
found that there is simply no substitute for direct assessmentsrof generalizationbefore, during,
and after the instructional program. les not always obvious how to assess generalization,
however, since a highly structural probe might effectively change that situation into a training
situation. Now do we establish "new" situations to make sure we are testing generalization?
What types of performance are we looking for? The procedures for assessing generalization are
explained in the following chapter.



Chapter 7

PROBING SKILL USE

Owen R. White

Good teachers monitor the instructional progress of each student on a frequent basis. Those
evaluations are vital for making timely and appropriate instructional decisions. Presumably,
however, teachers don't just want good instructional performance, they want their students to use
their skills outside the instructional situation during the course of their daily lives. To find out
whether that goal is achieved, special probes will have to be conducted.

General Probe Characteristics
Students should be prepared for the "real world," and skill-use probes should reflect that

world as closely as possible. That has several implications for the way in which our probes should
Iv: conducted.

Probes Should be Conducted in a Representative Sampling of
"Natural" Settings

Probes should be conducted in at least a sampling of the situations in which the skill might and/
or should prove useful. Occasionally a skill will be useful even if it is practiced in only one
situation. If so, then that situation should be given the highest priority for evaluation, but every
effort should still be made to evaluate the skill in as many different situations as possible.

Example 1: Dressing is most important in the home, so a ame probe should be given
the highest priority. Dressing skills might also be useful outside the home,
however, like befo and after PE or swimming, or when spending the night
with friends. Prot.:s should also be conducted in those situations if at all
possible.

Example 2: Saying names of food items may be most useful in the school cafeteria or at
home, but a really complete set of probes would also include restaurants and
supermarkets, to see if the student is able to ask where an item is located.

Try to select situations which collectively represent a broad range of the situations in which the
skill will eventually prove useful.

Example 3: Dressing might be probed in "private" areas like the student's own
bedroom and "public" areas like the locker room at the school or local
swimming pool.
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hxample 4: Shopping should be probed in both large and small stores which use
different methods for labeling prices, different ways of displaying goods,
and different check-out systems.

Of course, when trying to find a variety of different situations, it is still important to keep the
real world in mind. Don't set up a meaningless situation simply to have something different.

Example 5: Dressing behind a screen in the back of the classroom is not a good example
of the situations in which the skill will be typically used.

Example 6: Identifying important signs (e.g., "men," "women," "exit") would be
appropriate in the school halls or the community, but after instruction is
over, the student would not typically use those skills in a small
communication-therapy room down the hail from the classroom.

Finally, probes should be conducted in situations which are noticeably different from the
situation in which instruction took place. If instruction takes place in one or more of the situations
in which the skill will be used, something about the way the probe is conducted should still be
changed (e.g., the people involved, or perhaps the levels of assistance and cues used). Those other
variables will be discussed later in this chapter.

Probes Should be Conducted at Natural Times and Upon Natural
Opportunities

The general "setting events" or circumstances leading up to the probe should be as similar as
possible to those which should eventually control the behavior.

Example 7: Dressing in the classroom at precisely 11:00 each day just because it is
convenient for the teacher is not natural. Dressing in the morning at home
or after PE at school is natural.

Example 8: Ordering fast food at lunchtime is natural, but going to a fast food restaurant
and ordering food just after eating lunch at school is not natural.

The Number and Distribution of Opportunities Should Be Natural
Some behaviors occur only once or a few times each day while other behaviors will occur

many times. Also, some behaviors will occur several times during a short period, while the
occasions to use another skill might be distributed throughout the day. The number and distribu-
tion of opportunities to use a skill during a probe should be as natural as possible.

Example 9: When a person has finished one dressing sequence, that's generally the end
of it for a while. It is not natural to have a student get dressed, undressed,
and dressed again several times in a row. To get at least two dressing
sequences completed in a relatively short period, special activities might he
scheduled (e.g., a trip to the swimming pool, a clothes shopping trip, or a
dres.: rehearsal for a class play).

Example 10: When people take bites to eat, they generally take several bites before the
meal is finished. It would be natural, therefore, to assess several bites all in
one short period. It would not be natural to let the student have only one
chance to take a bite independently, and then remove the meal or
immediately begin to feed the student yourself.

Example 11: Using a communication board to answer questions could occur almost
anywhere and at any time. However, it would not be natural to ask a
student 105 questions during a 10-minute period, and then never ask another
question all day.
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People Who Would Naturally Be Involved Should Conduct the Probe
If the behavior involves interaction with a person, or people are at least likely to be present

when the skill is employed, every attempt should be made to involve those people who would be
most naturally involved.

Example 12: Most dressing tasks will be performed in the privacy of one's own home. If
other people are involved to assist or are 'just around," like a sibling who
shares the same room. they arc likely to be members of the family. It would
not be natural for an unknown person or even the student's teacher to invade
the student's bedroom to conduct a dressing probe. It might be natural for
strangers to be around while a student gets dressed in a public locker room,
but a stranger should not provide any direct assistance. If assistance is
required in a task like dressing, it should be offered by someone the student
knows.

INample 13: Under certain circumstances, virtually anyone might ask a student a
question. In a communication program, therefore, a real mix of familiar and
unfamiliar people would be appropriate. The nature of the question should
be appropriate.

Example 14: Almost anyone might be around when a student is eating in a public place,
or even in the home if the family has a visitor. However, it would generally
not be appropriate for an unknown person to provide assistance to the
student during the meal.

Natural Cues and Assistance Should Be Used
The cues or signals within the environment which tell the pupil when it is appropriate or

inappropriate to behave in a certain way should be as natural as possible. That does not mean that
cues cannot be enhanced a bit, if it is approprate for the student's level of expertise. but such
enhancements should be reasonable and the type of thing a person might do naturally to help
someone out.

Example 15: Ideally. a student would automatically get dressed after getting out of bed in
the morning, or following a shower. The probe should be constructed to
allow the student the opportunity to demonstrate the skill given only those
natural conditions. If the student does not begin to get dressed in a
reasonable period, however, it is also natural for a parent or coach to nag a
bit, "Come on, it's time to get dressed." When the student has not yet
completely mastered all the steps in a dressing sequence, it might also be
natural for parents or other familiar people to provide a link assistance like
reminders about what to put on next, help in pulling up socks, or assistance
in buttoning. Dramatic or elaborate forms of assistance like graduated
guidance, molding, continuous tapping, or gesturing would not be natural in
the typical dressing situation, and should be avoided.

Example 16: A host of natural cues could control requesting food at a fast food
restaurant, including moving to the front of the line and hearing the person
behind the counter say something like. "May I help you?" or "What would
you like?" It might also tr natural for a waitress to ask something very
specific like. "Would you like a hamburger?" or for a friend or parent to
provide alternatives "Would you like a hamburger or chicken chunks?" h
would not be natural for a person to hold up a picture card for the student to
read, or to shout at the student, "HAMBURGER, say HAMBURGER!!!"

Example 17: Pointing to a picture on a communication board in response to a question
should be prompted solely by the question itself. Many people would
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understand the purpose of a communication board, however, and might well
add extra prompts like, -Point to a picture," or "Can you tell me by using
your picture board?" It would be especially appropriate for a parent or
friend to add such cues. It would not be natural for a relative stranger to
take the pupil's hands and make the student touch each picture in turn while
chanting, "Show me the answer, point. . . ."

Example HI: Walking should be prompted simply by the desire to get somewhere. Given
a choice of walking, crawling, or being carried, if all three modes of
locomotion are possible, the best probe for walking would be to simply see
which way the student chooses to travel. To ensure proper motivation,
special incentives might be provided (e.g., *Team to the kitchen and fix
you a snack"). If the student consistently cheeses some other form of
locomotion, like crawling, it could he forbidden, but if the student only
walks when someone is there to prevent crawling, walking could not be
considered as useful a skill as it might be, at least from the standpoint of the
student. Some support might also be given, like holding the student's hand.
or offering the student your arm. That would reduce the usefulness of
walking, but being able to walk under the circumstances would still be
better than not being able to walk at ati. However, it would not be natural
for the parent to crawl behind the child, tapping the back of each knee in
turn to prompt each step; and it would not be useful for a helper to offer so
much support that the student is virtually being carried.

Natural Consequences and Feedback Should Be Used
If a skill is to be truly useful, it must be maintained by natural consequences and feedback. As

with cues and assistance, however, some exceptions might be made for a person who has not fully
mastered a skill.

Example 19: The consequences for dressing are usually warmth and the avoidance of
nasty (or lecherous) stares from other people. Children are sometimes also
threatened with cost contingencies (e.g., "You won't get any breakfast
unless . ."), and they might also be praised if they get dressed nicely. It is
not natural, however, to consequate each correctly performed step in a
dressing sequence with a bit of Fruit-Loops, or following errors with -a
physical mandate, an undoing of the step. and a request for the student to try
again." A hurried parent is much more likely to consequate errors by
scowling and doing it him/herself.

Example 20: The consequence for street crossing is usually getting closer to some
destination. Special incentives could be provided for getting somewhere
(e.g.. "Let's go to the park and get an ice cream cone"), and it might also
be appropriate to provide a little praise for crossing quickly and safely, or a
sharp reproval for crossing when it was not safe. It would no: be natural,
however, to have a child crass a street just so he can turn around and cross
back.

Example 21: The natural consequence for scooping food is getting it ready to bring it to
one's mouth, even if we need some help getting it there. It helps if the food
is something the student likes. Praise for good eating is not too unnatural,
as long as it comes from a familiar person, and rebukes for slopping or slow
scooping might also be in order. Occasionally it would even be natural to
have one's food taken away for making too much of a mess, but it is
unlikely that a parent or friend would naturally consequate errors with 50
trials of overcorrection or precisely 15.6 seconds of time out.
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If a "Natural Probe" Doesn't Seem Reasonable . .

As illustrated above, skill-use probes should attempt to emulate as closely as possible the
conditions which are most likely to occur in the real world. If a "natural probe" doesn't seem
reasonable, perhaps the usefulness of the skill should be questioned. Perhaps other skills in some
hierarchy must be des eloped before skill-use probes make sense, or maybe the skill will never he
useful and should just Je dropped from the student's curriculum. In any event, if a natural probe
doesn't make sense, something needs to be done.

When Should a Skill be Probed?
Most people only think to probe for skill use after the student has mastered the skill in an

instructional setting. In fact, however, probing before instruction begins and frequently during the
instructional sequence can be very useful.

Probe Before Instruction Starts
Students, even students with severe handicaps, are often much more capable than we think.

Even after careful assessments of the student's skills in the classroom, surprises often abound.

Example 22: One teacher worked long and hard to get a student with severe handicaps to
speak in two-word phrases, only to find out later that the child had been
speaking in six- and seven-word phrases in the home for several years!
Luckily, the student did not generalize his "school-skill" to the home, and
regress to 1, .ng shorter phrases there.

Example 23: Special therapists in a residential facility "taught" an adult with severe
handicaps to eat with a spoon, only to discover that he had already been
using that skill in other environments since he was very young. He had
been transferred into a cottage where most of the other residents ate with
their fingers, and he just decided to "do as the Romans do." Had they
asked the resident to eat with a spoon before starting to shape it, .

Example 24: One parent decided to teach the alphabet to her young daughter with mild
handicaps. Her special preschool instructors hadn't gotten to that skill in
class, and it seemed a good idea to give her daughter a head start. When the
mother began, however, her daughter rambled off the whole alphabet
without a single error, and could even name the letters when shown to her at
random. Why she wouldn't do it at school yet was a mystery.

Example 25: One teacher worked out a careful sequence of steps that would allow a
youngster with multiple handicaps to transfer independently from his walker
to the toilet. When stepped through the sequence during an initial
assessment, the student started to make many errors (i.e., do something
other than what was on the task analysis) and had to be corrected before
things got out of hand. During the next few weeks he seemed to progress
nicely in the program, but still forgot some of the steps. and had to be
brought back to the right step in the sequence over and over again. Finally
the teacher decided to just sit back and see what happened. The student
made the transfer quickly and easily, without twits-Ate just left out those
steps in the sequence that seemed to be giving him trouble, and substituted a
few other steps which worked just fine. The student probably had a better
plan in mind all along.

The lesson should be clear. Just because a student hasn't been "taught" a skill, and just
because the student doesn't "share" the skill when formally assessed, doesn't mean that the
student can't apply the skill, or a useful alternative, in the real world where it really counts! In
addition to traditional pre-instruction assessments therefore, it helps to ask other people (e.g.,
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parents, friends, former teachers) what the student does, and to observe the student in natural
situations to see what happens. Otherwise, one might expend a great deal of time and energy to
develop and implement a program that might not be needed at all.

Probe as Often as Possible While the Skill is Being Developed
Assuming that the skill really does need to be taught. there still remains the question of he

well the student must learn to perform the skill before it becomes useful. Suggestions for perform-
ance aims can be found in many books and curriculum guides, along with strategies for establish-
ing individualized standards. but one never really knows how good is good enough until the
usefulness of the skill is probed in a natural situation.

Example 26: The student with multiple handicaps in Example 25 who wrote his own task
analysis" for transferring from the walker to the toilet might not have
known how to perform that task before instruction began. Since his teacher
did not try a "hands off" skill-use probe before starting the program, we'll
never know. Because his teacher did probe for skill use before the student
reache the instructional aim, however, at least the program was terminated
before too much time was wasted.

Example 27: A therapist working on dressing skills with a young child with handicaps
established a "buttoning" aim which seemed reasonable given the child's
physical limitations. Since she did not really know how fast one should
button before the skill is useful, however, she also asked the child's parents
to pause each morning in the dressing sequence when it was time to button
their daughter's blouse. They didn't have to say anything, just wait a
moment or two. When the child was only halfway to her instructional aim
she began to button her own buttons at home without any prompts or
assistance. The parents said she was quick enough to make it worth their
while to let her do it, and it was obviously worthwhile to the girl. Needless
to say, the school program was terminated, with a likely savings of several
weeks of instructional time and effort.

Probe After Instruction Ends
Skill-use probes before and during instruction can he very helpful and often result in better

programs and/or a savings in time. Even if -before and during" probes are not conducted,
however, it is absolutely essential to probe for skill use when a pupil has reached the instructional
aim and the program is terminated. Quite simply, unless the child actually begins to use the skills
we teach by the time we stop instruction, there is a very good chance that the skill never will be
used, and all ow- efforts will have been wasted.

Example 28: A teacher in a class for elementary school children with mild handicaps
worked a little each day to help one student overcome a minor speech
impairment. She wanted to bring the student's fluency in saying the sounds
correctly up to a level that was equivalent to the fluency of her
nonhandicapped peers. After reaching the aim the program was terminated,
but the teacher noticed that the girl slipped back into her old habits
whenever she was engaged in conversation with one of the other children.
The program was reinstated and kept in place until the child was able to say
the sounds at normal fluency with no errors for nine days in a row. More
probes revealed that the child still slipped back into her old habits, however,
so the program was begun once again. This time the teacher doubled the
fluency aim (-Now, Patsy, you have a problem, so you must be twice as
good as most children . ."). After reaching aim, Patsy began to use the
correct speech patterns in all her conversations without being reminded.
The extra week it took to reach the new aim was certainly well worth the
effort.
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Example 29: When students with severe handicaps were evaluated in the fall at a
secondary school, they could no longer perform several of the skills they
had "mastered" the preceding spring. Before reteaching the s,11s,
however, the parents were interviewed and it was discovered that in almost
every case, the students remembered the skills they had been given
opportunities to use over the summer, and forgot the skills they did not have
the opportunity to practice. The students who had been given the
opportunity to ride a bus, for example, remembered how to ride buses; the
students who had no opportunity to ride buses over the summer had
forgotten. After discussing the problem with the parents, some of the
programs were dropped as being essentially meaningless for some students,
and other programs were reinstated with assurances from the parents that
opportunities to practice the skill would be provided. In both cases, time
was saved and the individual curricula became more meaningful. Of
course, if the issue of opportunities had been raised before the initial
programs were implemented, even more time would have been saved.

It makes sense to probe immediately after the instructional aim has been reached. and again
much later. Unless assurances are provided that the skills we teach are actually being used and
continue to he used, a great deal of instructional time can be wasted.

Probe Whenever it is Practical
Ideally, skill-use probes would be conducted every day, or at least as often as instruction is

provided. In some cases that is not difficult to arrange, like the buttoning program where the
parents were simply asked to pause each day and give their daughter a chance to do it herself. It
would also have been relatively easy for the teacher working with the speech impaired child to
simply note how the child conversed with her peers for a few minutes during each lunch or recess.

In other cases it might be difficult or impossible to conduct skill-use probes very often. Some
skills may be expensive, like shopping or ordering food in restaurants. In addition to the cost in
dollars, however, it is also a good idea to consider the time and good will of people involved in the
probes. Parents might not object to occasional trips to the library to give their child the opportu-
nity to practice his skills, but they are not likely to feel very good about a request that they do that
every day.

Finally, if the same people conduct essentially the same probe too often. the student might
learn to perform well in that situation, but still not be able to perform the skill with other people c;
in slightly different situations. It's a good idea to rotate people and situations as often as possible,
both to reduce the effort required of any given person, and to provide more information about a
wider range of skill-use situations.

How Should a Probe be Conducted?
Three basic strategies are available for probing skill use: (1) asking people who know: (2)

asking people to find out; and (3) directly observing the behavior yourself.

Just AskingRetrospective Reports
The easiest and least expensive way to evaluate skill use is simply to ask one or more people

who are in a natural position to know. To learn if a child is toilet trained, for example, one might
only have to ask the parents how many times they had to clean up after accidents over the last few
days. Accidents are hard to miss, so parents could generally be relied upon to know. Of course, if
the parents have the child on a schedule, going to the bathroom at regular intervals and helping the
child undress and eliminate, the parents might not know if the child was already trained, and they
would have to be asked to give the child more eoportunities to act independently before an
accurate assessment could be made.

Simply asking someone whether a skill is being used is a good strategy when ...
( I ) One or more people can be identified who are in a good position to be aware of skill

usage.
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Parents are an obvious choice, but depending upon the skill, school personnel, friends, or even
strangers might be apprwriate. After a student has made a purchase and left a store, for example,
the clerk might be asked whether there had been any difficulty in the transaction and whether the
student had used certain `ley behaviors" he had been taught.

(2) Natural opportunities exist for the behavior in sufficient number to allow the observer to
make an accurate assessment.

Behaviors which are truly self-initiated (i.e., the child can begin the skill without any assis-
tance) are probably the best candidates for evaluations by simple reports. Expressive communica-
tion, assuming that all necessary materials are available, would be good, but responsive communi-
cation like "answering questions" might pose a difficulty if no one ever thinks to ask a question.
Reliable reports could also be obtained for behaviors like toileting and walking, but as noted
above, parents might inadvertently restrict the opportunities for even those behaviors. Before
relying on any report, therefore, be sure to ask whether the opportunity to use the skill really
exists.

(3) The consequences of the behavior or failing to behave are dramatic.
If the behavior or the consequences of failing to behave appropriately are dramatic and hard to

overlook, people are much more likely to make accurate reports, If a child had always scooted on
the floor to get around and suddenly started to walk, that would be hard to overlook. On the other
hand, if the behavior is rather subtle, people might simply not notice whether it occurs or not. For
example, most parents really don't know if their young children use a palmar grasp or a pincer
grasp, even if they know the difference between the two grasps. That sort of behavior is simply
too easy to overlook, unless we are specifically asked to assess it.

To get reports from informed people ... It is best to solicit reports in person or by tele-
phone. It will then be possible to follow up immediately on unexpected statements and to engage
in a conversation to elicit the specific information desired.

( ) Prepare a list of questions ahead of time.
Prepare a list of key questions before beginning your interview. There is nothing wrong with

ad-libbing somewhat, but you must have a clear idea of the critical issues to be addressed. The
items outlined below should provide some ideas for that list.

(2) Describe the skill of interest and ask if they have seen the student use it.
Generally, it's best to keep things simple. Instead of asking whether a child performs each step

in a self-feeding program correctly, for example, it's best to simply ask the parent if the child eats
without assistance. If the answer is 'yes," then you might want to know a bit more about the
specificsdoes he serve himself, does he scoop, does he spill food on the way to his mouth, and so
on. If the answer is "no," then you might have to focus on more specific substeps in the task.
Still try to keep questions rather general, however, so you have the chance to discover whether the
student uses variations in the skill different from those which you are teaching. If you ask whether
the child scoops his food from the right -to -left side of the plate, for example, you might never
discover that he does perfectly well at home scooping from the front-to-back.

It may also be useful to ask about a broader behavior than you have really been teaching or
plan to teach. Even though you might only be working with scooping in an eating program, for
example, you might begin by asking about "independent eating" in general. Broad questions can
sometimes reveal many surprises, and if they don't, you can always ask more specific questions
about the actual subskill of interest.

Finally, there are times when you will need to be very specific. After asking whether the child
picks up small objects, for example, you might need to describe the difference between a palmar
grasp and a pincer grasp in order to get an accurate report from the parents concerning that
important variation in the skill. Leave those detailed questions for the last, however.

(3) Establish whether there are sufficient opportunities jar the behavior it, occur.
If the person reports that the skill is not used, be sure to ask whether there are any opportunities

for the skill to occur. if they report, for example, that the child does not eat without assistance, ask
them if they ever give the child the chance, or whether they simply feed the child without letting
him try. Even if the person reports that the skill is used, be sure to find out how often they have
seen it. Occasionally a person will report that a skill is being used. but can only remember seeing
it once, several months ago. Reports of skill use more than a few days old should not be trusted
too much.
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(4) Establish the conditions under which the skill is used.
If the skill is used, try to determine the conditions under which it occurs. Does the student use

the skill "spontaneously," or only "after a little nagging"? Are special cues or prompts neces-
sary? Is any special assistance provided? What happens after the skill has been performedis the
child consequated in any special fashion, or does he simply get whatever the natural outcome of
the skill would be? Often the answers to such questions can be useful in identifying ways of
making the instructional program more effective, and until the skill is used under conditions which
can really be called at least an approximation of "natural conditions." the program cannot be
considered a complete success.

(5) Ask for a summary statement of "satisfaction."
Before closing the conversation, ask for an overall evaluation of the skillif, of course, it is

being used at all. It sometimes helps to provide a little structure to the question, like asking
whether the behavior is "just fine," or "o.k., but it could still improve," or -pretty bad, and not
worth the effort." A parent might report that the child can eat independently, but that the time
necessary to clean up the mess after letting him try makes it unlikely that many opportunities will
be provided. That would be very important information for determining whether a program can be
considered a success.

Getting Someone to LookDirect Observations by Someone Else
If a person who could be expected to have seen this skill already, if and when it is used, cannot

be identified, it may be necessary to ask someone to look for it.
Asking someone to look for skill usage is a good strategy when ...
( I ) The behavior is "private" or easily overlooked.

Some behaviors may go relatively unnoticed, like recreational or leisure skills which are
generally performed alone, or whether the child consistently says "thank you" after being helped
in the community. In such cases, it might be necessary to ask someone to make a specific effort to
observe the skill.

(2) Key features of the behavior are subtle.
It is often unreasonable to expect even concerned persons to make subtle distinctions about

certain key features of a skill. Parents might not notice certain speech patterns, for example, or
exactly how their child manipulates objects. In addition to asking a person to be more vigilant,
therefore, it might be necessary to provide a little training in how the skill can be identified and
evaluated.

(3) Good opportunities for the skill to be used do not occur often enough for a meaningful
evaluation.

Opportunities might have to be created for the proper evaluation of a skill. If parents are used
to feeding their child, they might be asked to provide at least some opportunity for the child to eat
independently. Or perhaps special equipment, like a communication board or walker, must be sent
to the new situation before the skill can be assessed. It might also be necessary to provide guid-
ance concerning the way in which those opportunities should be provided. If placing a normally
wheelchair -bound student in a walker doesn't seem to produce results, the parents might he told to
provide a gentle push on the back (i.e., the cue used in instruction) to get things going.

To solicit direct observations by other people
(I) Prepare a small packet of necessary materials.

Unlike retrospective reports, it is generally a good idea to provide people with a prepared set of
materials when asking them to make a special effort to observe a skill. Those materials might
include a brief description of the skill to be observed, examples or illustrations (e.g.. a drawing of
the way in which the child should be sitting). suggestions as to how the observation might be
conducted (e.g.. the time of day: general activity; allowable cues, assistance, or consequences). and
perhaps a special form for recording the results of the observation. Of course, any necessary
equipment (e.g., communication boards or arm splints) should also he provided if it is not already
available in the situation where the observation will take place.

Any suggestions concerning when and how the observation should be conducted should stress
the idea that conditions should be kept as natural as possible. The observer should be directed to
terminate the observation if it appears necessary to provide so much assistance or guidance that the
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skill would no longer serve any reasonable purpose. If possible, the observer should be asked to
try and observe the skill on several occasions before making a final evaluation.

Special materials should be brief and simpleno more than a page or two, if at all possible.
The procedures which you ask the observer to employ should also wort from the general to the
specific, just as in the case described above for retrospective reports. That is, observers should
first try to elicit the most general skill in the least intrusive manner possible (e.g.. simply placing a
student near the walker and seeing what happens). If that fails to elicit the skill, the observer can
become more and more specific in setting up or guiding the activity.

(2) Provide special training. if necessary.
When the target skill has one or more "key features" which might be difficult to evaluate, it

might be necessary to provide the observer with a little training. Frequently that can take the form
of having the person come into the school and observe several children who do and do not display
the skill in question. Alternatively, the teacher might visit the observation site and demonstrate to
the observer how to set up and conduct probes.

As with materials, training should be as nrief and simple as possible. Training should involve
some active participation on the part of the new observer, however. Don't just demonstrate the
skill to the observer, ask the new observer to demonstrate it as well. Don't just show how the
probe should be conducted, ask the new observer to practice it while you are still there to provide
feedback.

(3) Follow up the activity with an interview.
After the observer has had the opportunity to probe the skill, meet with or call the observer to

find out what happened. That intervie would generally take the same form described earlier for
retrospective imports.

LookingConducting Direct Observations Yourself
If other willing people cannot be found, or the skills necessary to observe and evaluate the skill

are too sophisticated for other people to employ, you will have to conduct the observation yourself.
That can be a disadvantage in many cases, not only because of the added effort required on your
part, but also because you might know too much about the conditions under which the behavior
might occur and/or have become too much a pan of the conditions which signal the student to use
the skill. To avoid those problems, you should:

(1) Avoid using special conditions or cues associated strongly with instruction.
Being familiar with the instructional program will make it difficult for you to be "natural."

Out of habit, there will be a tendency for you to use the special cues, prompts, levels of assistance,
and consequences that are used during instruction. Even if those events are reasonable approxima-
tions of "natural events" (e.g., providing some praise after a correct application of the skill), you
must strive not to use them extensively, and to intermix them with other events which are not used
during instruction, but which are likely to occur outside instruction.

(2) Be as unobtrusive as possible.
In some cases you will not have to work directly with the individual in order to conduct the

observation. To evaluate shopping skills, for example, you need only be "around" when the
shopping expedition takes place. That reduces the threat of using "unnatural events." but it
doesn't necessarily mean that you won't influence the r utcomes. Just being there, as you are
during instruction, can serve as a special "signal" to the student to behave in a particular way.
The student might perform the shopping skills just fine, es long as he knows you are looking, but
fall to pieces the minute you're out of sight. Unless you always plan to take him shopping, that
poses a problem.

To minimize the effects of your presence, you should try to be as unobtrusive as possible. If
you can, conduct the observation covertly, so the student has no idea that you are there at all. If a
comtletely covert observation is impossible, then at least be as "natural" as you can. Stroll
casuafy around the store, keeping the student in sight don't hover within inches of his back with a
stopwach and clipboard in hand, madly recording his every move.
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A Summary Checklist
Probes for skill use can provide very important information for deciding what to teach, how to

teach, and when instruction can be sakly terminated. Probes can often be quite easy and simple to
conduct, but they must be carefully planned to provide the most meaningful information passible.

Be Natural
It is most important to construct probes that reflect the natural conditions under which the skill

will be used. That includes:
Natural settings
Natural times and opportunities
Natural number and distribution of opportunities
With people who would naturally be involved
Natural cues and assistance
Natural

it seems difficult to think of the natural conditions under which a skill would be used, then
perhaps the skill isn't really important and shouldn't be taught.

Probe Often
Whenever possible, skill-use probes should be conducted:

Before an instructional program is developed
Ouring the instructional process
After the instructional aim has been reached, but before the program is terminated
Long after the program is terminated to see if skill-use has maintained

If it's not possible to check for skill use at least after the student has reached the instructional
aim, then you're taking a great risk that all the instruction will have gone to waste.

Probe Efficiently
Just ask someone who should know if the skill is being used If that's not possible,
Ask someone to make a special effort to see if the skill is being used, or as a last resort,
Conduct direct observations of the skill yourself.

In any event, conduct the probe as efficiently and unobtrusively as possible.



An analysis of the learner's behavior and interactions with the generalization situation is vital to
matching generilization strategies to the specific problems of a learner. In this chapter. we
describe the critical problems encountered in generalization, and how strategies can work to solve
those problems. We also provide specific examples of how strategies may he individualized for
each skill situation.
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STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE GENERALIZATION

Kathleen A. Liberty and Felix F. Billingsley

This chapter provides descriptions and examples of the types of problems which can prevent
generalization, and explanations and descriptions of strategies that can remediate the problem and
facilitate generalization. Additional applications and information about the strategies may be
found in Chapter 2. The decision rules presented in the next chapter will guide the identification
of the type of problem experienced by a learner in a particular generalization situation and thus the
selection of a category of strategies from which a specific technique may be selected.

The first category is designed for skills which are to be generalized to only a few situations.
Subsequent categories include strategies designed to remediate problems caused by noncontingent
reinforcers, competing behaviors and competing reinforcers; problems with the nature of
reinforcement or other consequences, problems affecting the discrimination of appropriate stimuli
in the generalization situation; and problems with the general format used to program for
generalization.

Limited Generalization Situations
Generalization may occur across many different dimensions (see Chapter 1), although generali-

zation across settings is the term often described in the professional literature (e.g., Falvey, 1986).
Some skills are very setting-specific. For example, you may target grocery shopping, which
involves skills specifically appropriate for grocery stores.

Generalization is therefore "limited" to grocery stores. but a great many other dimensions of
generalization must be consideredto new items on the shopping list, to items in different sections
of the store, to different checkers, to different stores. So, you can see that although the general
setting is specific. there are many situations to which generalization may be desired. It may be
possible to train generalized skills in a few representative settings, but training in one or two
"natural" settings may not result in generalization across all of the desired situations (see Chapter
2). However, it is possible to identify some skills which are applicable in only a very few situ-
ations, and which have very few dimensions across which generalization is desired. The strategy
of "train in desired situation" is designed to avoid generalization problems for the latter class of
skills.

If you desire the behavior to be performed in many different untrained situations, as when
expressive communication of "yes" and "no" is desirable in the classroom, the home, and the
community. and with all the people, cliestion-types, inflections, etc. the student will ever encoun-
ter, this strategy is not appropriate. It is improbable that you would be able to provide instruction
in all of these situations so strategies which facilitate generalization across situations (as those
discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter) are likely to be more efficient than trying to teach
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all of the settings and dimensions of generalization where the skill is desired.
If the behavior is desirable in only a limited number of situations, it may be most efficient to

simply train the behavior in the situation(s) in which it is desiredif it is possible to provide
training in those situations.

Strategy: Train in the Target Situations
This will be efficient if the behavior itself is appropriate only in one situation, or in a very

small number of situations, and if it is possible to conduct training in those situations. This
strategy can be applied to behaviors which are designed for only two or three situations by training
first in one situation, then in a second, then in a third. Stokes and Baer (1977) called this "sequen-
tial modification." Articles which describe training in the desired situation are listed in the
bibliography at the end of this chapter.

If it is not possible to train in a particular situation, or if it is impossible to train in all situ-
ations, you can provide instruction in one setting, probe for generalization in other situations, and
use the other strategies described in this chapter to facilitate generalization.

Problem and Solution, Example 1. Doug moved into the Ravenna Avenue Group Home
when he turned eighteen. The director has requested that Doug learn how to operate the washer
and dryer. Ms. Anderson, Doug's teacher, looks over Doug's current schedule. Most of his time
is spent in vocational trainingDoug has been progressing well as a bakery trainee, and now works
part-time at the Tastee Bakery. It looks like Doug will eventually be living in the group home and
working full-time at Tastee Bakery after he graduates from high school. Ms. Anderson decides
that the most efficient way to teach Doug to use the washer and dryer at the group home is to
provide instruction there. She visits the group home and inspects the washer and dryer, talks with
the director, and several of the residents. A young man from a local church volunteers to teach
Doug and several other residents how to wash and dry their clothes. Ms. Anderson and the
director develop the program and assist the volunteer in learning how to run it. Doug is trained
directly in the situation in which the skills will be applied, so in this case skill mastery will mean
skill application in the desired setting.

Noncontingent Reinforcer, Competing Behavior, and Competing
Reinforcer Problems

Sometimes reinforcers that are naturally available for performing new, instructed behaviors arc
provided whether the pupil performs those behaviors or simply does nothing. When that happens,
we refer to noncontingent reinforcement. A frequent result of noncontingent reinforcement is that
the pupil will fail to perform the instructed behavior in a reliable manner, if at all. In other cases.
competing behaviors may be reinforced in generalization settings. Competing behaviors are those
which exist in a pupil's repertoire prior to instruction which function to access the reinforcers
which are naturally available for performing the new, instructed behavior. The maintenance of
competing behavior may result in pupils performing those behaviors rather than the instructed
behavior outside of the training situation. A similar outcome may occur when attention or other
consequence % follow undesirable behavior and thereby compete with the reinforcer available for
the target behavior. If a reinforcer which follows an undesirable behavior is different from and
stronger than that which follows an instructed behavior. a completing reinforcer problem exitst and
the undesirable behavior may be the one which is performed.

The following examples illustrate either noncontingent reinforcer, competing behavior, or
competing reinforcer problems, as identified at the end of each example. Interventions designed to
facilitate generalization in each case are described later in this section.

The function of strategies described in this section is to ensure that the instructed behaviors
emitted by pupils result in more effective reinforcement than (1) the absence of such behaviors or
(2) other, undesirable behaviors,

Problem, Example 2. Robert is learning to hold his head up. During instruction. his teacher
sits next to him and praises him and talks to him as long as his head is up. When his head is down,
she moves away. Although Robert will now keep his head up whenever his teacher is near, the
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rest of the day his chin is on his chest. The teacher notices, however, that other people and
classmates come up and talk to Robert anyway.

Because the attention and act. ity are available whether or not Robert has his head up, this is a
noncontingent reinforcer problem.

Instructed Behavior: head up
Natural Reinforcer: see people. attention, activity
Nomantingent Reinforcer: attention, activity

Problem, Example 3. Sally's teachers are delighted that she has learned how to answer yes/no
by pointing to large colored figures taped to her wheelchair tray table. Despite her severe cerebral
palsy, Sally answers her teachers quickly and consistently. However, she is answering her peers
and other adults more slowly and much less consistently.

Observation of the natural consequences for Sally's answers showed that the adults with whom
she interacted tended to either ignore her answers (e.g., Sally was given popcorn even after she
answered "No" to the question, "Do you want some popcorn?"), ask questions where Sally
really had no choice (e.g., "Do you want to go home?"asked as she was being put on the bus),
or to ask questions without waiting for an answer.

Because the attention and activity are available whether or not Sally answers questions, this is
a noncontingent reinforcer problem.

Instructed Behavior: answer question
Natural Reinforcer objects and events provided by others
Noncontingent Reinforcer: objects and events provided by others

Problem, Example 4, Todd is 8 years old and has spina bifida. For the last several years, his
primary means of locomotion when out of his wheelchair has been to scoot along the floor in a
sitting position. Last year, his teacher and his parents agreed to work on alternatives for independ-
ent locomotion more closely approximating normal styles of locomotion, since Todd was getting
pretty big to scoot around. The teacher implemented a 10-step instructional program to teach him
to walk with crutches. After 7 months, he could get around on crutches without assistance. When
she reported hip progress to his parents, they purchased crutches for Todd to use at home.

Todd has a new teacher this year, and he assessed Todd's walks-with-crutches behavior.
Todd's rate had slipped considerably from where it was at the end of the previous year. His
teacher instituted a program that required Todd to use the crutches frequently, and within a few
weeks Todd met his previous aim. In preparation for the IFS' meeting, the teacher called Todd's
parents, who reported that Todd never used his crutches at home. According to his father. "Todd
just loves to scoot."

Because the reinforcer of getting from one place to another is natural to both walking and
scooting this is a competing behavior problem.

Instructed Behavior: walks with crutches
Natural Reinforcer: gets quickly to desired place
Competing Behavior: scoots on fanny

Problem, Example 5. Sharon, who is nonverbal, grabs for what she wantsrather than
indicating her desires with a more appropriate request behavior whenever food is served family
style. Her teacher decides to teach Sharon to point for desired food items at lunch rather than to
grab for them. The teacher wants Sharon'. pointing to generalize to other situations, so she also
assesses Sharon's behavior at morning snack time in another n with a different manager.
Sharon grabs there, too.

After four days of the program, she was pointing all but once or twice during lunch. During
snack, however, Sharon didn't do so well. She continued to grab much more than she pointed,
even after she met her aim in training.

Because the natural reinforcer of getting what one wants is available for both pointing and
grabbing, this is a competing behavior problem.

Instructed Behavior: point for food
Natural Reinforcer: food
Competing Behavior: grabs food
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Problem, Example 6. Chris learned to dress himself as a result of his teacher's systematic
dressing program. At the end of the program, he could put on his shirt, pants, socks, and loafers.

At home, he screams rather than gets dressed; ear-splitting, nerve-shattering screams. And he
continues screaming until his mother dresses him. Whenever his mother tries to encourage Chris
to dress himself, his screams escalate into full-scale tantrums, complete with clothes-tearing and
breath-holding, and getting him dressed takes forever.

Because Chris's mother dresses him, the reinforcement is available even if he does not dress
himself. This is probably a competing behavior problem.

Instructed Behavior puts on shirt, pants, socks and shoes
Natural Reinforcer: gets dressed/goes on to next activity
Competing Behavior: screams and tantrums

In this example, a competing reinforcer for tantrums in the form of attention from Chris's mother
may also be present. Obviously, more than one problem can exist at a time.

Problem, Example 7. Colin, who is 4 years old and nonverbal, enjoys being hugged and
cuddled by his parents. To get what he wants, he has learned to walk up to his mother or father
and bang his head on the most convenient objectthe refrigerator produces an excellent deep tone.
and the floor is always available. When he emits this dramatic behavior, his parents almost always
pick him up and cuddle him, regardless of what else they might have been doing.

His teacher realizes that head-banging brings attention, so he decides to teach Colin an
alternative behavior. He instructs him in the use of the Exact English manual sign for "hug" and
very soon, whenever he wants a cuddle at school, he signs "hug" for it.

At home, however, his parents sometimes ignore or miss seeing the sign. Before long. Colin
begins to bang his head again at home, although maintaining the more desiral le communicative
behavior in the classroom.

Because the natural reinforcer for the "hug" sign (attention and cuddling) also follows head
banging, this is a competing behavior problem.

Instructed Behavior: signs "hug"
Natural Reinforcer attention, cuddling
Competing Reinforcer: head-banging

Problem, Example S. Where undesirable behaviors are maintained by their own, particular
reinforcers, it is common that systematic behavior deceleration programs are developed and
implemented in training settings concurrent with programs designed to build new, functional
behaviors. Typical behavior deceleration strategies might include, for example, differential
reinforcement of other behaviors (DRO), response cost, and time out. This example, and the
associated solution, reflect the presumption that many failures of skill generalization due to
competing reinforcers are actually fr;lures to obtain generalized suppression of the undesired
behavior.

Terry's rather dramatic stereotypic behaviors (hand flapping and "light filtering") have bee
brought under control in his elementary school classroom by using DRO. Generally, he makes
good progress in programs designed to teach functional skills in training situation where natural
outcomes (including praise) are used as the principle reinforcers. Many of the skills he has
learned, however, fail to carry over into other areas of the school, his home and other nontraining
environments, even though members of the school staff and his parents compliment Terry's efforts
on appropriate occasions. Large amounts of Terry's time outside of the classroom are spent
engaging in stereotypic behavior.

Because Terry performs an activity other than the instructed behavior and the consequences for
that activity appear to differ from those which follow instructed behaviors, this could be a comret-
ing reinforcer problem,

Instructed Behavior: various functional skills
Natural Reinforcer verbal praise
Undesirable Behavior: hand flapping, light filtering
Competing Reinforcer: sensory stimulation
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Table 8-1

Example of Observation to Determine Natural
Schedule of Reinforcers

Lifts head and holds head up
100% of the time
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Events shown below occurred during the generalization situation. Natural reinforcers for lifts
head" include being able to see what's going on around you, and opportunity for social contact.

Time of Day Student Behavior Event Following

9:(X) head down No activity near student.
9:01
9:02
9:03 lifts head .1

9:04 head down
9:05 IS

9:06 lifts head Peer says "Hi" to student.
9:07 head up Peer and Teacher set up puppets

in vicinity of student
student watches.

9:08 Teacher finishes setting up
puppets, moves away from student.

9:09 head down No activity near student.
9:10
9:11 lifts head SI

9:12 head down 111

9:13 Teacher and group of students
come over to the puppets.

9:14 lifts head Teacher/pupils play with puppets
9:15 head up Puppet "talks" to student.
9:16 Puppet "talks" to student.
9:17 Puppet goes to another student.
9:18-9:23 Puppets talking to students.
9:24 Teacher & students put puppets away.
9:25-9:35 head down No activity near the student.
9:36 lifts head St

9:37-9:40 head down

Total Observation Time: 40 minutes

"Lifts head" was followed by a natural reinforcer twice. The reinforcing nature of these events is
easy to identify. since in both cases the student continued to keep her head up until the event
ceased.

This schedule is: VR 2 (4 responses. 2 reinforced) and
VI 20' (40 minutes, 2 reinforcers)
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How to identify Natural Reinforcers
Reinforcers are events which immediately follow the response, and which increase the proba-

bility that the behavior will occur again. Behaviors that arc reinforced either accelerate (i.e., occur
with increasing frequency) or are maintained at levels sufficient to access reinforcement. To
identify possible reinforcers, observe other individuals performing the target behavior in the
generalization situation(s) and record all of the events which follow the performance of the desired
response (an example is shown in Table 8-I).

If you have time for multiple observations, you may be able to determine which of the events
you observed in the generalization situation are the actual reinforcers, but even with successive
observations, it may not be clear. Therefore, it might be better to assume that all of the events act
to reinforce the behavior. Remember, behavior may be reinforced by the termination of events,
and even by the occurrence of events that you might think are obnoxious.

How to identify Noncontingent Reinforcers, Competing Behaviors,
and Competing Reinforcers

Observe in the generalization situation. Write down the exact behavior of the student including
the instructed behavior if it occurs, and rely other behavior, especially if you think it is inappropri-
ate.

Next, write down the exact events which follow each behaviorincluding the activities and
words of other people, changes in the environment, etc.

As a result of your observations, you should be able to identify the competing behavior and the
natural reinforcers, as well as any events which might be reinforcing the competing behavior. If
those reinforcing events differ from the natural reinforcers which follow the instructed behavior,
they are probably competing reinforcers.

Many undesirable behaviors that may at first appear to have consequences which are different
from trained behaviors ultimately result in the same consequences. For example, self-injurious
behavior may result in escape from a task. Some of the consequences that follow escape may be
different from those which are likely to follow task performance; however, escape may also allow
access to many of the same consequences (i.e., the opportunity to engage in a more pleasurable
activity). It is recommended, therefore, that a competing reinforcer problem be identified only
after strategies for noncontingent reinforcers or competing behaviors have been tried with unsuc-
cessful results.

Strategy: increase Proficiency
Increase the relative efficiency of the instructed/desired response by increasing the perform-

ance aim for the target skill, and then reinstitute instruction in the training setting to build fluency
to that level. This should insure that the new skill will access reinforcers more efficiently than the
competing behavior.

How to Determine a Competitive Performance Aim
In the training situation, determine how quickly the student obtains reinforceme it for the target

response. With a stopwatch, measure the time from the beginning of the response or response
chain until the time the reinforcer is obtained. You may need to collect data for several trials to
determine the average length of time.

In generalization situations, determine how quickly the student is reinforced for the competing
behavior, using the same procedures as for the target behavior. Compare those data. If the
competing behavior results in taxer reinforcement than does the target behavior, set the fluency
aim for the target behavior to be faster than the competing behavior.

Solution, Example 4 (Competing Behavior). In Todd's situation, although he walked with
crutches fast enough to satisfy his teacher, it was still more efficient for him to scoot to get what he
wanted. His teacher reasoned that if Todd could crutch-walk faster than he could scoot, then he
would use the crutchesso he measured the speed of Todd's scooting and established a new aim
for walking which was faster than the scoot rate. Then he reinstituted the instructional procedures
he had used at the first of the year until Todd met the new aim. Sure enough, when Todd found
out that he could get around faster with crutches, he stopped scooting at home.
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Strategy: Amplify Instructed Behavior
Determine whether the new behavior is capable of reliably securing the available natural

reinforcer in the generalization setting. If it isn't, then additional instruction in the training setting
to modify or augment the instructed behavior may be required.

Solution, Example 4 (Competing Behavior). In Todd's case. it was possible for the teacher
to increase his crutch-walking proficiency until he met a competitive performance aim. In some
mobility training programs, however, such a strategy might not be effective. For example. an
objective might specify independent walking as an outcome. After considerable instructional
effort, however, it might be found that the pupil is unable to achieve a faster rate of walking than
crawling due to physically handicapping conditions. The "amplification" strategy under these
circumstances could potentially involve the use of equipment that would facilitate efficient
locomotion. Perhaps the use of a walker or crutches would do the trick,

Solution, Example 7 (Competing Behavior). The sign Colin learned was simply too easy to
ignore or miss in a nontraining environmentunlike his head-banging, which was almost impos-
sible to miss. Head-banging functioned both to get his parents' attention and to get hugged.

An appropriate intervention would be to teach Colin some behavior which would get his
parent's attention; but which would be less dangerous than head-banging-----like tapping his parents'
arm. Once he had his parent's attention, he could then sign "hug" for his cuddle.

Strategy: Alter Generalization Contingencies
In the case of noncontingent reinforcer and competing behavior problems, ask people in the

generalization situations (or train them, if necessary) to allow only the new behavior to access
reinforcers. This strategy is designed to increase the reliability of the new behavior in securing
reinforcers and to decrease the reliability and/or efficiency of any old, competing behavior.

In the case of competing reinforcer problems, ask a variety of people in generalization situ-
ations to use the deceleration procedure employed in training settings. Provide training as neces-
sary. The purpose of this strategy is to both reduce the relative strength of reinforcers associated
with undesirable behaviors and to establish individuals in nontraining environments as effective
stimuli for the control of those behaviors. It is possible that. as the student experiences multiple
examples of situations in which deceleration tactics will be applied, a more generalized reduction
across additional settings and people will be observed. Where it is difficult for relevant individu-
als (e.g., parents) to apply the deceleration procedure in generalization settings, it may be possible
to "preprogram" such individuals as controlling stimuli by inviting them to participate in admini-
stration of the procedure within the school for a short period of time each day (cf. Marhotin &
Touchette, 1979).

Solution, Example 2 (Noncontingent Reinforcer). Robert's teacher could either ask people
to ignore him when his head is down and to talk to him when his head ir up, or else put a sign on
his wheelchair requesting this. As long as the reinforcer is available for doing nothing, there is no
"reason" for Robert to engage in the behavior.

Solution, Example 3 (Noncontingent Reinforcer). One might alter contingencies for Sally r
answer questions. Adults could be asked to pay attention to Sally's answers and to avoid askant,
meaningless questions generalization probes could then be extended to untrained questioners. A
small sign could be put on Sally's wheelchair requesting that questioners follow such procedures:
one might probe to determine if such a procedure was effective in altering questioner contingen-
cies, although certainly the original conditions of generalization have been altered.

Solution, Example S (Competing Behavior). For Sharon, the grabber. the intervention
during snack consisted of two steps. First, contingencies were altered so that only pointing was
successful in obtaining foodincreasing the reliability of pointing. This was accomplished by a
simple intervention (cf. Billingsley & Neel, 1985): if she grabbed, the food she grabbed was taken
away from her for a period of time. This decreased the reliability of the old behavior.

Second, because it was highly unlikely that pointing could ever become more efficient than
grabbing, a procedure was implemented in which grabbing resulted in a delay of opportunity to
pointSharon's hands were held in her lap for 15 seconds after a grab. As a result. Sharon began
to point in order to request food during snack as well as at lunch.
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Solution, Example 6 (Competing Behavior and, perhaps, Competing Reinforcer). For
Chris, who wouldn't get dressed at home, the teacher recommended first of all that his mother
ignore the screaming. Second, the teacher suggested that Chris simply not be allowed to come
downstairs for breakfast until he was dressedthe usual sequence of events in the household.
Third, it is recommended that his mother increase her attention to Chris for indedpendent dressing
as a "replacement" for attention that would be lost when she ignores tantrums. Everyone
concerned realized that this meant that Chris would probably be late to school a few timesnot to
mention that his screams would likely get more frequent and louder right away.

The teacher dropped by his house on her way to wotit during the first 3 days of this interven-
tion to provide his mother with support, encouragrment, and advice. The success of this interven-
tion depended on ensuring that only imkpendent dressing is reliable in permitting access to
reinforcement in the form of participation in post-dressing activities.

Solution, Example 7 (Competing Behavior). Colin's teacher might have asked Colin's
parents to keep a careful watch for his "hug" signs and to hug him only after he signed, allowing
only the new behavior to access the reinforcer, and to briefly but firmly restrain him when he
banged his head.

Solution, Example 8 (Competing Reinforcer). The DRO procedure was applied to Terry's
hand flapping and light filtering by other individuals within the school (PE and music teachers.
classroom volunteers) across settings (gym, band room, hallway, playground). In addition, his
parents were taught to use DRO and they agreed to employ it on a consistent basis at least in their
home. His grandfather. whom Terry spent considerable time, visited the classroom for an
hour a day and participated in administering the DRO program.

New Probe Situations
Chris can now dress himself at home and at school. Sharon now points for food at lunch and

snack. In both cases, the natural events at the generalization situation were changed. Is generali-
zation to other situations desired? If so, you must assess generalization in additional settings. Can
Chris get dressed after swimming? Does Sharon point at the buffet line at the Royal Fork Restau-
rant?

It is possible that once the learner has experienced altered contingencies in several settings.
generalization across other situations will he observed in the absence of additional programming.
If generalization is not occurring, however, you must stop and reconsider using this particular
strategy. Is it reasonable to suppose that many other people who meet Chris and Sharon in other
situations will impose the altered contingencies? Can you "engineer" the application of such
contingencies in a variety of situations? If not, then perhaps you may want to try an intervention
strategy which does not rely on altering conditions in the generalization situation.

Reinforcing Function Problem
Behaviors are maintained by reinforcement. If reinforcement does not follow, or fails to occur

often enough, the behavior will cease to occur. If the target behavior has been performed once
appropriately in the generalization situation, it has transferred. IL however, the behavior does not
occur again in the new situation under the same stimulus cmditions, or if it occurs erratically, the
problem is likely to be with reinforcement. Examples of possible problems are followed by an
explanation of strategies which can be used in training to prevent, alleviate. or correct the Problem.
Additional examples may be found in the articles listed in the bibliography at the end of
chapter.

Problem. Example 9. The students in Ms. Zee's class operate a salad bar. During the last part
of the school day, Jay has been taught to collect the salad bowls, wash and dry them. and put them
away. Jay has met all of his teacher's aims for accuracy and speed, which were set to match
workers in the cafeteria. Then, Jay is considered for a job with a sheltered workshop which sends
out teams of housecleaners. On the first day of Jay's placement evaluation, he is asked to wash.
dry, and put away dishes in the client's house. He washes and dries all (4* the dishes. and puts
them awaysearching cupboards and drawers for reasonable storage places. The evaluator records
Jay's work on his placement form. The next time Jay is asked to wash, dry. and put dishes away.
however, he simply runs them under a lukewarm tap (i.e.. no soap. no scrubbing, no clean dishes)
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and stacks them in the dish drainer.
Problem, Example 10. Scott has learned to pick up and hold a variety of objects. This is a

big step for him at twelvewith his severe athetoid cerebral palsy and his frequent seizures, no one
had been able to teach him this skill before. Scott's teacher, however, shaped the behavior by
following little increments of change with Merle Haggard's music. Now. Scott will hold the
objects as long as the music's coming through his earphones! Although this program has taken
quite a bit of time, the instructor is pleasedat least Scott will have something to do during the
times he must work with other students.

However, once Scott's teacher started putting other objects in front of Scott during other times
of the day, he was disappointed. Scott would occasionally pick up one of the objects, but then he
would drop it right awayhe hadn't generalized the "hold" part of the response.

Problem, Example 11. Tina is learning to fold sheets, pillowcases, and towels. In the training
situation, Tina's work is checked frequently and she has to refold any misfolded items. Her
teacher praises her about every 5 minutes for working and for staying on the job. At the end of the
3-hour training session in the school laundry room, Tina is given a check for $9.75. In the
afternoons, Tina is learning about saving and spending the money she earns.

At the end of the school year. Tina's teacher and supervisor find a summer vocational program
which provides an actual summer job like many teens have. Tina proudly goes to work at the local
hospital laundry. After a week, however, Tina is firedshe is making too many mistakes, and is
spending lots of time looking around instead of working.

Problem, Example 12. Anne's teachers are delighted that she has learned how to answer yes/
no by pointing to large colored figures taped to her wheelchair tray table. Despite her severe
cerebral palsy. Anne answers her teachers quickly and consistently. However, she is answering
her peers and other adults more slowly, and much less consistently.

Strategy: Program Natural Reinforcers
Introduce the reinforcers which occur naturally in the generalization situation into the training

situation to ensure that those events will functionally reinforce the instructed behavior.

Reinforcers
Reinforcers are events which immediately follow the response. and which increase the proba-

bility that the behavior will occur again. Behaviors that are reinforced either accelerate (i.e.. occur
with increasing frequency) or are maintained at levels sufficient to access continued reinforcement.

The events that are available as reinforcers in the generalization situation must acquire rein-
forcing properties with respect to the instructed behavior. Although certain general classes of
events are usually considered to be reinforcers verbal and physical attention, food when hungry,
drink when thirsty, additional clothing/campfires/hot drinks when coldreinforcers do not have
universal properties. That is, an event which reinforces one behavior will not necessarily reinforce
another behavior. Also, an event which reinforces a behavior in one situation may not be available
in another situation, or even if it is available, it may not reinforce the behavior. Therefore, it may
be necessary to introduce the student to the events which do occur naturally in the generalization
situation in such a way that they acquire reinforcing properties with respect to the specific in-
structed bell:A, bur.

How to Identify Natural Reinforcers
Observe other individuals performing the target behavior in the generalization situation(s) and

record all of the events which follow the performance of the desired response (an example is
shown in Table 8- I ).

If you have time for multiple observations, you may be able to determine which of the events
you observed in the generalization situation are the actual reinforcers, but even with successive
observations this may not be dear. Therefore, it might be better to assume that all of the events act
to reinforce the behavior. Remember, behavior may be reinforced by the termination of events.
and even by the occurrence of events that you might think are obnoxious.
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Pairing and Fading
During training, whenever you present the training reinforcers, also present the natural

reinforcers. This process is called pairing. The natural events should acquire reinforcing proper-
ties because they are associated with events already functioning as reinforcer --the events you used
during training must be reinforcingafter all, the student did meet your aim!

Gradually decrease the use of the training reinforcers until the natural reinforcers alone control
the behavior. The process, which is also known as "fading," should continue until the natural
reinforcers produce performance identical to that desired/controlled by the training reinforcers.

Solution, Example $. Ms. Zee used this strategy in retraining Jay. She talked to the sheltered
workshop coordinator, who described the work situation. It seems that Jay will be expected to
wash, dry, and put dishes away, and then ask for another job. During her earlier training, however,
Ms. Zee had used extensive verbal praise, which is not available in this job situation. In retraining,
she decides io continue the verbal praise, which is a known reinforcer, but to pair the praise with
the opportunity for Jay to ask for and select another activity. She gradually reduces the praise (i.e.,
fading), until the opportunity to ask for and select another task controls the instructed behavior.

Strategy: Eliminate Training Reinforcers
Eliminate reinforcers used during acquisition and fluency-building in the training situation.

First, compare your list of events which occur naturally in the generalization situation (see "How
to Identify Natural Reinforcers,") with the reinforcers in effect in the training situation at the time
the student net the training aim and/or at the time the generalization problem was identified. If
the lists zre not identical, then reinforcers that are present in training, but not available in the
generalization situation, should be gradually eliminated from the training situation.

Often during acquisition and fluency-building, teachers will reinforce behavior with events
which do not normally follow the behavior. When these reinforcers do not follow the student's
behavior in the generalization situation, he may simply quit responding. When this happens,
control of the response must be shifted from the non-natural reinforcer to the naturally occurring
reinforcer by gradually eliminating (i.e., fading) the non-natural event(s). Steps similar to those
described for introducing natural reinforcers into training situations may be used.

Solution, Example 9., Every time Scott picked up and held an object, he was reinforced with
Merle Haggard's music. His teacher used several steps in fading the reinforcing music.

1. Identify the natural reinforcer. The natural reinforcer for picking up and holding an
object is likely to (a) be related to the nature of the object and (b) include doing something with
the object. For example, the natural reinforcer for picking up and holding a chocolate bar is being
able to eat itor see it betteror to be able to give it to Kathleen, etc. Scott hadn't learned to do
much with objects, but he could feel them and look at them, and he did occasionally drop one, or
bring one up to his eye level. Come to think of it, he could do things with objects, even if they
weren't very sophisticated.

2. Introduce the natural reinforcer into training. The event which should reinforce the
response was always present, so the teacher didn't have to make any special effort to include it in
training.

3. Eliminate the "teaching" reinforcer from training. Scott's teacher realized that if he
simply stopped the music all at once, Scott would probably stop picking things up, toojust as had
happened in the earlier generalization probes (i.e., since there was no reinforcer, the behavior was
extinguished). He thought about itthere were two simple dimensions he could use to gradually
decrease the musicthe length of time the music was on and the volume of the music. So he
gradually decreased the length of time the music was on and gradually decreased the volume of the
music. It took about two weekshut, by than time, Scott was picking up all sorts of objects.

Strategy: Reinforce at Natural Schedules
Schedule the reinforcer% used during training to occur according to the same schedule with

which they occur in the generalization situation.
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Schedules of Reinforcement
Schedules of reinforcement are used to describe when reinforcement is delivered or made

conting.mt upon responding. The most typical schedules are:
I. Continuous. Every response is reinforced. This type of schedule is often used during

acquisition, when the teacher is likely to arrange for every correct response to be followed by a
reinforcer.

2. Conjugate. Reinforcement occurs continuously as long as the response occurs. Again, a
schedule that may be used during acquisition. For example, Ms. Britainy turned on Scott's
Walkman whenever he picked up an object (Problem, Example #9). The music stayed on as long
as Scott held the object. When he dropped the object. or when .t was taken away from him, the
music was stopped.

3. Ratio. Reinforcement occurs after a number of responseseither a fixed number of
responses or a variable number of responses. For example, if a reinforcer is delivered after every
five corrects, the schedule is called a "fixed ratio five responses" (FR 5). If the reinforcer is
delivered more randomly, but averages once for every five responses, the schedule is called a
"variable ratio five responses" (VR 5).

4. Interval. Reinforcement occurs for the first response after a certain period of time has
elapsedeither a fixed amount of time or a variable length of time. For example, if a reinforcer is
delivered for the first response to occur every 5 minutes, the schedule is called a "fixed interval 5
minutes" (FI 5'). If the reinforcer is delivered more randomly, but averages once for every 5
minutes, the schedule is called a "variable interval 5 minutes" (VI 5').

Observation to identify Schedule(s) of Natural Reinforcers
I. Conduct your observations in the generalization setting. Observe a peer of your student

perform the target behavior.
2. Write down the exact behavior and the time of day in which it occurs.
3. Write down the exact events which follow each behavior and the time they occurred.

Events include the activities and words of other people, changes in the environment, etc. Events
that immediately follow a behavior are the most powerful reinforcers, so focus your attention on
them first. Remember, it is likely that some behaviors are ignored. By identifying how many are
followed by some overt action and how many are not, you will be able to identify the natural
schedule. Do the same events follow each behavior? Each part of the behavior? A whole string
of responses? When there are multiple natural reinforcers. each one may be on a different
schedule.

4. You may make a chart like those shown in Tables 8-2 and 8-3, writing each event sepa-
rately. to help you identify how schedules operate.

5. It is most likely that events you will observe occur on a mixed ratio/interval schedule. In
order to determine the schedule, divide the total number of responses by the total number of events
and divide the total time spent responding by the total number of events. This calculation should
be performed separately for each potential reinforcer.

Maintenance and Generalization
The schedule with which a behavior is reinforced in training may affect both maintenance and

generalization. Reinforcement delivered on a mixture of high ratios (i.e.. many behaviors with few
occasions of reinforcement) and :ong intervals (i.e., long periods of responding with few occasions
of reinforcement) will help make the behavior resistant to extinction. If, however, reinforcement
ceases, the behavior will probably extinguishdisappear over time. The speed with which a
behavior extinguishes is usually a function of how often it has been previously reinforced. if every
response has been reinforced, it will extinguish quickly when it is not reinforced. If a behavior has
been reinforced frequently during training, and if that behavior is not reinforced the first or second
time it occurs in the generalization situation, it may be extinguished in that situation. If the
response has been reinforced infrequently and variably. it will maintain quite a long time before it
is extinguished, and it is less likely to extinguish if the first few generalized responses are not
reinforced immediately.
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Table 8.2

Examples of Two Different Ratio Schedules of
Reinforcement

The reinforcement, as indicated by the asterisk. immediately follows the response. Multiple
responses are indicated by numerals in left column.

Response #

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I

10
I I

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1-711 5 VR5

*

*

*

*

reinforcement 5 reinforcers,
follows every 25 responses.
5th response 5/25 = VR 5;

reinforcement
averages every

5th response

Implementation of Natural Saedules
In order to promote response maintenance, the schedule of reinforcement which controls

responding in the training situation should resemble the natural schedule of reinforcing events in
the generalization situation. The natural schedule should be gradually introduced into the training
setting:

1. Identify the schedule of natural reinforcers.
2. Begin reducing the schedule of training reinforcement by increasing the criterion for

reinforcement (e.g., increase the number of responses or the duration of responding required for
reinforcement). Reduce the number of reinforcers delivered until it matches the natural schedule.

If you are unable to identify the schedule. then train the behavior to come under the control of
a mixed variable ratio/variable interval schedule, with very high ratios and very long intervals.
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Table 8-3

Examples of Fixed, Variable, Ratio, and Interval
Schedules

Time Response
Response # FR 5 VR 5 Occurred Fl 5' VI 5'

1

2
3

4
5

11)0
1:01
1:03
1:05
1:06

6 1:09 *
7 1:10

1:13
9 1:14
10 1:15

1 1:18
12 1:19
13 1:20 *
14 1:25 *
15 1:26
16 1:27 *
17 1:29 *
18 1:30
19 1:31
20 1:32
21 1:33
22 1:35
23 1:37
24 1:38
25 1:40

Total
Responses

25

Total
Reinforcers

Total
Time

Total
Reint4cers

5= 40:(X) 8' 84

Such schedules will help make the behavior resistant to extinction.
Solution, Example It Tina's teacher decides to visit the hospital laundry to see what goes on

there. Workers in the hospital laundry are praised only occasionally, on the average of once or
twee per day, and they are paid every 2 weeks. Quality control checks are made very infre-
c ,lenity, and usually the worker is reprimanded and loses pay for too many mistakesor r,s fired.

he differences in the schedule of contingencies need to be corrected.
Tina's teacher aecides to gradually reduce praise until it occurs only once or twice every two

work sessions, and to gradually increase the time which Tina must wait for her pay until she is
paid only every 2 weeks. The teacher also gradually reduces her feedback for errors, and "fires"
Tina for the day if she makes too many mistakes. This strategy helped Tina get a permanent job.
even after Tina was tired from the summer laundry job.

Reintbreemera follow. every Sib response
5 minforcers. 25 responses, 5/25 r: VR5: reinforcement averages every 5th response
Reinforcemem every S minutes regardless of number of responses
8 reinforcers. 40 minutes. 8140 = V15: reinforcement averages every 5 minutes
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Strategy: Use Natural Consequences
In many situations, the instructed behavior is simply taken for granted---praise is not normally

delivered by bystanders for appropriate table manners or for speeding through a grocery checkout
stand or for crossing a street with the light. In such situations, the natural reinforcers are those
provided by the event itself.

However, if behavior is not acceptable to persons nearby, the student may experience a
different reaction. Unacceptable table manners in a public place may result in people turning away
from the student, or making rude remarks loud enough to be overheard; stalling the grocery line
might result in persons moving away, or asking the student to "hurry up," or even by cart
bumping; crossing against the light might result in people yelling, grabbing the person, a jaywalk-
ing ticket, or even an accident.

These reactions, or ones similar to them, function for most of us as "socialized punishers" and
decelerate the behavior they follow. Especially in the absence of more overt social reinforcers,
they often have a controlling influence on our behavior. If the student performs the instructed
response in the generalization situation and it is ignored, the response may extinguishwhich in
turn may be followed by certain "social punishers" as well as by the absence of the natural
reinforcers associated with appropriate performance. It should be possible to pair those natural
consequences with the ones used during training to decelerate errors in a manner similar to the first
strategy described in this section.

For example, observation could identify that when Anne does not answer a question, question-
ers usually (a) repeat the question, (h) ask another question, (c) make some excuse for the behaver
(e..g "Maybe you're too tired today") and finally, (d) walk away or turn their attention to another
student. While event (d) is effective, Anne could learn that events (a), (b), ai.d (c) will be followed
by (d) if the teacher paired those events with (d) in the training situation.

Strategy: Teach Self-Reinforcement
If reinforcement is sparse or unidentifiable in the generalization situation, or if the response is

not maintained in the generalized situation by the intrinsic reinforcers, one may teach the behaver
to reinforce himself/herself. In this way. the student's self-reinforcement mediates the difference
between the type and frequency of reinforcement required to maintain the behavior and what is
actually available in the generalization v tuation.

In most studies of self-reinforcement, students are taught to deliver a token to themselves
contingent upon the completion of the target behavior. These tokens arc then later exchanged for
special privileges, money. or other items. A list of possible self-controlled reinforcer% is shown in
Table 8-4.

You may teach self-reinforcement in the way that you would teach any other skill, using data
collected on accuracy of delivery to make decisions about the effectiveness of instruction. The
student is taught the criteria for reinforcing himself following the target behavior, and for not
reinforcing himself following any other behavior. One must then probe to determine if the self-
reinforcement behavior gene;alizes to the new setting. However, teaching the student self-
reinforcement as part of training may improve generalization even if the student does not general-
ize the self-reinforcement behavior itself.

When selectir g the nature of the self-deliveted reinforcer, one must consider its portability.
Will the student have access to the tokens in each setting in which the target behavior might occur?
Wil: there be a means of exchange for items if that is needed? The tokens, points, or other
immediate reinforcers may acquire and maintain strength even when they are not later associated
with the original reinforcers (e.g., toys, privileges, money, etc.).

Solution, Example 11. Anne's teachers have been following a consistent plan for providing
consequences for answering during training, but they realize that it would be impossible to train
everyone else to follow the same plan. Instead, they decided to teach Anne to reinforce herself.
Every time Anne answered a question, she was prompted to actuate a button on a mechanical
counter on her tray. After a while, Anne was thus able to count all of her answers. The teachers
also noticed that Anne occasionally counted her answers to questions asked her by her peers and
other acqinintances, Once she learned to count. Anne's answers to her peers' and to other adults'
questions became quicker and more consistent.



Table 8-4

Sample Events Students Have Been Taught to
Use for Self-Reinforcement

Immediate Event"

Uses a pencil to mark a `1" on a
piece of paper

Actuates a mechanical counter
(records points)

Pushes a lever to record a count

Pushes a lever to receive a token

Marks a + on a piece of paper

Takes a coin from a cup

Verbally praises self out loud

Backup Event`'

Marks exchanged for free
time: food: special
privileges.

Points recorded on counter
exchanged

Points recorded on counter
exchanged

Tokens exchanged

+s exchanged

Opportunity to spend money

Nooe needed
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Strategy: Teach to Solicit Reinforcement
One may teach the student to follow the target behavior with an additional behavior that will

normally elicit social approval. This strategy is one method of altering the reinforcement density
and delivery in the generalization situation without overtly or directly changing staff behavior.

Solution, Example 8. Jay could be taught to say "I'm done" or "What's next?" or to turn
and smile at the supervisor once he has finished the dishes. Such behavior should evoke attention
that may serve to reinforce dishwashing behavior in the generalization situation.

Strategy: Reinforce Generalized Behavior
In training, generalized or adapted responses. or responses which occur in new, untrained

situations are reinforced. When a response form is repeated, or performed a second time in the
same situation, it is not reinforced.

Problem and Solution, Example 12. Susan's teachers are trying to teach her to play with
other students during recess. Once Susan has played success fury with one student, she doesn't
even approach other students. Of course, the natural reinforcer here should be :Nat the play itself is
fun. But, if Susan doesn't ever approach other students, she won't discover this. In order to teach
Susan that playing with other students can be fun, the teachers decided to give Susan a token
whenever approaches another student for a play activity. Susan can spend the tokens 11)
"rent" the toys of her choice. Susan only earns a token when she approaches a child whom she
has not approached beforeapproaching previous phlynia!es does not qualify for reinforcement.
The strategy is evaluated by determining if initiations to new playmates improves, and, if it does.
the tokens will be gradually faded.

The inimnitafr i'eni is a sell-remfincing or sell-trionnoring behavior perfiirnved by the stutient inimeciiately after the
target behavior oi.-ceis. It serves to reinforce the target behavior
the thacii-up event may he a selt-reinfilitnis behavior in U may hr. poloiriiif by the teat:tar in other manage,. This
event is designed to "strengthen" the reinforcement fin the target skill and tai inovide additional "extenIal"
reinforurment fur the "immediate event.-
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Strategy: Alter Generalization Contingencies
One may ask people (or train them. if necessary) in the generalization situation to reinforce the

target behavior appropriately, andlor on a particular schedule.
Problem and Solution, Example 13. Walker et al. observed the playground behavior of fifth

and sixth graders. Next, in a classroom situation, they trained emotionally disturbed students of
the same age specific and appropriate playground social behavior, especially initiations. During
training, they used the natural social interchange identified in their observations to reinforce the
initiations and to signal subsequent appropriate behaviors.

Once their students met aim, they ventured onto the playground. Although the students
perfectly generalized the trained social behavior, their fifth and sixth grade contemporaries met
those behaviors with scorn, ridicule, or by ignoring the overtures. In short, the fifth and sixth
graders treated the behavior displayed by the emotionally disturbed students differently than they
treated those same behaviors when displayed by their peers.

One possible solution to this problem is to provide some form of training to the fifth and sixth
graders or to selected leaders of those groups with the intention of modifying their current reac-
tions to the emotionally disturbed youth. Once contingencies have been altered in the generaliza-
tion situation, one must probe generalization in other situations if such generalization is desired.
For example, if selected leaders were trained to contingently reinforce social behavior, one could
probe the student's generalization to other "untrained" students.

Discrimination Function Problem
In this particular category of generalization strategies. we are concerned with the function of

the events that occur before or during responding. These events evoke a particular response which
will then result in reinforcement. The process by which the student learns to respond to these
antecedent events in a particular situation is called discrimination learning. The following terms
will be useful in our discussion.

Setting Events
Setting events include the constellation of factors which generally "set the stage" for a large

class of responses. For example, a restaurant sets the stage for the class of "restaurant behav-
iors"such as ordering and eating food, conversation with friends, paying the check, and so forth.
It also eliminates other classes of behavior, which are usually not performed in restaurantslike
"playground behaviors" (e.g., running, screaming, kicking a ball) and "religious behaviors"
(e.g., praying, kneeling, singing hymns). Some behaviors, with certain modifications, are appro-
priate in many settingslike talking. In any case, settings events are thought to represent any and
all stimulus events in a particular situation. Whether a specific behavior occurs or does not occur.
however, is more precisely evoked by specific stimuli associated with the response--the discrimi-
native stimuli.

Discriminative Stimuli
The discriminative stimuli arc environmental events that occur prior to or during the response

and in whose presence the behavior is either reinforced or punished (S+) or in whose presence the
behavior is neither reinforced or punished (S-).

S+ is the discriminative stimulus (S°) in whose presence a specific response is likely to he
either reinforced or punished (see Table $ -5 for examples).

S- is the discriminative stimulus (S'') in the presence of which a specific response is neither
reinforced or punished (see Table 8-5 for examples).

Discrimination learning is the process by which the behaver learns that responding with a
particular behavior in the presence of the S+ will most likely be reinforced (depending on the
schedule of reinforcement) or punished and that responding with that same behavior in the
presence of the S- will not be reinforced or punished.

Discrimination learning is a critical component of acquisitionthe student must learn the
conditions under which the response will be reinforced and the conditions under which the
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response will not be reinforced.
In a chain of responses, each step functions both as a discriminative stimulus for the next

response in the chain, and as conditioned reinforcement for the response that preceded the stimulus
change (see Table 8-6).

Si: Irrelevant stimuli are those that may or may not be present before and/or during responding
(concurrent with S+s and S-s) but whose presence is not related to reinforcement (see Table 8-5
for examples).

These stimuli play an important role in the development of acquisition. In addition to discrimi-
native stimuli, irrelevant events may interfere with generalization. When supposedly irrelevant
stimuli are paired with S+s and S-s, they may come to control the behavior. For example, it a
specific teacher or manager (Si) becomes associated with a response (a S+). the student will only
perform the behavior for the teacher. The student who will answer his teacher but not his peers
may be influenced by training in which his teacher taught him to answer her. In this case, the
teacher or instructional manager (who should be irrelevant to answering questions) actually
controls answering. The response occurs when the teacher or manager is present and does not
occur when she is absentthe response is controlled by a stimulus which should be irrelevant to
the response.

In order for generalization to occur, students need to learn to discriminate the stimuli which
occur in the generalization situations as "triggers" for the behavior they have learned. Generali-
zation problems may occur when (a) discrimination learning has been so successful that any
difference between the trained S+s and those that occur in the generalization situation is sufficient
to signal an S- situation (so the student does not respond), (b) discrimination learning has failed to
establish control by the naturally occurring S+s and S-s, or (c) discrimination learning has failed to
establish Sis as irrelevant (i.e., they act as S+s or S-s).

Strategies for solving generalization problems related to discrimination are described in the
following sections. Additional examples may be found in the articles listed in the bibliography at
the end of this chapter.

Problem, Example 14. Down the hall from Mel, Joanne, and Tim's high school classroom is
a vending machine which dispenses a variety of snack items. One of their teachers, Mr. Ferd.
decided that this would he a handy machine to use in training those students to purchase food and
beverages from machines located in various community sites. After training, all three students
were able to operate that machine rapidly, without errors and without any prompts from him. To
find out whether his students were able to purchase items in locations where high school students
normally use vending machines. Mr. Ferd conducted generalization probes on 10 machines,
another one in the high school. the machines in a video game arcade, a hospital lobby. a laundro-
mat, a movie theater, and a lunchroom in the local courthouse. lie found, to his dismay, that none
of the students were able to perform the skills which would allow them to purchase items from
more than one of the untrained machines. On some machines. the students could not find 'lie coin
slot: on other machines, they inserted the coin, but did 1101 make a selection.

Problem, Example 15. Prior to training, Lorraine did not greet people or respond to greetings
in the usual socially acceptable manner. Instead, she would immediately begin telling a story. or
asking questions, or she would simply ignore a friendly "Good Morning" or "Hi." A program
was then instituted to teach Lorraine to greet people. and to respond appropriately to the greetings
of others.

It wasn't long, however, until the teacher received a call from Lorraine's mother, who was
unhappy (to say the least) with the results of the program. It seems that Lorraine ignores her
mother's "Good morning," but now greets or will enthusiastically respond to greetings from just
about everyone she sees who says "hi" or "hello," including strangers and people that she has
just seen a few minutes ea: tier. Her mother considers this an embarrassing and potentially
dangerous outcome.

Problem, Example 16. Paul is learning to pick things up. As a start.1:ie reacher uses toys in
his instructional program because (a) toys possess characteristics which might. act as natural
reinforcers and (b) Paul has demonstrated an interest in a wiriety of toys by visually attending to
them. The teacher selects a wide number of toys, which vary according to the S+ characteristics
relevant to the response, and a wide number of objects as exemplars of tht S- characteristics.
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Discriminative Stimuli

Tablc

Examples ()I S+, S-, and Si

Irrelevant Stimuli Response

Example I
(S+) screw to be tightened
(S-) nut on bolt
(S-) screw tightened

(Si) number of threads pick up screwdriver
(Si) color of screw

Example II
(S+) checkout clerk says amount (Si) age of clerk

owed
(S-) checkout clerk asks for (Si) sex of clerk

identification
(S-) checkout clerk asks price (Si) amount of money

of specific item
(S-) checkout clerk says "Have

a nice day."

Example III
(S+) agreeable food + hunger

+ location where eating is
acceptable

(S) inedible food
(S-) not hungry
(S-) library/church service

(Si) name of
restaurant

(Si) time of day
(Si) color of plates

give clerk money

eat food

Example IV
(S+) desire to walk some place + (Si) color of clothing walks

ok time to walk there + ok (Si) name of companion
place to walk

(S-) no place to go
(S-) too tired
(S-) unsafe weather
(S-) inappmpriate place to walk

("No Trespassing")
(S-) inappropriate time to walk

("Please wait for the next
available clerk")

Example V
(S+) dirty carpet
(S -) clean carpet
(S-) uncarpeted floor
(S-) grass

Example VI
(5+) Verbal request for 3

+ 3 available
(S-) Vertml request for another

number objects.

(Si) color of carpet
(Si) make of oacuum
(Si) size of carpet

(Si) object asked for
(Si) color of objects
(Si) person requesting

171

vacuums carpet

gets 3
("concept of
three")



Table ti-6

Functions of Events/Responses in an Operant
Chain'

Event Function

screw on table hole empty

screw in hole
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S+ for response: place screw in hole

Conditioned reinforcer for response of place
screw in hole AND
S+ for response: pick up screwdriver

screwdriver in hand Conditioned reinforcer for response of picking
up screwdriver AND
S+ for place nose in screw head slot

screwdriver in screw Conditioned reinforcer for response of placing
nose in screwhead slot AND
S+ for response of rotating head clockwise.

screw tight

screwdriver on table

Conditioned reinforcer for response of rotating
clockwise AND
S+ for response of putting screwdriver on table.

Conditioned reinforcer for response of putting
screwdriver down AND
S+ for next task or Conditioned reinforcer for
finishing task.

Once training has been completed, however, she is disappointed to see that Paul rarely picks up
objects.

She decides to make a list of the objects that Paul picks up and those he doesn't. After much
puzzling, she realizes that Paul only picks up objects that are red, or at least predominantly red.
She looks again at the objects she has trained, and discovers that all of the toys she has selected are
at least partially red!

Problem, Example 17. Ms. Olson takes Penny and several other class members to the
McDonald's near the school twice a week to teach the chain of skills necessary to purchase food in
fast food restaurants. On the other 3 days of the week, instruction is provided in the classroom
using a realistic McDonald's simulation the teacher has devised. Penny seems to love to be able to
purchase her own lunch and acquires the behavioral sequence quite rapidly. Since Penny is
nonverbal, she learns to use a packet of photographs of food to place her order. Once the clerk has
rung up her order on the cash register, Penny hands dollar bills, one at a tine, to the clerk, until the
clerk stops taking the money. Penny then waits quietly until the clerk pushes a filled tray toward
her, takes the tray, and goes to the condiment stand.

Ms. Olson reports to Penny's dad that she can order in a fast food restaurant. He takes her to
Hank's Hamburgers. Penny selects the items she wants from her photographs and shows them to
the counterperson, who takes her order and enters it in the cash register. Penny tries to give the
clerk money like she does at McDonald's. But instead of taking the money, the clerk puts a
receipt on a tray and slides it down the counter. At Hank's, another clerk will read the receipt and
till the tray and then a third clerk, at the far end of the counter, will accept cash and give the filled

Adapted from Vilcanimal Habildatifin of Severely Refurtini Multi tp. 72) by G. T. Bellamy, R. H. Homer, and D. P.
Inman. 1979, Baltimore: University Park. Press. Copyright 1979 b) Ilniversiry Park PIrSS and PRO-ED, Inc. L)wd
with permission.
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tray to the customer. The first clerk sees Penny's confusion, and tried to direct her down the
counter. but Penny, still clutching her dollar hills, squats down on her heels and begins to rock- her
usual response when she is cor.fased and upset.

Problem, Example M. Cheryl has just finished her vocational training program at Martin
Luther King High School. Cheryl and three of her classmates have been trained to work as an
industrial janitorial team. Today her team has been assigned to clean one floor of a local medical-
dental building regularly serviced by Furham Sheltered Industries. The supervisor is evaluating
the team for possible after-school employment. One of Cheryl's primary responsibilities is
washing floors. She confidently begins work. Of course, she hasn't seen these particular floors
before, or the mop, buckets, and detergent, but she does a thorough job. The supervisor is quite
upset, however, when he sees that Cheryl has washed the floor of an office with wall-to-wall
carpeting

A closer look at our examples will illustrate each of the kinds of problems that can occur if
there is a discrimination function problem. First, problems can occur if discrimination learning
has been "too successful." Key stimuli (S+) for vending machine operation include: how cost per
item is displayed; location of displayed cost; location of coin slot; amount of item; item activator;
whether item is visible; type of product; coin return slot. Mel. Joanne, Tim learned these
stimuli on a single vending machine. When the stimulus features were different on the probe
machines, they could not generalize the skills. They had learned to look for a knob as the S+ for
item selection. When this S+ feature differed (e.g., when a button was the S+ for item selection
instead of the knob they had learned) from the one they had been trained to use, generalization did
not occur.

The same type of problem befell Penny. She had learned to pay the person taking her order.__.
when this stimuli did not lead to the consNuences she expected, her behavior deteriorated. In both
of these situations, the instructed S+s which controlled behavior differed significantly from the
generalized S+s, and the student discriminated the difference and responded to the untrained S+s
as if they were S-s or Sis.

Second. generalization problems may occur when critical stimuli are omitted from the training
situation. For example, Cheryl's vocational training instructor failed to teach a very significant S-
tir floor washingwall-to-wall carpeting. In this case, although Cheryl successfully discriminated
all of the steps involved in floor-washing, the teacher did not teach Cheryl that certain floors are to
he washed while others are not.

Paul's responding came under the control of irrelevant stimuli. All of the objects used in
training shared the characteristic of red colc:'-.g. In this situation, the irrelevant stimulus- a red
colorhas come to control responding. Paul picks up objects that are red and doesn't pick up
objects th,:t arc not red. Although irrelevant. the red color is acting as a S+ while "not-red- is
acting as an S-.

Strategy: Vary Stimuli
To remediate discriminative function problems. reinstitute training in which you systematically

introduce and vary stimuli which occur in the generalization situation.
Analyze all of the instructional events/stimuli (i.e.. what you taught) against all of the generali-

zation stimuli in order to identify, for each class of stimuli, those that are necessary for proper
generalization. If you can guess which stimuli are causing the problem, you will reduce the
training time, although stimulus control problems often involve more than one stimulus. Then,
you mst reinstitute training in which behaviors that follow specific "poor" discriminations are
not reinforced and behaviors that follow stimuli which should control responding are reinfoiced.
Strategies which are effective in discrimination training may be useful here (see Haring. Liberty.
& White, 1981: Liberty. 1985: Snell, 19871.

Whatever strategy is selected, all of the S+s are introduced and followed by reinfincement, and
all of the S-s are introduced and any target behaviors which follow are ignored (i.e.. not rein-
forced). All of the Sis are also introduced. paired with the S+s in some cases and with the S-s in
other cases. Irrelevant stimuli should he varied across S +s and S-s. The variation of stimuli must
be systematic and thorough.

There are four basic methods for determining how to select stimuli for this intervention.
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1. All stimuli. It would be ideal if all possible stimulus events could he included in training.
For example. if you are teaching a student to pick up coins, and if the S+ of coin size is a problem,
it would be possible and practical to teach all coins. But it will usually not be possible to train all
stimulus events. For example, there would be no way to include all possible S+s in a "pick up
objects" programthere are just too many objects.

2. Frequent stimuli. Survey the generalization situations and identify all of the stimuli for
each class, or for the class you think is causing the problem. Then, pick those stimuli that occur
most often or most usually across generalization situations.

3. Multiple exemplars. Survey the generalization situations and identify stimuli which are
examples of stimuli (i.e.. exemplars) and which represent the range of events the student might
encounter. This method is suitable when it is not possible to identify all possible events, as in the
suitable S +s for the pick up program. You will know that you have included "sufficient" exem-
plars when your reprobe for generalization meets with success.

4. General case exemplars. Identify the group of stimuli or situations across which generali-
zation is desired: that group is known as the instructional universe (Sprague & Homer. 1984).
Then, identify the range of stimulus and response variation that exists within that universe, and
teach the minimum number of examples that sample the complete range of stimulus and response
variation.

The objective is to select a logistically feasible set of examples that sample the relevant
stimulus variation in situations that the student will encounter after training. When
selecting examples, begin by looking at each response that the student is to learn. For
each response, define the stimulus that should exert control. Then examine how that
controlling stimulus changes across the different stimulus conditions within the prede-
fined instructional universe. (Homer, McDonnell. & Bellamy. 1986)

Criteria for selecting examples are shown in Table 8-7. This approach is based on the premise
that generalization will be most successfully achieved when individuals are exposed. during
training, to exemplars of the stimuli and responses which are associated with task performance
across all targeted situations and materials.

Solution, Example 14. Each of these strategies could be applied to identify stimuli to teach
vending machine use. To teach all of the possible variations in stimuli, Mr. Ferd would have to
teach his students how to operate all of the vending machines aroundhe decided that this would
be impossible.

The "frequent stimuli" strategy. as well as the other strategies. should be applied first to the
S+. S-. or Si that you suspect may be causing the problem. Mr. Ferd thinks the location of the item
cost (an S+) might be the problem area. In order to determine what "cost location" stimuli to
train, he could first survey all of the machines that he thinks his students might use (i.e., frequent
stimuli) and identify the kinds that occur most often. If, for example. costs are usually displayed
right above the item or right below the item, he would choose machines for training which display
the costs that way.

To use the multiple exemplars strategy. Mr. Feld would include one machine that displayed
cost above the item, one which displayed cost below item, cost displayed next to item, cost listed
on panel below coin slot, and so on.

To apply a general case approach, Mr. Ferd would survey all of the vending machines he
could, and identify stimulus groups with common characteristics for each stimulus event. He
would then teach at least one example from each group so that the entire range of variation is
sampled in the training. For example. at least one of each of the following would he included:
cost displayed above item, cost displayed below item. cost displayed next to item. cost listed on
panel below coin slot. This stimulus (i.e.. cast location) would he systematically varied in a
constellation with other S+ events (e.g., item viewing location, item choice activator. location of
coin slot, amount/cost of item. etc.) (see Table 8-8).

In this example. the site of training (i.e., setting event) would be determined by several
considerations. If Mr. Ferd can arrange to borrow the vending machines he needs. he can conduct
his training in the school. Companies which distribute and operate vending machines may be
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Table tt--7

Selecting and Teaching Examples for General
Case Instruction"

Selecting Examples

1. The tier of positive examples should he similar only with respect to relevant stimuli IS+1.
Irrelevant stimuli [Si[ should he as different as possible across examples.

2. The set of positive examples should sample the range of stimulus variation across which
the learner is expected to respond (i.e., across the instructional universe).

3. A range of negative examples IS-1 should be included (where appropriate) that are
maximally similar to positive examples (e.g., when teaching the generalized skill of
busing cafeteria and restaurant tables, the set of teaching examples should include tables
that should not be bused.

4. Select a set of positive examples that included significant exceptions (e.g.. for generalized
street crossing, cars that pull away from curbs or out of driveNvays are -exceptions- that
need to be taught).

Teaching Examples

1. Teach multiple components of an activity or skill within each training session. With
simple skills (e.g., toothhrushing), teach all the behaviors within each session: with more
complex skills, such as assembling circuit boards, teach portions of the skill that include
multiple components rather than teaching a single component.

2. When the whole skill or activity is taught, use multiple examples within individual
training sessions. Do not train one example at a time in an easy-to-hard sequence. While
the learner experiences more success with an easy-to-hard sequence, she or he also learns
generalization errors that decrease the efficiency of instruction and limit the utility of the
acquired behavior. When presenting multiple examples of varying difficulty, however, it
is reasonable to present a mix of 6O easy examples, 2t)' intermediate examples, and
2O hard examples within a session. This allows the student the opportunity to succeed
with easy examples yet experience the full range of variation needed to prevent generali-
zation errors.

3. Present maximally similar positive and negative examples one right after the other. This
is especia:4 important for behaviors in ;;hich learning when (or where) not to perform
the behavior [S-1 is as important as learning when (or where) to perform the behavior
[S+1. This sequencing technique teaches the learner the specific stimuli that define the
limits within which the target behavior is appropriate.

4. Review examples learned during previous sessions . .. When many examples are being
taught, instructional sequences should include some new and some "old" examples
during each training session.
Teach the general case before teaching exceptions.

Adapted friam -Teaching iteneralized skills: General case instruction on simulation and community settinios" by K H.
Homer, J. J. Mcl)onnell, & Kellar:1y, i'Mb. in Macatum cif learners with Aere handu apt twmpkar
strategies, pp. 289-314. K. H. liorner, 1.. 11. Meyer, & H. 1). Fredericks (Eds.). Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes. Used
with permission.
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Table 14-14
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willing to loan them to the school. However, if he cannot arrange for the vending machines to he
available, he could conduct training where the vending machines are located. If training "on-site"
can't he arranged. he may have to either use vending machines that are available in the school or
construct simulated vending machines. In any case, probes to untrained machines in other settings
would need to be conducted.

Solution, Example 15. Lorraine's teacher identified the following groups of stimulus events:
S+: Greetings (words, phrases, gestures);

Recognition of person who has not been recently greeted;
Activity that can be interrupted to grt . someone.

S-: Not a greeting statement ("See you later," any command, etc.);
Unknown person;
Person previously and recently greeted;
Activity which should not be interrupted to greet someone (e.g., work)

Si: Time of day;
Clothing worn by the greeter;
Setting where greeted (except as noted).

For our example. let us look at the types of specific stimuli identified for the S+. "Greetings."
For a frequent stimuli approach, the teacher would first write down all of the greetings that she

observes in sample observations in the school and the community. She would then select the
greetings that occur most oftenfor example, "Hi," "Hello there," "Good morning," "Hi,
(name)," and "Say, (name)" and train Lorraine to rt- -pond to them. Generalization probes (see
Chapter 7) would include untrained greetings.

To use the multiple exemplar approach. ...orraine's teacher would select several different
greetings and teach them. If Lorraine did generalize to untrained greetings, the number ofexem-
plars selected would have been "sufficient" to produce generalization. Unfortunately, there are
no empirically derived methods for determining how many are "sufficient."

The general case requires steps in addition to observing and recording greetings. Next,
greetings are classified according to different characteristics or components, such as the number of
words in the greeting, whether the person's name is included, interrogative case or not, time of day
delivered, nd resemblance to S- characteristics (e.g., "Good morning." an S+, is similar to
"Good by ," which is an S- for greeting and an S+ for farewell). The teacher would include
representatives of each combination of characteristics in this approach.

Solution, Example 16. Paul's teacher decides to vary the irrelevant stimulus. The color (Si )

of both the S+ and the S- objects will have to he varied so that a particular color or color combina-
tion does not come to act as either an S+ or as an S-.

But what 5+ and S- stimuli should she choose to represent the Si in training? Obviously, si te
can't possibly include all of the colors and color combinations that Paul will encounter. In order to
include frequent stimuli, the teacher would survey all of the toys and other objects in Paul'scuirent
environment and note their colors and color combinations. Colors/combinations that occur most
frequertly would be trained.

The multiple exemplar approach would not necessarily include all "common stimuli," but
should encompass a wide variety of colors/combinations.

In addition to a survey of all of the toys and other S- objects in Paul's current and subsequent
environments, the Si colors would be classified (e.g., bright colors, subtle colors, mono colored.
multicolthett patterned, changeable colors !e.g.. doll clothing!. transparent, etc.), and training
would include at least one example of each.

Solution. Example 17. Ms. Olson surveys the fast food restaurants in Penny's community and
identifies the different "order-pay-get served" options. These include:

(a) order, pay, receive food from one clerk at counter (McDonald's, Burger King. Wendy's):
(b) order and pay one clerk, get beveruge from second clerk, wait to be called for food, pick

up food at third location on counter (Flakey Jake's, Shakey's Pizza);
(c) order and pay one clerk, wait until number is called, get beverage and food from second

clerk (Kidd Valley Hamburger, Hoagy's Deli);
(d) order food from one clerk, order beverage from second clerk, pay second clerk, wait, get

ftxxl from second clerk (lvar's :Ish Bar);
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(e) order, pay, wait, pet food from same clerk (Dick's Drive-in where you can walk-in);
(f) take number, wait until number called, order, get served, pay (Baskin & Robbins,

Schumacher's);
(g) order from one clerk, move down counter while second clerk fills order, pay and receive

food from third clerk (Hank's).
For the frequent stimuli method, she would teach the chains that occur most often in the

community or the ones that Penny currently favors; for the multiple exemplar method, she would
teach several different sequences, and for the general case method, she would teach one example
of each of the different classifications identified.

Solution, Example 1$, One of the sets of stimuli that Cheryl must learn is the set of all S-s for
floor-washing. These include:

(a) hardwood floors or any bare wood floor;
(b) floors with wall-to-wall carpeting;
(c) floors with area rugs (ask whether rugs should be moved, be washed around, or not be

washed);
(d) stone/slate/brick floors that require special treatment.

For each of these classifications, there are many different stimuli that could serve as examples.
Under the frequent stimuli method, the teacher would include stimuli that occur most frequently in
the floors Cheryl would be most likely to clean. With the multiple exemplar method, the teacher
would include several different stimuli from each classification. And, with the general case
method, the teacher would include at least one from each class of the S- stimuli, in combinations
of characteristics.

Generalization Format Problem
If you have followed the rules correctly, and you have eliminated the other problems, we

suspect that there may be a combination of factors inhibiting generalization. To help you identify
potential change strategies, first check that your instruction has included these basic format
considerations introduced in the previous sections of this chapter:

I . Proficient aim. The aim set for the target response should ensure that the target response
is the most efficient means of acquiring the reinforcer (p. 150).

2. Natural reinforcer& The reinforcers which control responding in training are identical to
those which are available to control responding in the generalization situation (p. 153).

3. Natural schedules. The schedule of reinforcement used in training matches the naturally
oc-currini, schedule in the generalization situations (p. 154).

4. Appropriate natural stimuli. The S+, S-. Si. and setting events have been carefully
selected and all have been systematically included in instruction (p. 160).

If you feel that your format meets these basic considerations, the following intervention may
also be useful.

Strategy: Eliminate Training Stimuli
Eliminate all of the stimuli used in instruction which are not available in the generalization

situation. Most often, these are events which are functionally irrelevant to the response (Si), but
are used to facilitate acquisition and/or fluency-building. A discussion of the function of stimulus
events begins on p. 160.

For example, while there might be a huge variety in the types of stimuli associated with eating,
they generally include: a place where food is available (setting event), a desire to eat the food that
is available, and specific food items (S+). These are the natural stimuli that are associated with
eating.

Duni- ; acquisition cii eating behavior, however, the instructor may cut food in bite-sized
pieces, verbally direct each bite (e.g.. "Take a bite"), and schedule instruction to occur at a time
when the ste -*ens 'nay not be hungry. Each of these stimuli (i.e., bite-sized pieces, verbal cue, and
absence of hunger) is not usually associated with the response, but, since it is associated with
reinforcement during training, it may come to control responding. For zxample, the cue "Take a
bite" may come to control respondingwhen that cue is not given, the student may not eat.
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Table 8-9

Examples of Training Stimuli

Example I: Desired Behavior = Head Up

Stimuli Type

Activity in classroom Natural S+

Teacher verbally cues"Head up" Synthetic S+ (used for training)

Example II: Desired Behavior = Dresses Self

Stimuli Type

Shortly after waking; before and after PE;
before and after swimming:
before and after special event

Dressing program occurs at 10 am daily,
regardless of necessity of changing clothes

Puts shirt over bare chest or undershirt

Puts shirt over other shin

Privacy

Lots of people around

Natural

Synthetic S+
Natural S-

Natural St

Synthetic S+
Natural S-

Natural S+

Synthetic S+
Natural S-

Commonly used teaching events include ..Prbal directions, demonstrations, prompts, massed
trials, and so on. These events may be defined oily through comparison with the events which
precede the response in natural, riontraining situ itions. In addition, the classification of events
may be related to the age of the behaver. For example, verbal directions to "Go to bed" may be
natural with youngsters, but not natural with adults. Some examples are shown in Table 8-9.

Stimulus control exerted by teaching event; can be avoided or eliminated by (a) varying the
type of teaching event used during acquisition, (b) probing often to determine if performance can
occur without the event, and, if it can, drop the use of that event immediately, and (c) gradually
reducing the intensity, severity, or def,ree of event used (e.g., reduce verbal prompts from normal
tone of voice to a whisper and then eliminate completely).
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The steps in matching generalization strategies to learners are described in this chapter. Of
course, we need more research to support the use of Decision Rules. But we believe that using
these rules will increase our effmtiveness in programming for generali:atirm. The rules are not
infallible. Use your data. Use your intelligence. And. if one strategy failsTRY AGAIN!
Generalization is the capstone of instruction. Without it. we fail .as teachers. Achieve it. and
increased independence and integration are the true results.



Chapter 9

DECISION RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR

GENERALIZATION

Kathleen A. Liberty

The Decision Rules for Generalization consist of a series of questions regarding the current
performance level of the target skill in probe and target situations and conditions in the generaliza-
tion setting. It is assumed that. prior to the application of the Decision Rules, the target behavior
and criterion levels of performance in the generalization setting have been identified.

When to Apply Decision Rules
Decision rules should be applied following a generalization probe.
I. Before instruction occurs. In one of five situations, we have found that initial assessment

of students incorrectly identifies skills which need instruction for acquisition, when in fact the
student is already performing that skill in another setting. In these cases, probes will help you
recognize that the skill does not need instruction for acquisition, but procedures to make sure that
the skill generalizes to the school situation. Once you have the information from the probe. you
may usn the Decision Rules to assist in selecting a particular strategy to facilitate the transfer to
school.

2. Following skill acquisition. Generalization is not likely to occur until the skill has been
acquired (see Chapters 4 and 5). Once the acquisition aim is met, a generalization probe should be
conducted. The Decision Rules are then used to determine if the skill has generalized, and if not,
to determine what type of strategy to use to facilitate generalization.

3. Following use of generalization strategy. Once you have implemented a generalization
strategy and (a) the student has met aim under the new instructional procedures which incorporate
generalization and/or (b) the target situation has been modified sufficiently. you should reprobe to
determine the status of the skill and if an additional strategy should be used. These procedures
continue until generalization is achieved.

Hc.v to Use the Decision Rules
Probe for generalization. To begin, you will need to conduct one or more generalization

probes, as described in Chapter 7. The probe situations you select should match the conditions
specified in the IEP objective for the skill (as described in Chapter 6). You may use the Generali-
zation Probe Report (shown in Table 9I ) to record information about student performance. the
probe situation, and events during the probe. Reading through the questions and procedures before
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you probe will help you identity what to look for in your observations or what questions to ask -An
the probe interview.

2. Follow step-by-step questions. Once you have completed the probes, you will he ready to
apply the Decision Rules for Generalization. These rules are presented as a sequence of questions
(shown in Table 9-2). Information about student performance and probe events is used to answer
each question, as described in the "Procedures" column of the Decision Rules (Table 9-2). The
answer determines whether you continue in the sequence or stop, because you have identified the
nature of the decision to be made. If you are unsure of whether the problem you identify is the
real problem, you may wish to read the examples included in the previous chapter.

The Generalkotim Decision Report (see Table 9-3) may be used to record the decision
process for a particular student's skill. A new report would be completed each time the process
was initiated.

3. Select a strategy or combination of strategies. The list which accompanies the decision
step will provide guidance. A description of each strategy and examples of how each can be
applied is provided in the preceding chapter (see Table 9-4).

It will be necessary to develop an instructional plan incorporating the selected strategy or
strategy combination. Depending on the strategy selected, it may also be necessary to train people
in the new procedures; to arrange transportation; to adapt, construct, or purchase materials; to
survey a number of settings; to identify nature! reinforcers; and so forth.

4. Implement the strategy. Use the new strategy until the student has reached desired
performance levels and/or the next generalization probe is conducted. You may wish to establish
an aim date by which you expect the strategy to be effective, in keeping with the aim date estab-
lished in the objective.

5. Reprobe for generalization. Conduct a new generalization probe while the strategy is in
effect, at the aim date, and/or when the student has reached desired performance levels in training.
Then repeat steps I through 5 as needed.

Examples
Examples of Probe and Generalization Decision Reports arc provided in the tables at the end of

the chapter.

Decision Rules Flow Chart
Once you have; i,,.:zome familiar with the prxedures involved in applying the Decision Rules,

as described in Table 9-2, you may wish to use the flow chart at the back of the chapter (Figure
9-1) to guide your decision steps. To use this chart, you follow the lettered sequence of questions
enclosed in the diamonds. In some cases, the questions have been slightly reworded so that the
information will fit into the available space. The possible answers to each question are circled. If
you find that you need more information to answer a particular question, you may need to review
your probes, or reprobe to collect the needed information.
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Table 9-1

Generalization Probe Report

Student: Date:

IEP Objective :'

Student Performance'

(1) Who provided the information on student performance?

(2) Was the skill directly observed for this probe?

(3) How many opportunities did the student have to perform the skill?

(4) When were the opportunities provided?

(5) Did the student perform the target skill?

(6) Did the student display inappropriate behavior or a previously
learned skill instead of, or in addition to. the target skill?

(7) Did the student fail to respond?

(K) Describe the student's performance:

189

Probe Situation

Reinfrireers Accessed by %Went'

(13)
(1.4)

(15)
416)
(17t

Were natural reinfiners ha. performance 44 the skill,
Were not natural reinforcers for the skill.
Included both natural and not natural reinforcers.
Person reinforced inappropriate behavior, twitter behavior. or nouresponse,
with reinforcer which should have been available tiff performance of skill.
Student accessed natural reinforcer by doing something else.
Person attended to other behavior.
Person completed the skill task.
Person physically assisted the student to complete the skill task.
Person provided another reinforcer.
Student did not access reinforcers.
Describe what happened:

Stimuli Which Triggered the Opportunity to Perform the Skill'
(19) 1 I Were natural stimuli which ociamed winnow need fur intervention.
(211) t ) Were naturally provided by perMsh in the generaliiiitionsituation.
(21) 1 I Were not natural stimuli for the skill.
122) t ) Included both natural and not natural stimuli.
123) 1 ) Included training stimuli.
124) 1 1 Other:

t "nnditiims Which Differed From Instruction tt'beck all that apply).
(25) ( I Materials or abject.. Describe:

QM 4 I Setting. scribe:

127) 1 t Probe manager or perwons who interacted with stude,'.
12141 4 1 Person cued the student what to do.
(29) ( ) Person did not cue the student what to do.
130) I Person encouraged the student.
(31) ( ) Person did not entourage the student.
132) ( I peimut physically assisted to pity sivally plithtorti the qutieht.
433) 1 ) Person did not physically assist or prompt the student.
(34 t 1 ) Person reinforced as often.
(35) ( Person reinforced less frequently.
I 3b) 4 I Student's performance crituitedicorreeted more I requeinly.
(37) ( ) Student's perftwrmance a-rind/I-it/corrected less often

I ) Person pnwided feedback on performanve, especially cruses or nustakes.
(18) ( ) Person did nut provide feedback.
39) I > Person praised the student during/atter skill per lonnance,

140) I Person did not praise the snaknt,
1414 4 1 Other:

'Answers needed to apply lkcision Rules.
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QUESTION

Table 9-2

Decision Rules fur Generalization

PROCEDURES ANSWER NEXT STEPDECISION

A. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target Munitions?

Probe for generalization in
all desired situations, then
compare performance with
criteria (IF.P objective).

yes 1 SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
* Step ahead to a more difficult
level of skill * Choose a new ;kill
to teach

EXIT sequence

nom CONTINUE with question R.

B. Has skill been acquired? Compare performance in
instructional situation vt ith
criteria, for acquisition or
performance levels specified
in IEP objective. Answer
yes if student has met
performance levels in
training situation but not
in generalization.

yes CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
* Continue instruction

EXIT sequence

C. Is generalization desired
to only a few situations?

Analyze function of skill in yes
current and future
environments available to no
student.

CONTINUE with question D.

CONTINUE with question E

D. Is it possible to train
directly in those
situations?

Arc all situations frequently
accessible for training so
that training time is likely
to be adequate to meet aim
date in IEP objective?

E. Is the student reinforced
even though he/she does
not do the target skill?

Observe student behavior
during probes and note events
which follow appropriate,
inappropriate, target, ar.i
nontarget skills. Determine
if those events which shoutd
follow t'..e target skill, or
have been ..;bown to reinforce
other skills, are presented to
the student, or available even
if he does not respond, or if he
does the skill incorrectly, or if
he misbehaves.

yes 3 LIMITED GENERALIZATION
SITUATIONS
* Train a desired situation
* Train sequentially in all situations
(i.e., sequential modification)

EXIT sequence

no

yes

no

CONTINUE with question E.

CONTINUE with question F.

CONTINUE with question H.

Continue to next page.
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Table 9-2 (continued)

QUESTION PROCEDURES

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinforced?

ANSWER NEXT STEP/DECISION

Answer yes only if
the student is reinforced
for doing nothing

accesses reinforcers
for -no response").

Rules
183

yes 4 NONCONTINGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
* Alter generalization contingencies

no CONTINIK: with question G.

G. Is the behavior
reinforced by the
same reinforcers a:.
the target skill?

If misbehavior or other
behavior accesses same
reinforcer available for
target skill, answer yes.

yes 5 COMPETING BEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
* Increase proficiency * Amplify
instructed behavior * Alter
generalization contingencies

EXIT sequence

tro 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
* Alter generalization contingencies

EXIT sequence

H. Did the student generalize
once at or close to
criterion performance
levels and then not as
well on other
opportunities?

Consider performance in yes
current and past probes.
Compare student performance
for each response opportunity
with performance level
specified in objective. If
near criterion performance
occurred on the first response
opportunity, and performance
was poor or nonexistent
after that, answer yes.

7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
* Program natural reinforcers
* Eliminate training reinforcers
'4 Use natural schedules * Use
natural consequences Teach
self- reinforcement * Teach to
solicit reinforcement * Reinforce
generalized behavior * Alter
generalization contingencies

EXIT sequence

nog CONTINUE with question I.

I. Did the student respond
partially correctly
during at least one
response opportunity?

Analyze anecdotal data and
observation notes from
probe.

yes S DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli: * Use all stimuli * Use
frequent stimuli * Use multiple
exemplars * Use general case
exemplars

EXIT sequence

no CONTINUE with question J.

J. Did the student fail to
perform any pan of the
target skill?

Analyze student performance yes
during probe situation.

9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING

Increase proficiency * Program
natural reinforcers * Use natural
schedules * Use appropriat., natural
stimuli * Eliminate training stimuli

EXIT sequence

no STOP. You have made an error in the
sequence. Beg'n again at Question A.
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Student

Decision-Maker

QUESTION

Table 9-3

Generalization Ikeision Report

Skill

Date

ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

A. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target situations?

yes SUCCESSFUL INSTRIICTION
( ) Step ahead to a more difficult level of skill
( ) Choose a new skill to teach

no CONTINUE with question B.

B. Has skill been acquired? yes

no

CONTINUE with question C.

2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) Continue instruction

C. Is generalization desired
to only a few situations?

yes CONTINUE with question D.

n CONTINUE with question E.

D. Is it possible to train
directly in those
situations?

E. Is the student reinforced
even though he/she does
not do the target skill?

yes 3 LIMITED GENERALIZATION
SITUATIONS
( ) Train in desired situation
( ) Train sequentially in all situations
[i.e., sequential modification'

no CONTINUE with question E.

yes CONTINUE with question F.

no CONTINUE with question H.

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinforced?

yes 4 NONCONTINGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( Alter generalization contingencies

no CONTINUE with question G.

G. Is the behavior
reinforced by the
same reinforcers as
the target skill?

Yes

no

5 COMPETING BEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
( ) Increase proficiency
( ) Amplify instructed behavior
( ) Alter genendization contingencies

6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization c-ontingencies

Continue to next page.



Table 9-3 (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS
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H. Did the student generalize
once at or close to
criterion performance
levels and then not as
well cm other
opportunities?

Yes T REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
( ) Program natural reinforcer%
( ) Eliminate training reinfonxrs
( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use natural consequences
( ) Teach svlf-reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit reinforcement
( ) Reinforce generalized behavior
( ) Aber generalization contingencies

no CONTINUE with question I.

I. Did the student respond
partially correctly
during at least one
response opportunity?

yes

no

DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli; ( ) Use all stimuli ( ) Use
frequent stimuli ( ) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use general case
exemplars

CONTINUE with question J.

.1. Did the student fail to
perform any pan of the
target skill?

yes 9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING
FORMAT
( Increase proficiency ( ) Program
natural reinforcer% ( ) Use natural
schedules ( ) Use appropriate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate training stimuli

no STOP. You have made an error in the
sequence. Begin again at Question A.
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Table 9-4

Index to Additional Information About Strategies

3. Limited Generali:ation Situations 145
Train in target situation 146

4. Noncontingent Reinforcer Problem 146
Alter generalization contingencies 151

5. Competing 13,,arior 146
Increase proficiency 150
Amplify instructed behavior 151
Alter generalization contingencies 151

6. Competing Reinforcer 146
Alter generalization contingencies 151

7. Reinforcing Function 152
Program natural reinforcers 153
Eliminate training reinforcers 154
Use natural schedules 154
Use natural consequences 158
Teach self-reinforcement 158
Teach to solicit reinforcement 159
Reinforce generalized behavior 159
Alter generalization contingencies 160

8. Discrimination Function Strategies 160
Vary stimuli 164

All stimuli 165
Freouent stimuli 165
Muttiple exemplars 165
General case exemplars 165

9. Generalization Format Strategies 169
Increase proficiency 150
Eliminate training stimuli 169
Program natural reinforcers 153
Use natural schedules 154
Use appropriate natural stimuli 160



Table 9-5
Mark

Gereralization Probe Report

Student: Mark Date: Oct. 29
Mark will demonstrate the ability to suck

IEP Objective : liquid through a straw without spilling
liquid from his moath. The straw will be placed through the
plastic lid of a plastic glass. The glass will be held by a
member of the classroom. Generalization to home & community
settings, to other cup-straw combinations, & to other people
holding cup will be determined when Mark sucks independently
on 80% of opportunities before person signals that he/she has
waited too long (e.g., by removing cup or leaving, etc.)

196

Student Performance*

co Whoprovidedtheinformationonstudentperformance?
staff not doing instruct in; parent; volunteer

(2) Wastheskilldirectlyobservedforthisprobe?
yes

(3) How many opportwaties did the student have to perform the skill?
3 @ home; 3 @ school; 6 on field-trip

(4) When were the opportunities provided?
at natural meal times / school snack time

(5) Did the student perform the target skill?
yes

(6) Did the student display inappropriate behavior or a previously learned
skill instead of, or in addition to the target skill?
no

(7) Did the student fail to respond?

no
(8) Describethestudenespeitammcv
field trip to zoo: 6 sips in 35 seconds, then drank
8 oz. of apple juice in about 5 minutes.
home: used a regular glass & regular plastic straw.
"drank all of the ,/uice right away at a good rates
school: 3 different people offered juice (4 oz. each).
3 different locations in roomstanding table, in wheel-
chair, w/out tray table; in wheelchair w/tray table.
(Used regular cup used in classroom instruction). All finished w/in 2 minutes, no

spilling, "very fast" , "much faster than trying to get him to drink from a cup'

Probe Situation

Reinforeers Accessed by Student*
(9) t iJ Were natural reinforcer: for perform= of the skill.

(10) ( ) Were not natural reinforcen for the skill.
(11) ( ) hie:hided bath natural and not natural zeinforcers.
(12) ( ) Person Malmo:id inappropriate behavior, other behavior. or nonsesponse, with

reinforcer which dicald have been available for performance of skill.
(13) ( ) Student accessed natural reinforcer by doing something else.
(14) ( ) Person attended to other behavior.

( ) Person conspleted the skill task.
((11:)) () Person physically assisted the student to complete the skill task,

(17) ( ) Person provided another reinforcer.
(18) ( ) Student did not mss reinforces.

Describe what happened:

Stimuli Which
19)

(20)
(21)

(23) ( )
(24) ( )

Triggered the Opportunity to Perform the Skill*
Were natural stimuli whidt =wed without need for intervention.
Were flannelly provided by perms in the generalintionsituation.
Were not natural aimuli for the skill.
Included both natural and net natural stimuli.
Included training stimuli.
Other.

ConditionsWhichnifferedFromInsturctioP(Cheekallthatapply)*
(25) 0 MatoialsorobjectaDescrimpC . glass & paper straw;

glass tumbler & plo tic straw + training glass
(26) (4 Setting. Describe: w/lid & straw

(27) ( )
(25) ( )
(29) VO
(30) ( )
(31) 94
(32)
(33) ( )
(34) ( )
(35 (
(36)

)
( )

(37) ( )

39)
ENO W)
( (,)
(40) (4)
(41) ( )

classroom, picnic on field-trip, home
Probe manager or persons who interacted with student.
Penal cued the student what to do.
Person did not cue the student what to do.
Person encouraged the student.
Person did not encourage the student
Person physically assisted or physically prompted the student.
Person did not physically assist or prompt the student.
Person it -info:vied as often.
Person reinforced less frequently.
Student's performance critierzediconected more f:equently
Student's performance critiazediconected less often.
Person provided feedback on perfomianee, especially errors or mistakes.
Person did not provide feedbadt.
Person praised the student during/after skill performance.
Person did not praise the student.
Other

*Answen needed to apply Decit.itm Rules.
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Table 9-5, Mark (continued)

Generalization Decision Report

Student nark
Skill Vse a straw

Decision-Maker Date NOV.

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

A. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target situations?

1 SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
(X) Step ahead to a more difficult
level of skill ( ) Choose a new skill
to teach

no CONTINUE with question B.

Teach nark to had
the glass by himself

B. Has skill been acquired? yes CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) Continue instruction

C. Is generalization desired yes
to only a few situations?

no

CONTINUE with qmstion D.

CONTINUE with question E.

D. Is it possible to train
directly is those
situations?

yes 3 LIMITED GENERALIZATION
SITUATIONS
( ) Train in desired situation
( ) Train sequentially in all situations
[i.e., sequential modification)

no CONTINUE with question E.

E. Is the student reinforced yes
even though he/she does
not do the target skill? no

CONTINUE with question F.

CONTINUE with question H.

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinforced?

yes 4 NONCONTINGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization contingenices

no CONTINUE with question G.

G. Is the behavior
reinforca; by the
same reinforcers as
the target skill?

yes S COMPETING BEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
( ) Irrrease proficiency
( ) Amplify instructed behavior
( ) Alba generalization contingencies

no 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

Continue to rut page.
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Table 9-5, Mark (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

Rules
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H. Did the student generalize
once .nt or close to
critarion
levels and then not as
well on other
opportunities?

Yes 7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
( ) Program natural reinforr.ers
0 Eliminate training =infarcts
( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use natural consequences
( ) Teach self-reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit reinforcement
( ) Reinforce generalized behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no CONTINUE with question 1.

Did the student respond
partially amectly
during at least one
response opportunity?

yes 8 DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROILEM
Vary stimuli: ( ) Use all stimuli ( ) Use
frequent stimuli ( ) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use general case
exemplars

no CONTINUE with question J.

J. Did the student fail to
pecan any part of the
target skill?

yes 9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING
F ORMAT
( ) hyrease proficiency ( ) Program
natural reinforcas ) Use natural
schedules ( ) Use appreFiate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate naming stimuli

no STOP. You have male an my in the
sequence. Begin again at Question A.
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Table 9-6
Sally

Generalization Probe Report

Student: Sally Date: October 21

lEPObjective:* Sally wil7. demonstrate the ability to turn
on radios/tape recorder /t. v. with either turn-knob,
roll-friction switch, push-button, or pull-button method
of activation, when given untrained leisure appliance. She
will be able to locate switch and turn on within 10 seconds
without assistance or cues. (All appliances presented)
Aim date: December 22

Student Performance*

(i) Whoprovidedtheinformationonstudentperformance?
teacher

(2) Wastheskilidirecilyobservedforthisirobe?
yes

(3) Howmanyopportunitiesdidthestudenthavetoperformtheskill7
six

(4) When weretheopportunitiespiovided?
during "free" time in classroom

(5) Did the student perform the target skill?
yes, 3 of 6

(6) Did the student display inappropriate behavior or a previously learned
skill instead of, or in addition to, the target skill?
no

(7) Did the student fail to respond?
no--always tried

(8) Describe the student's performance;
1. radio w/turn-knob (Correct, 4 sec.)
2. radio w/friction switch (Error, 36 sec.), tried

wrong switch, trying to turn knob
3. radio w/turn -knob (Correct, 9 sec.)
4. Walkman w/friction switch (Correct, B sec.)
5. portable tape recorcer w/push button (Error, 35 sec.)

kept trying to push, seemed not to push hard enough
6. t.v. w/pull button (Error, 25 sec.) - -could not locate

Probe Situation

Reinforcers Accessed by Student*
(9) (X) Were natural reinfarcers for performance of the skill.

(10) ( ) Were not natural reinfoners for the skill.
(I I) ( ) Included both natural and not neutral itinforcers.
(12) ( ) Person reinforced inariptopriate behavior, other behavior, or 1101utspanse, with

reinforcer which should have been available for pexformence of skill.(13) ( ) Student accessed natural reinforcer by doing somethirqtelse.
(14) ( ) Person attended to other behavior.
(15) ( ) Person completed the skill tarp.
(16) ( ) Person phyncally assisted the student to complete the skill task.
(17) ( ) Persoo provided another reinforaer.
(18) ( ) Strident did not access reinforcen.

Describe what happened:

Stimull1Vhkb
(19) Oil
(20) ( )
(21) ( )
(22) ( )
(24) 3)

(
( )

)(24)

TriggeredtheOpunityloPerformtheSkill*
Were natural stiuttuli vtit occurred without need for illterVIZILM.
Were naturally provided by Acuson in the generalizationsituation.
Were nut natural stimuli for the skill.
Included both natural and not natural stimuli.
Included training stimuli.
Other:

Conditions Which Differed From Instruction (Check all that apply)*
(25) () Materials or objeds. Describe:

see description in student performance
(26) ( )

(27) ( )
(28) C)
(29) PO
(30) ( )
(31)
(32) )
(33)
(35) )34
(

(37)
(36) ( )

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41) ( )

Swing. Describe:
classroom & music room at school
Probe manager or persons who interacted with student.
Person cued the student what to do.
Person did not cue the suntan what to do.
Person encouraged the student.
Person did not encourage the student.
Person physically assisted or physically prompted the student.
Person did not physically assist or promo the student.
Person reinforced in attn.
Person reinforced less frequently.
Student's petfonnance critieizedicorrected more frequently.
Student's perfume criticized/corrected less often.
Person provided feedback on pmformance, especially errors or mistakes.
Person did not provide feedback.
Person praised the student during/after skill performance.
Person did not praise the student.
Other:

*Answers
needed to apply Decision Rules.
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Table 9-6, Sally (continued)

Generalization Decision Report

Student Sally Skill

Decision-Maker Date

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION

Rules
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activate switch on appliance

October 15

COMMENTS

A. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target situations?

yes 1 SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
( ) Step ahead to a more difficult
level of skill ( ) Choose a new skill
to teach

no CONTINUE with question 13.

B. Has skill been acquired? .4 CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) Continue instruction

C. Is generalization desired yes
to only a few situations?

CONTINUE with question P.
Zots of different types of

CONTINUE with question E. radios, too, tape recorders, etc.
D. Is it possible to train

directly in those
situations?

Yes 3 LIMITED GENERALIZATION
SITUATIONS

) Train in desired situation
( ) Train sequentially in all situations
[i.e., sequential modification]

no CONTINUE with question E.

E. Is the student reinforced yes
even though hie does
not do the target skill? 0

CONTINUE with question F.

CONTINUE with question H.

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinfinced?

yes 4 NONCONTINGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization contingenices

no CONTINUE with question G.

G. Is the behavior
reinforced by the
same reinforces as
the target skill?

yes S COMPETING BEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
( ) Increase proficiency
( ) Amplify instructed behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

Continue to next page.
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Table 9-6. Sake (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

Did the student generalize
once at or clam to
criterion performance
levels and then not as
well an other
opportunities?

yes 7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
( ) Ptagram natural reinforce
( ) Eliminate training minfoners
( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use maul consequences
( ) Teach self - reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit reinforcement
( ) Reinforce generalized behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

0 CONTINUE with questicm I.

Was not able to do "once well"
for all switch types:
once well for friction switch;
did not do pull button or push
button; twice well for turn
knob.

From examples in Chapter 8,
not a "reinforcing function"
problem

L Did the student respond
partially correctly
during at leas one
response opportunity?

8 DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli: ( ) Use all stimuli ( ) Use
rrequent stimuli (x) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use general case
exemplars

no CONTINUE with question J.

Sally tried to activate all
of the switches. We'll try
more training on a wider
variety of switches, and vary
the location of switches too.

J. Did the student fail to
perform any part of the
target skill?

yes 9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING
FORMAT
( ) Increase proficiaicy ( ) Program
natural reinfarcas ithe natural
schedules ( ) Use wpropriate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate warning stimuli

no STOP. You have nacre an error in the
sequence. Begin Lgain at Question A.
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Table 9-7
George

Generalization Probe Report

Student: George Date: December 12

IEP Objective:* George will point to either a symbol
for 'yes' or a symbol for 'no' (green & red pieces of

cardboard, respectively) to answer "Do you want (object)7"
questions. He will answer 6 of 8 questions w/in 10
seconds. He will answer questions in at least 3 different
non-school settings, when asked by people other than the
classroom staff who instruct the skill. The aim date is
June 6.

Student Performance's

Who provided the information on student perfmmance?
People who asked questions

Was the skill directly observed for this probe?
Yee

How many opportunities did the student have to perform the skill?
6

When were the opportunities provided?
Natural opportunitiea
Did the student perform the target skill?
Yes--answered 3 questions

Did the student display inappropriate behavior or a previously learned
skill instead of, or in addition to, the target skill? Yes--reached for
then pointed to yes 'hen prompted to do so (trial

Did the student fail to respond?
Yes--no response to 3 questions
Describe the student's performance: Questions and response:

Do you want the napkin (NR) (23 sec.)
cookies (NI?) (24 sec.)

milk (yes) (23 sec.)
milk (yes) (6 sec.)
milk (yes) (19 sec.)
milk (NR) (31 sec.)

Probe Situation

Reinforcers Accessed by Student*
(9) GO Were natural reinforcers for of the skill.

(10) ( ) Were not natural minforeen or the drill
(11) ( ) Included both natural and not natural reinforces.
(12) (70 Persia reinforced inapplepriate behavior, other behavior, or non:awns; with

reinforcer which should have been available for performantx of aloll.
(13) O Student accessed neutral nankin= by doing something else.
(14) Person attended to other behavior.
(15) ( ) Person completed the skill task.
(16) ( ) Person physically assisted the student to complete the skill task.
(17) ( ) Person provided another reinforcer.
(111) ( ) Student did not access minion:en.

Describe what happened:

Stimuli Which Triggered the Opportunity to Perform the Skill*
(19) (4 Were natural stimuli which occurred without need for intervention.
(20) (Jr) Were naturally *dal by persons in the genendirationsituation.
(21) ( Werenot Stintilh for the skill.
(22) (iQ Included both natural and not natural stimuli.
(23) ( ) Included training stimuli.
(24) ( ) Other:

Conditions Which Differed From Instruction (Check all that apply)*
(25) ( ) Materials or objects. Describe:

(26) (x) Setting. Describe:

g13milk, (29)

3 & 5) (3°)
(31) ( )

)(32 (
(33) ( )
(34) (
(33 ( )

)

(36)
(37)

(38) ( )
(39) ) (

)
)

(40 (
(41) ( )

Pr to manager te persons who interacted with student.
Person cued the student what to do.
Penn did not cue the student what to do.
Person encouraged the studan.
Person did not encourage the student.
Person physically assisted or physically prompted the student.
Person did not physically assist cw prompt the student
Person reinforced as often.
Person unforced leas fsoq
Student's performance critieized/conected more frequently.
Student's performance criticised/congaed less often.
Perna provided feedback oa performance, especially armors or mistakes.
Person did not provide feedback.
Pence praised the seat:lac during/afar skill performance.
Person did not praise the student
Other:

*Answers
needed to apply Decision Rules.
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Table 9-7, George (continued)

Stuuent

Generalization Decision Report

George

Decision -Maker

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION

Skill answers yes,'no

January 8

COMMENT'S

A. Has skill generalized
at the desired level
in all target situations?

yes 1 SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
( ) Step alordd to a more difficult
level of skill ( ) Chotre a new skill
to teach

B. Has skill been wquired?

CONTINUE with question B.

CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) C ontinue instruction

C. Is generalization desired yes CONTINUE with question D.
to only a few situations?

0 CONTINUE with question E.

D. Is it possible to train
directly in those
situations?

yes 3 LIMITED GEINIERAUZATION
SIATIONS
( ) Train in desixed situation
( ) Train sequentially in all situations
[i.e., sequential modification)

no CONTINUE with question E.

E. Is the student reinforced
even though he/she does
not do the target skill? no

CONTINUE with question F.

CONTINUE with questim H.

The 'no-response' functions
like a "no" in this situation,
since he doesn't get the item.

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinforced?

..1.#74 4 NONCWIDIGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
(x) Alter generalization contingcnices

no CONTINUE with question G.

G. Is the behavior
reinforced by the
same reinforcers as
the target skill?

yes 5 COMPETING BEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
( )l proficiency
( ) Amplify instructed behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generaliraticm contingencies

All questions asked seemed to
be ones the questioner expected

be answered 'yes.' Also,
gets asked another question
even if didn't answer first
one. To change this situation,
the questioner has the item
Vor prevents George from
taking it himself (maybe too
artificial). Bain problem is
that he doesn't have to answer.
Try changing the contingencies
so that he does have to

Continue to next page.
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Table 9-7, George (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

Rules
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H. Did the student generalize
once at or close M
criterion performance
levels and then not as
well on other
opportunities?

Yes 7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
( ) Program natural reinfomers
( ) Eliminate training reinforcers
( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use natural consequences
( ) Teach self-reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit retforcement
( ) Reinforce generalized behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no CONTINUE with question L

I. Did the student respond yes
partially cermctly
during at least one
response opportunity?

$ DISCRIMINATION) FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli: ( ) Use all simuli ( ) Use
fruits= stimuli ( ) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use general case
exemplars

no CONTINUE with question J.

J. Did the student fail to
perform any part of the
target skill?

yes 9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING
FORMAT
( Incsease woficialcy ( ) Program
natural rein/km:as ( ) Use natural
schedule' s ( ) Use appropiate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate training stimuli

no STOP. You have made an error in the
sequence. Begin again at Question A.



Table 9-8
Linda

Generalization Probe Report

Student: Linda Date: January 25

IEF Objective:* Linda will wipe her mouth to clear food/
drtnk from her face within 5 seconds of a request to
do 80--at home and at school. People requesting can
be anyone seated at lunch table (exclude instructors
for this program). Linda will follow this direction
2 out of 3 requests.

Student Performance*

(1) Who provided the infonmaitm on student performance?

person requesting skill & parent
(2) Was the skill diet ly observed for this probe?

yes
(3) How maw upporttmities did the studem have to perform the skill?

9 at school/several at home
(4) When %me the opportunities pmvided?

natural times 0 meals (lunch 0 school /dinner 0 home)
(5) Did the student perform the target skill?

yea (2 of 9 trials 0 school); none at home
(6) Did the student display inawroxiate behavior or a previously tarred

skill instead of, or in addition to, the target skill? yes: tear up napkin,
play peek-a-boo (home); wipe hair, neck (school)

Probe Situation

Reinforeers Accessed by Stagiest*
(9) 03 Were num" minforeas for pcdonnanc:e critic slut.

(10) ( ) Were not naiad minfomers for the skil.
(11) ( ) Included both natural and amt °antral reinforces.
(12) ( ) Person reinforced inappmeisse behavior, other behavior, or neuresponie, with

itinfoster whidt *amid -hive been available for pedonnance of akill.
(13) () Student aceessel nand minforarr by doing someding else.
(14) () Person attended so ether behavior.
(15) Person complued de skill task.
(16)

i
Paean physically missed the student to complete the skill task.

1(17) Person provided another reinfoner.
(18) ( ) Student did not access reinforcem

Desalle what happened:

Stimuli Which Triggered the Opportunity to Perform the Skill*
(19) ( ) Were nannal stimull which ccanted without need for intavernion.
(20) a) Were naturally pem, by persons in the generalizationsimation.

1) ) Were not stiendi far the skill.
(P) ( ) Included both manual and not naesral
gig ) qp Ineloded inriniug stimidi.
(24) ( ) Othen

Conditions Which Differed From Instruction (Check all that apply)*
. (25) ( ) Materials or objects. Deltaibe.:

(7) Didthestudmafailtonmpund?
no

00 Describe the student's performance: School T._ be conducted first:
responded correctly w/in 2 sec. on trials 1 & 4 --inappropriate behavior, which was ignored, on other
trials. Got to continue eating w/out wiping mouth.
Home probe: mother reported that she tore up paper napkins
& laughed each time; played peek-a-boo w/cloth napkins.She has never seen her wipe her mouth. Reports thather dad taught her to tear up napkins.

(26) ( ) Sating. Describe:

(v)
(29) ri

)

(29)
(30(31 ( )

(32) ill
(33)

)
(34) i 1(35(
(36
(37)

)
H
( )

(38) 8(39)
(40) ( )
(41) ( )

Probe manager or persons who intesucte4 with student.
Person cued die student what to do.
Person did not c the student what to do.
Pusan encouraged the modem-
Person did not encourage the student.
Person physically assisted of physically primpted the student.
Pusan did not &1-1 y assist or prompt the student.
Pusan reinforced as often.
Person reinforced less frequently.
Sodas's perfonnance criticizediumected nee frequently.
Student's perfornunce criticized/corrected less often.
Person provided feather* perfennaner especially errors or mistakri.
Pusan did not provide feedback.
Pawn praised the student during/after skill performance.
Person did not praise the student.
Other:

trial at
home

*Answers
needed to apply Decision Rules.



Table 9-8, Linda (continued)

Generalization Decision Report

Student Linda

Decision-Maker

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION

Skip wipes mouth with napkin

Date February 2

Rules
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COMMENTS

A. Has skill d yes 1 SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
at the desired level ( ) Step ahead to a more difficult
in all target situations? level of skill ( ) Choose a new skill

to teach

CONTINUE with question B.

B. Has skill been acquired? CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) Cocain= instruction

C. Is generalization desired yes CONTINUE with gnostical D.
to only a few situations?

ne CONTINUE with q =don E.

D. Is it possible to train
directly in those
situations?

yes 3 LIMTIED GENERALIZATION
SITUATIONS
( ) Train in desired situation
( ) Train sequentially in all situations
[Le., sequential mothfkation]

no CONTINUE with questkm E.

E. Is the student reinforced
even thing,' he/she does
not do the target *ill?

CONTINUE with question F.

no CONTINUE with question H.

Three possible reinforcera.
getting next bite whether
she wipes or not; having

F. Does the student fail
to respond and is
reinforced?

yes 4 NONCONTINGENT REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization amtingenices

10 CONTINUE with questicat G.

G. Is the behavior yes S COMPETING BEHAVIOR
reinforced by the PROBLEM
same reinforcers as ( ) Increase proficiency
the target skill? ( ) Amplify instructed behavior

( ) Alva generalization contingencies

0 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
MOSLEM
(X) Alter generalization contingencies

clean face (when she wipes
it or when someone wipes
it for her), and attention
for other behaviors like
tearing up the napkin or

playing peek-a-boo.

The only way I can see to
figure this cut is to etareos
altering the consequences
(no attention for peek-a-
boo; no going on w /meal)
until she wipes.

Ccmtinuetonextpage.
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Table 9-8, Linda (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

H. Did the student generalize yes
once at or close to
criterion perfonnimce
levels and then not as
wen on other
opportunities?

7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM
( ) Program natural reinforcess
( ) Eliminate training reinforcers
( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use natural consequences
( ) Teach self-reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit reinfcavenutnt
( ) Reinforce gencalized behavior
( ) Alter generalizes contingencies

no CONTINUE wira question I.

I. Did the student respond
partially ccurectly
during at least one
response opportunity?

Yes 3 DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli: ( ) Use all stimuli ( ) Use
frequent stimuli ( ) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use gaml case
exemplars

no CONTINUE with question J.

J. Did the student fail to
perform any pan of the
target skill?

Yes 9 GENERALIZATION 'TRAINING
FORMAT
( ) browse proficiency ( ) Program
natural reinftncers ( ) Ust natural
schedules ( ) Use appropriate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate training stimuli

no STOP. You have made an error in the
sequence. Begin again at Question A.
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Table 9-9
Joe

Generalization Probe Report

Student: Joe Date: March 3

IEPObjective:* Joe will wash dishes at homes of senior
citizens as part of work crew. Joe will finish all
dishes satisfactorily (no soap, no grease, no food,
etc.) as determined by supervisor, and will finish in
time allotted to task by supervisor at start of work
period. Generalization to different settings, types of
dishes, work space, dish racks, etc.

Student Perforrnance*

(1) Who provided the information on student performance?
independent o:server

(2) Was the skill directly observed for this probe?
yes

(3) How many opportunities did the student have to perform the skill?
once to wash dishes in one home

(4) When were the opportunities provided?
as part of regular work crew training

(5) Did the student perform the target skill?
for first 2 or 3 dishes, only

(6) Did the student display inappropriate behavior or a previously learned
skill instead of, or in addition to, the target skill?
yes

(7) Did the student fail to respond?
no

(8) Describe the student's performance: Joe got setup for ,cashing
under supervision, did very well (no errors) began
washing dishes (good); supervisor left to see to other
student, Joe merely rinsed dish under hot water and put it
in the rack. He looked at me & I did nothing. He quickly
"finished" all of the dishes by merely rinsing them. When
the back in

Probe Situation

Reinforcers Accessed by Student*
Were natural reinforcers for performance of the skill

(10) Were net natural reinforcers for the skill.
(1t) Included both natural and not natural reinforters.
(12) ( Peziont minfoteed behavior, other behavior. or nocuesponse, with

reinforcer 'Aids have beta available for petforramme of drill.
(13) ( ) Student accessed natural mink:tees by doing something else.
(14) ( ) Person unaided to other behavior.
(15) ( ) Person completed the slall task.
(16) ( ) Penal phymeslly assisted the student to complete the skill task.
(17) ( ) Pawn provided another reinforcer.
(18) ( ) Student did not access reinforcen.

Describe what happened:

Stimuli Which
(19) ( )
(20) GO
(21) ( )

((223

(24) ( )

Triggered the Opportunity to Perform the Skill*
Were natural mama which moored without need for interventien.
Were neutrally provided by persons in the generaliamionsitumion.
were not nesura stinudi for the skill.
Included both natural mid as natural stimuli.
Included training stimuli.
Other:

Conditions Which Differed Front Instruction (Check all that apply)*
(25) (A) Materials or objects. Descmbe:

(26) (4 retina. Desaibe:

(27) ( ) Probe manage: or persons who interacted with student
(23) ( ) Person cued the student what to do.
(29) ( ) Person did nce cam the student what to do.
(30) ( ) Person encouraged the student.
(31) ( ) Pelson did not encourage the student.
(32) ( ) Petson physically assisted or physically prompted the student.
(33) ( ) Person did not phy. y =lig or prompt dm student.
(34) ( ) Pence reinforced as diem
(35) ( ) Person reinforced less frequently.
(36) ( ) Student's performance criddredharrected more frequently.
(37) ( ) Student's pesfonnanee aiticizedkorreeted less often.

( ) Person provided feedbadt on performance, especially errors or mistakes.
(38) ( ) Person did not provide feedback.
(39) ( ) Person wised the student during/after skill performance.
(40) ( ) Person did riot raise the tandem
(41) ( ) Other:

supervisor came the kitchen, he was surprised *
Answen needed to apply Decision Rules.that Joe was done, but then looked at the dishes more

closely and saw the food on them. The supervisor made Joe re-do the dishes, with some
verbal prompts. The supervisor did not leave the kitchen while Joe was re-doing the dishes. 213
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Table 9-9, Joe (continued)

Generalization Decision Report

Student Joe Skill Wash dishes

Decision-Maker Date March 5

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

A. Has skill generalized yes I SUCCESSFUL INSTRUCTION
at the desired level ( ) Step Meal to a more difficult
in all target situations? level of skill ( ) Choose a new skill

to teach

0 CONTINUE with question B.

B. Has skill been acquired? 8 CONTINUE with question C.

no 2 SKILL MASTERY PROBLEM
( ) Continue insertion

C. Is generalization desired yes CONTINUE with question D.
to only a few situations?

0 CONTINUE with question E.
too mny different houses in
work situation to use this
alternative (see objective)

D. Is it possible to train yes 3 LIMITED GENERALIZATION
directly in those SITUATIONS
situations? ( ) Train in desired situation

( ) Train sequentially in all situations
(i.e., sequential modification]

no CONTINUE with question E.

E. Is the student reinforced yes CONTINUE with question F.
even though he/she does
not do the target skill? 0 CONTINUE with question H.

F. Does the student fail yes 4 NONCONTINUENT REINFORCER
to respond and is PROBLEM
reinforced? ( ) Alter generalization contingenices

no CONTINUE with questkm G.

G. Is the behavior yes S COMPETING BEHAVIOR
reinforced by the PROBLEM
same reinforcers as ( ) Increase profcieney
the target skill? ( ) Amplify unmated behavior

( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no 6 COMPETING REINFORCER
PROBLEM
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

Continue to next page.
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Table 9-9, Joe (continued)

QUESTION ANSWER DECISION COMMENTS

Rules
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H. Did the student generalize
once at or close to
criterion performance
levels and then not as
well on other
opportunities?

7 REINFORCING FUNCTION
PROBLEM

Program natural reinforcers
Eliminate training reinforcers

( ) Use natural schedules
( ) Use natural consequences
( ) Teach self-reinforcement
( ) Teach to solicit reinforcement
( ) Reinforce generalized behavior
( ) Alter generalization contingencies

no CONTINUE with question I.

1. Did the student respond
partially crurectly
during at least one
response opportunity?

Did great on first few
dishes until he figured out
1 wasn't going to do any-
thing if he just rinsed
them. A typical teenager.
Maybe if he were gettint,
money for this work, &
then he didn't get it for
poor performance, we might
get Imm to do it right w/out
needing constant supervision.

yes $ DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION
PROBLEM
Vary stimuli: ( ) Use all stimuli ( ) Use
frequent stimuli ( ) Use multiple
exemplars ( ) Use general case
exemplars

no CONTINUE with question J.

J. Did the student fail to
perform any pan of the
millet skill?

yes 9 GENERALIZATION TRAINING
FORMAT
( ) Increase proficiency ( ) Program
natural reinforeers ( ) Use natural
schedules ( ) Use appmpriate natural
stimuli ( ) Eliminate training stimuli

no STOP. You have made an error in the
sequence. Begin again at Question A.
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Figure 9-1

Rules and Strategies for Generalization

*

Successful Instruction

4 Step ahead to a more difficult level of
skill

0 Choose a new skill to teach

*
Get

More
Data

(C)

Skill
Useful in Only a
FEW Situations

..111,

*
(Go to Pg 2)

[2 Skill Mastery
Problem

]* Continue Instruction

(D)

Practical
to Train in ALL

Target
Situations

?

'N
Limited Generalization

3
Situations

0 Train in target situation

I Sequential Modificationik,......_,................____."



From Pg 1

Answers to questions that follow
are based on GENERALIZATION probes

,

(E)

Reinforced
without Performing

the Target
Skill

9

More
Data

(G)

Behavior
Reinforced

Obtains Same Rein-
forces as Target

Skill
9

4
Noncontingent Reinforcer

Problem
4 Alter generalization contingenices

Competing Behavior

* Increase proficiency
Amplify instructed behavior
Alter generalization contingencies

(GotoPg3

4

Competing Reinforcer
Alter generalization contingencies
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Get
More
Data

Get \
More
Data

( From Pg 2

(H)
Generalized
Well Once
and Then

Not as Well
'?

(I)

Was
There SOME

Generalization
'?

NO
Generalization

AT ALL

*
/SOMETHING\

IS WRONG III

Go Back and Check
Your Answers to
At Least the Last

\Three Questions

Reinforcing Function

I Program natural reinforcers
* Eliminate training reinforcers

* Use natural si.,hadules
* Use natural consequences
I Teach self- reinforcement
I Teach to solicit reinforcement
* Reinforce generalized behavior
I Alter generalization contingencies

Discrimination Fu:action
I Vary Stimuli

0 Use all stimi4
0 Use frequent stimuli
0 Use multiple exemplars
0 Use general case exemplars

-19 Generalization Training Format'\

* Increase proficiencyI Program natural reinforcers

* Use natural schedules
4 Use appropriate natural stimuli
it Eliminate training stimuli I
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GENERALIZATION FOR STUDENTS WITH SEVERE HANDICAPS

Strategies and Solutions

Norris G. Haring, Editor

Students with special needs have made great gains in school programs during the last decade.
However, these gains are not always apparent at home, in the community, or at work sites after
graduation. One reason for the apparent lack of success is the problem of skill generalization.
Students with severe handicaps often experience great difficulty in transferring skills learned at
school to nonschool situations. If skills do not generalize to new and untrained situations, the student
will need to be retaught that skill in every setting and every situation throughout life. This is an
extremely time-consuming and disheartening proposition. A solution is for educators to follow skill
instruction with special strategies to ensure that the skill does generalize.

Part I of this book presents an overview and history of the problem of skill generalization among
students with severe handicaps and of the strategies which have been proposed to remediate the
problem. The key features of an innovative approach are discussed, including the strategies to
facilitate generalization and their success rates. One strategy proposed is a decision rule system to
assist educators in selecting appropriate remedial strategies when a generalization problem is
revealed.

A succinct and practical guide for educators is presented in the second half of the book. The text has
been tested and revised with field practitioners to ensure that the explanations and examples can lead
to actual implementation of the suggested strategies. Individual chapters explain how to incorporate
generalization into Individual Education Plans (IEPs), how to evaluate student performance in
nontraditional settings, how to determine the underlying cause of generalization problems. and how
to select and implement an appropriate remedial strategy.

The work is based on five years of research conducted in public school classrooms, and involving
hundreds of students with severe handicaps and their teachers, parents, neighbors, community. and
peers. Without spec;-..' ...sategies, about 25% of skills mastered in the classroom generalize. The
authors demonstrate how strategies selected with the use of a decision rule system can improve
generalization to 88% of the skills.

This book is the first in the field to offer a new direction to educators by including a field-tested
decision rule system which actually improves student performance. It should be of particular interest
to teachers seeking to ensure that their instruction has a lasting and beneficial impact on their
students.

Norris G. Haring, professor of special education at the University of Washington, is author or editor
of many books on exceptional children.
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University of Washington Press Seattle and London
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